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ABSTRACT
The research is within the construction 
sector and wants to verify the existence 
of its real sustainability-oriented renewal. 
The research work proposes an investiga-
tion on three key topics: sustainability, dig-
itization, and optimization. The main focus 
is to explore these three fields in order to 
understand possible virtuous complicity 
between sustainable development goals 
and the potential of the recent digital revo-
lution, supported by the operational char-
acteristics of optimization methods.
This work is intended as a contribution 
to limit the environmental impact and, if 
possible, reverse the dangerous trend of 
climate change. The evolution of human 
activities has produced substantial chang-
es in the environmental system over time, 
influencing the climate and producing 
a rise of about 1.0°C in global temper-
ature above pre-industrial levels. More 
than thirty years after the definition of 
sustainable development and after the 
first reflections on the need to change 
the conditions for the growth of human 
civilization, the negative trend of climate 
change has not been stemmed. Unfortu-
nately, there is not much more time left 
to reverse it. Many construction experts 
are aware they have to take into account 
environmental, social, and economic im-
pacts throughout the entire life cycle of 
construction, but we are still at the begin-
ning of a real change of sustainable con-
sciousness. A substantial transformation 
of the “mentality” is therefore necessary. 
The digital revolution could represent a 
real “tool” for a profound renewal orient-
ed towards sustainability. The digitization 
and extraordinary technological advances 
are changing our society and reducing the 
gap between the digital world and the 
physical world. This radical transforma-
tion is identified as the "Fourth Industrial 
Revolution". Compared to the previous 
three, it has a higher speed of progression 
and a more significant impact on different 
human activities. The construction, sector 
although lagging behind other sectors of 
human activity, is facing the challenge of 
entering the era of digitization following 
the principles of "Industry 4.0" in all its 
phases: production of materials, design, 
project execution, post-release moni-
otirng. Several new technologies are al-
ready available in the Construction 4.0 
panorama and applicable to all phases of 
the construction process.
Thanks to the exponential increase in 
computing power, there is also rapid de-
velopment in the field of optimization 
techniques and of tools in the design pro-
cess. This new condition offers designers 
the opportunity to make increasing use 
of the decision-making processes in the 
complex world of construction in order 
to find optimal solutions, including those 
relating to sustainable goals.
The synergy between all these studied 
elements has generated reflections then 
translated into an operational strategy 
that could be a concrete demonstration of 
what is proposed and offered designers. In 
the last part of the thesis are then reported 
some applicative examples of the devel-
oped procedure to show the possible uses 
in the case of different objectives, digital 
models, tools, and calculation methods.
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1.1 Research Areas of Interest
More than thirty years after the definition of the concept of sustainable de-
velopment1 and the first forecasted scenarios for our future, the impacts on 
the environment resulting from the evolution of human civilization are un-
changed, if not worsened. Agenda 20302 renews the commitment to “protect 
the planet from degradation, including through sustainable consumption 
and production, managing its natural resources sustainably and intervening 
urgently on climate change, so that it can support the needs of generations 
present and future”.
Global warming, sea levels rise, and desertification are some of the most 
worrying impacts of climate change that are compromising the survival of 
many biological systems on our planet. To these must be added the inevitable 
effects due to the increase in world population3 and the growth of existing 
urban areas or the creation of new ones4.
Therefore, climate change mitigation is one of the most significant challeng-
es of our time, and all sectors of human activity are called upon to make their 
contribution. The construction sector can make an essential contribution be-
cause its environmental, social, and economic responsibilities and implica-
tions are significant. There is a renewed call for an approach that takes ac-
count of environmental impacts, from the design phase to the demolition/
recycling phase. Designers are called to move in a context for a resilient fu-
ture where resources (energy, raw materials, economic, etc.) are limited and 
where we must, therefore, try to make optimal use of them.
The construction sector is facing another major challenge: entering the age 
of digitization, with rapid alignment with industry 4.05 principles in produc-
1 “Sustainable development is one that meets the needs of today without compromising the abil-
ity of future generations to meet their own needs”. This definition was first written in the 1987 
“Brundtland Report” by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED).
2 Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development is a programme of action with 169 goals articulated 
in 17 objectives for people, the planet and prosperity signed in September 2015 by the govern-
ments of the 193 UN member countries.
3 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2017. World 
Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision, Key Findings and Advance Tables. Working Paper No. 
ESA/P/WP/248.
4 Goal 11 of Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development states that 60% of the world’s population 
will live in urban areas by 2030.
5 In 2011, three members of the German Federal Government’s Scientific and Economic Re-
search Union presented the “Industry 4.0” concept at the “Hannover Mess” event.
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tion, construction, and management processes. It is a challenge that involves 
all areas and all companies, from the smallest to the largest, offering new op-
portunities for growth and innovation.  It is an opportunity of renewal for a 
sector that has always been a protagonist of “delayed innovations” compared 
to other fields of human activity. The need for safety, procedural checks, and 
specific regulations, the limited diffusion of “novelties”, but above all its in-
trinsic inertia due to massive and traditional connotations, have regularly 
characterized this sector, especially in countries like Italy so rich in history.
The situation is evolving in a new and fast way linked to two new conditions: 
on the one hand, there is an increasing demand for innovative “tools” that 
lead to design their intelligent use for buildings, districts, and entire cities; 
on the other hand, there is a growing need to create (or perhaps better recre-
ate) the conditions of well-being for man and to contribute to environmental 
quality actively.
The digitization of the construction sector is only just beginning. Small im-
provements will translate into substantial benefits for companies and socie-
ty6, including increased productivity, management of processes with great-
er complexity, time optimization, increased quality, and safety, etc. Digital 
technologies and methodologies are multiple and apply to all phases of the 
construction process: from planning, design, and construction to demolition 
or recycling/reuse. In many contexts related to construction, the focus of the 
digital transformation coincides with a specific “environment”, BIM (Build-
ing Information Modeling), a parametric system able to ensure the full shar-
ing of information of the entire process and coordination between all people 
involved.
Building Information Modeling is not only technological innovation but is a 
new approach to the entire life cycle of construction, capable of generating 
a real cultural revolution in our sector. The key is the information that each 
person involved in the process generates, manages, and stores, and which is 
now collected and put into a single central database. Thanks also to the re-
newed dynamics of collaboration and dialogue between all participants, BIM 
can generate multiple benefits for the entire construction chain in terms of 
productivity, quality, and safety.
6 Gerbert, P., Castagnino, S., Rothballer, C., Renz, A., Filitz, R., 2016. Digital in engineering and 




Climate change is one of the most significant challenges of our time. For 
several decades there has been an awareness of the urgency of the problem 
and the need for action. Although many plans for sustainable development, 
mitigation, and adaptation have been made over the years, the situation in 
the construction sector is almost unchanged, and there is still much room for 
improvement. 
Simulation and validation of the final construction performance for the 
achievement of sustainability objectives could be done through the wide va-
riety of existing tools. Their use, on the other hand, is not taken for granted 
or widely used in projects and, even if they are used, often occurs in phases 
after the design phase, when the possibilities for further changes are drasti-
cally limited. 
Therefore, a substantial transformation is needed to change established 
practices in order to reverse the current course and achieve the objectives 
of sustainable development. The digital revolution, which is transforming 
all industrial sectors and has also reached the construction sector, could be 
a suitable opportunity for a profound renewal oriented towards sustainabil-
ity. The new digital technologies and the increased computing power avail-
able today are useful to manage the increasing complexity and information 
in projects and can support collaboration and communication between the 
many designers involved. 
The aim of the thesis is to analyse the current state of digitization in the con-
struction sector, identify signs of change and seize the cues to propose a vir-
tuous complicity between sustainable goals and the potential of the digital 
revolution; complicity enhanced by the operational characteristics of opti-
mization methods. The further aim is to translate the synergy between the 
three key issues - sustainability, digitization, and optimization - through an 
operational strategy that can demonstrate the concrete applicability of what 
is proposed, up to the creation of an operational tool for designers.
1.3 Research Method 
The research carried out was the result of a process of study, analysis, per-
sonal conceptual reflections and operational methodologies identified dur-
ing the entire PhD period, which allowed to enrich and structure the re-
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search itself in an evolutionary process, until the achievement of the final 
objectives and the identification of the expected results. 
The study and in-depth analysis of the state of the art of the three topics 
of investigation - sustainability, digitization, and optimization - is followed 
by a phase of dialogue and discussion with representative figures of dif-
ferent specificities and skills. A qualitative approach was chosen through 
semi-structured interviews with experts in the sector who could represent 
the different areas of the construction field. In this way, it is possible to col-
lect information and to know different points of view useful to define state 
of the art in professional activity, and not only in research ones, concerning 
the three topics studied.
The previous phase of research and analysis also provided the necessary in-
put to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the possible virtuous com-
plicity between sustainability, digitization, and optimization. They were 
then put into practice through the identification of the proposed methodolo-
gy, the description of its principles, and its possible applications, demonstrat-
ing that this useful complicity can be translated into something concrete and 
usable in the construction process. Finally, the methodology has been tested 
and validated on several implementations.
1.4 Research Boundaries
The first defined boundaries can be directly linked to the three main areas 
of research: sustainability, digitization, and optimization. The importance 
of the themes and their interdisciplinary nature has determined the need to 
give priority to certain aspects, in order to be able to deepen the research ap-
propriately. It was therefore decided to focus attention on the definition of 
the state of the art of the three themes, circumscribing the study of the refer-
ences to the last decade, thus reporting only a few historical hints and leav-
ing more space for more recent sources and references. 
The boundaries were then further delineated as the research progressed con-
cerning the aims of the thesis. The decision to focus on sustainability has 
helped to filter further and select areas of research, leaving aside other as-
pects and potential arising from the combination of digitization and optimi-
zation in the construction sector.
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Due to a further established boundary, chapters 2, 3, and 4 have a similar 
structure, which will be analysed in the following paragraph. In order to lim-
it the scope of the research and its level of investigation, the focus on sustain-
ability, digitization, and optimization has been carried out in a similar way. 
The study was divided into three levels ranging from general to particular: 
the framework of the theme, its reinterpretation in the construction field, and 
the analysis of a specific aspect.
Finally, further boundaries have been established for the application part 
dealt with in chapter 5. In this case, an inverse logic has been assumed, start-
ing from some specific aspects to arrive at the global implications. The con-
siderations and analysis of specific aspects and limited application exam-
ples have allowed the potential and implications of what has been studied to 
emerge in more general areas, not only strictly related to the achievement of 
sustainable development objectives.
1.5 Thesis Organization and Structure
The thesis is organized in eight chapters to bring out the themes, the reflec-
tions and applications studied, analysed, and developed. 
The first chapter has framed the research conducted through the descrip-
tion of the scope, objectives, method used and research boundaries. Then 
three chapters follow - chapters two, three, and four -   dedicated to the 
three critical concepts developed with the same key. These three chapters are 
structured similarly and presented with the same substructure articulated in 
three levels. A first paragraph that analyses the topic in cultural terms, a sec-
ond paragraph that declines the topic in the construction sector, and finally, 
a third in which the peculiarities, concepts, and operational tools that will be 
used in the applicative part of the research emerge. Chapter five deals with 
the operational development of the thesis. Chapter six presents the conclud-
ing considerations concerning the research work developed and possible fu-
ture developments in research. Finally, chapter seven deals with the appen-
dix containing inserts on the most developed application parts; chapter eight 
consists of the references consulted for the work presented.
The general structure of the thesis is based on three analysed concepts: sus-
tainability, digitization, and optimization. Each one has been studied in or-
der to identify the principles, peculiarities, and tools to be used in the opera-
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tional part of the research work. The schema shown in Figure 1 presents the 
analysis structure. The three words in evidence represent the three topics 
studied, and the concentric circles the three different levels of the analysis: 
general overview, specific overview in the construction field, and the final 
part “utility” contains the aspects used in the implementation. Finally, the 
three new points of view and concepts that emerge from the intersection of 
the starting words are shown in blue:
• the “sustainability 4.0” concept emerges from the re-reading of sus-
tainability in construction 4.0 and its achievement thanks to the po-
tential offered by the new tools and innovations introduced in the con-
struction sector by digitization;
• “tools” are those identified in optimization and digitization research 
field and that will be used to meet the aims of the thesis;
• the “optimization goals” are those that are usually set to achieve the 
purpose of an optimization process and that are specifically identified 
in the field of sustainable design.




The evolution of human activities 
over time has produced substan-
tial changes in the environmental 
system, influencing the climate and 
causing a rise of about 1.0°C in glob-
al temperature above preindustri-
al levels. According to the forecast 
scenarios, if the current rates of de-
velopment are maintained, almost 
certainly, between 2030 and 2050, 
the increase will reach 1.5°C. More 
than thirty years after the defini-
tion of “sustainable development”, 
contained in the report of the World 
Commission on Environment and 
Development, and the first consid-
erations on the need to change the 
conditions for the growth of human 
civilization, the negative trend of cli-
mate change has not been curbed. 
Unfortunately, there is not much 
more time left to reverse it.
All areas of human activity are 
called upon to help limit the im-
pact and, if possible, reverse the 
dangerous trend of climate change. 
The construction sector is un-
doubtedly one of the key players 
in this global challenge due to its 
extensive influence and its signifi-
cant economic, social, and environ-
mental implications. There are two 
main drivers: governments need 
to review and renew their current 
plans and outline long-term strat-
egies; citizens demand and provide 
evidence that construction prod-
ucts and manufactured goods have 
high environmental performance. 
Therefore, architects and engi-
neers are called upon to contribute 
actively to achieving this common 
goal by adopting a series of mea-
sures and criteria specific to sus-
tainable design.
This chapter will, therefore, deal 
with the issue of sustainability. In 
section 2.1, the current situation 
will be presented based on the lat-
est data and the primary initiatives 
to tackle climate change will be giv-
en. Section 2.2 will then address 
sustainability in the construction 
sector, highlighting its implications 
and the current strategies used to 
achieve the common objectives. Fi-
nally, section 2.3 will describe the 





“It’s clear that business as usual simply isn’t good enough anymore. 
We must do more – much more – in areas related to mitigation, adaptation, 
and the finance to support all of this work. 
And we must do it quickly.”
(NDC Global Outlook Report 2019)
Sustainable development is a development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs1. 
This definition is contained in the 1987 report of the World Commission on Envi-
ronment and Development (WECD) commissioned to develop a global agenda for 
changing uncontrolled growth at the expense of the environment. It was realised 
in those years that there were limits to the economic/technological progress of hu-
man civilization2 and that development could not be without the environment3. The 
scenarios, developed by researchers and international bodies, showed what would 
have happened to our planet if development conditions had not changed, for exam-
ple, in terms of the use of natural resources and air pollution.
More than thirty years later, the definition of sustainable development and the re-
flections on the conditions for the growth of human civilization seem more perti-
nent and appropriate to the current situation. We are facing a situation where “it’s 
clear that business as usual simply isn’t good enough anymore. We must do more 
– much more – in areas related to mitigation, adaptation, and finance to support all 
this work. And we must do it quickly”4.
The climate is changing globally, and according to the IPCC - Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change5, this is mainly due to greenhouse gas emissions from 
human activities, in particular from the use of fossil fuels, agriculture, and various 
1 World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987. Our common future. Oxford Univer-
sity Press, Oxford; New York.
2 Meadows, D. L., Meadows, D. H., Randers, J., Behrens, W. W., 1972. The Limits to Growth. Poto-
mac Associates - Universe Books.
3 World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987. Our common future. Oxford Univer-
sity Press, Oxford; New York.
4 UNDP, 2019. NDC Global Outlook Report 2019. The Heat Is On. Taking Stock of Global Climate 
Ambition.
5 In 1988, IPCC — Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change was created to provide policymakers 
with regular scientific assessments on climate change, its implications and potential future risks, as 
well as to put forward adaptation and mitigation options. More information available on www.ipcc.ch 
6 IPCC, 2018. Global Warming of 1.5°C. IPCC, Switzerland.
7 Paris Agreement, Decision 1/CP.21, paragraph 21.
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land use. Climate change is having a variety of impacts on our health, ecosystems, 
and economy, often in interaction with other factors.
In 2018 the IPCC issued a special report6 on the impact of global warming of 1.5°C 
at the request of the 21st Conference of the Parties of the United Nations (COP21)7. 
The report provides a graph showing the trend of global warming from 1960 to 
2017 and then estimates the future trend up to 2100 (Figure 2). More specifically, 
the study notes that human activities have caused about 1.0°C of global warming 
above pre-industrial levels, with a probable range from 0.8°C to 1.2°C and that the 
1.5°C figure will almost certainly be reached between 2030 and 2050 if it continues 
to increase at the current rate.
Figure 2 Observed global temperature change and modelled responses to stylized 
anthropogenic emission and forcing pathways (IPCC 2018).
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8 United Nations Environment Programme, 2019. Emissions Gap Report 2019. UNEP, Nairobi.
9 From 1972, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) is the leading global environ-
mental authority that sets the global environmental agenda, promotes the coherent implementa-
tion of the environmental dimension of sustainable development within the United Nations system, 
and serves as an authoritative advocate for the global environment. More information available on 
www.unenvironment.org 
In the 2019 “Emission Gap Report”8 prepared by UNEP9, similar results are report-
ed. Figure 3 shows that greenhouse gas emissions have increased steadily over the 
last 30 years at a rate of 1.5% per year over the last decade. Between 2014 and 2016, 
there was a brief sign of stabilisation, and then in 2018, the record level of 55.3 Gt-
CO2e was reached. The figure shows that the most significant contribution is due 
to fossil CO2 emissions from energy use and industry.
Figure 4 shows the specific trend of the top CO2 emitters: China, EU28, India, the 
United States of America, Russia, and Japan. The first four listed are responsible for 
55% of total greenhouse gas emissions. If other countries and international trans-
port are included, the value of 65% is reached. As Figure 4 shows, all trends are ris-
ing except for the US and the European Union. The US value has had a gradual de-
cline in GHG emissions of 0.1% per year over the last decade, but a peak can be seen 
in 2018 due to increased energy demand following an unusually hot summer and 
a cold winter. The European Union’s global greenhouse gas emissions have fallen 
steadily by more than about 1% over the last decade.
The situation changes, looking at the other part of the figure showing per capi-
ta emissions. Trends remain unchanged, but the contribution of individual states 
changes. There is a higher level for the US and Russia, and the lowest is in India and 
China is in fourth place just above European levels.
Figure 3 Global greenhouse gas emissions (UNEP 2019).
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All these studies outline future scenarios where it is highly likely that the situation 
will get worse with this trend, and impacts will become more severe in the coming 
decades. Hence the need to reduce greenhouse gases globally substantially in or-
der to mitigate the impacts of climate change. At the same time, there is also a need 
to adapt, as it is not possible to prevent all impacts. In response to these two needs 
and to promote the society’s growth in all sectors, plans and initiatives have been 
developed under the umbrella of sustainability.
2.1.1 Initiatives for Sustainable Development 
The data reported in the previous paragraph and studies in this area suggest “rapid 
and far-reaching” changes in human activities. There are many initiatives aimed at 
promoting sustainable development that has arisen from the last decades of the last 
century until today. Only the main initiatives that belong to the most recent pano-
rama and that concretely affect our daily life are reported.
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is an action pro-
gram for people, the planet and prosperity signed in September 
2015 by the governments of the 193 UN member countries. The 2030 Agenda re-
news the commitment to “protect the planet from degradation, including through 
Agenda 
2030




10 ONU, 2015. Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Resolution 
70/1 of the General Assembly.
sustainable consumption and production, managing its natural resources sustain-
ably and intervening urgently on climate change, so that it can support the needs of 
generations present and future”10.
The Action Programme contains 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to be 
achieved by 2030 (Figure 5), which in turn are organised into 169 targets and over 
240 indicators. The SDGs follow up on achievements of the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals, that preceded them, and represent common goals on a set of critical 
development issues. “Common Goals” is a term used to underline that they con-
cern all countries and all citizens: no one is excluded from them, nor should they be 
left behind along the path necessary to put the world on the road to sustainability. 
“The new agenda is a promise by leaders to all people everywhere. It is an agenda 
for people, to end poverty in all its forms – an agenda for the planet, our common 
home” declared Mr. Ban as he opened the UN Sustainable Development Summit, 
which kicked off today and wraps up Sunday.
One of the main innovations contained in this strategy is an integrated vision of 
the different dimensions of development. The unsustainability of the current mod-
el should not only be tackled on an environmental level, but also an economic and 
social level. 
Figure 5 Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda (UNDP 2015).
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11 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2019. The Sustainable Development 
Goals Report 2019. United Nations Publications, New York.
Agenda implementation requires the active involvement of all parts of society, 
from business to the public sector, from civil society to philanthropic institutions, 
from universities and research centres to information and culture professionals. All 
countries are called upon to contribute to the effort to bring the world on a sustain-
able path, with no longer any distinction between developed, emerging, and devel-
oping countries, even if the issues may differ according to the level of development 
achieved. This means that each country must commit itself to define its sustainable 
development strategy to achieve the SDGs, reporting on the results achieved within 
a process coordinated by the UN.
In 2019, “The Sustainable Development Goals Report 2019” was presented, show-
ing the progress made based on the 17 objectives of Agenda 203011. The report 
shows that there are improvements on some specific issues and some clear favour-
able trends at the country level, such as:
• from 2000 to 2017, the mortality rate of people under five years of age fell by 
49% and extreme poverty decreased significantly, thanks to vaccination cam-
paigns and the possibility for more and more people to access electricity;
• marine protected areas have doubled since 2010 and countries are working to-
gether to tackle illegal fishing; 
• 150 countries have developed national policies to respond to the challenge of 
rapid urbanisation, and 71 EU countries now have policies and instruments to 
support sustainable consumption and production;
• numerous international organisations, companies, local authorities, scientific 
communities have engaged explicity with SDGs.
Despite this progress, the report identifies many areas of commitment that require 
urgent collective action. Some of these are:
• one million plant and animal species are at risk of extinction and the degrada-
tion of the territory continues unchecked;
• world hunger is on the rise and at least half the world’s population lacks es-
sential health services;
• more than half of the world’s children do not meet reading and mathematical 
standards; 
• only 28% of people with severe disabilities have received cash benefits;




12 IPCC, 2018. Ibid.
13 Hawksworth, J., Clarry, R., Audino, H., 2017. The World in 2050. Price water house Coopers.
The most urgent area of intervention identified is climate change and the conse-
quent need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in order to avoid and reduce the 
catastrophic and irreversible effects that are already evident: the increase in ocean 
acidification, coastal erosion, extreme weather conditions, the frequency and sever-
ity of natural disasters, the continuous degradation of the territory. The IPCC spe-
cial report on global warming12 shows the interactions between SDGs and three 
sectoral climate change mitigation strategies (Figure 6):
• supply of energy such as biomass and non-biomass renewable energy, carbon 
capture, and storage with bioenergy or fossil fuels;
• energy demand in terms of, e.g. fuel switching and efficiency in transport, in-
dustry, and buildings; 
• land use as food waste reduction, soil sequestration, livestock and manure 
management, reduction of deforestation.
The reported data show that in general, synergies are more significant than trade-
offs in achieving climate change and SDGs targets. It also shows that energy de-
mand mitigation strategies are more consistently and strongly associated with 
broader sustainability benefits. The key to achieving the objectives is a synergy 
between different strategies such as deep decarbonisation and SDGs13. Building 
on this principle, the strength of Agenda 2030 is to bring together heterogeneous 
groups to work towards common goals, through multilateral actions and global 
solutions.
In December 2015, the Conference of the Parties on Climate 
Change (COP21) was held in Paris, where a universal agree-
ment on combating climate change was reached for the first time. 
The Paris Agreement entered into force on 4 November 2016, thirty days after the 
date on which at least 55 Parties to the Convention, representing in total at least 55% 
of global greenhouse gas emissions, deposited their instruments of ratification, ac-
ceptance or approval. To date, 187 Parties out of 197 have signed the Agreement.
The central objective of the Paris Accord is to strengthen the global response to the 
threat of climate change by keeping the global temperature increase in this century 
well below 2°C compared to pre-industrial levels and continuing efforts to limit the 
temperature increase to 1.5°C further. Also, the Agreement aims to strengthen the 





Figure 6 Indicative linkages between mitigation options and sustainable development 
using SDGs (IPCC 2018).
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To achieve these ambitious targets, adequate financial flows, a new technology 
framework, and a capacity-building framework will be put in place, thus support-
ing action by developing countries and the most vulnerable countries in line with 
their national targets. The Agreement also provides for greater transparency of ac-
tion and support through a more robust transparency framework.
The Paris Agreement brings all nations together in a common challenge to under-
take ambitious efforts and combat climate change by adapting to its effects. Spe-
cifically, all parties are required to make the best efforts through nationally deter-
mined contributions (NDCs). This includes the obligation for all Parties to report 
regularly on their emissions and their concrete commitment to implementation. As 
with SDGs, the process will be monitored, and every five years, collective progress 
towards achieving the objective of the Agreement will be assessed.
NDCs are the critical elements of the Paris Agreement. They are plans established 
by each country for mitigation and adaptation. They contain strategies for reduc-
ing greenhouse gases and increasing resilience in the new world with more heat-
waves, floods, droughts, fires, and more. So far, 184 nations have presented their 
first NDCs, and only two nations, Marshall Islands and Suriname, have prepared a 
second one14.
In 2019 the UNDP15 presented the first report on NDCs16, which shows that there 
are currently 197 nations participating in COP21 (Figure 7):
• 75 countries, accounting for 37% of global greenhouse gas emissions, are re-
vising their national climate program and plan to increase adaptation and 
mitigation efforts;
• 37 countries, accounting for 16% of global greenhouse gas emissions, intend 
to update their existing plans with new data, information and/or assumptions;
• of 71 nations, accounting for 21% of global GHG emissions, it is not clear how 
and whether they will revise their plans;
• finally, the remaining 14 countries, accounting for 26% of global GHG emis-
sions, have no plans to revise their NDCs.
It is interesting to note that the first group of the 75 most advanced countries con-
sists mainly of developing countries: it is among them that we find the only two na-
14 More information available on www4.unfccc.int/sites/NDCStaging/Pages/Home.aspx 
15 The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is an international organisation created on 
1 January 1966, following the resolution of the General Assembly of the United Nations (UN) of 22 
November 1965. Nowadays, UNDP works in about 170 countries and territories, helping to achieve 
the eradication of poverty and the reduction of inequalities and exclusion.
16 UNDP, 2019. Ibid.
17 Information was not available for the remaining 58 (UNDP, 2019).
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tions to have revised their plans for the second time. On the other hand, it can be 
seen that many of the developed countries, although they have yet to clarify plans 
for short-term NDC revisions, are mapping long-term plans to eliminate green-
house gases by 2050 through the so-called Long-Term Strategies (LTS). The LTS 
provides, in most cases, a vision for a zero-carbon society to drive policy and stim-
ulate innovation and investment in clean technologies to keep the planet safe. So 
far, 12 countries have submitted LTSs to the UNFCCC since 2016, 53 nations have 
indicated that they are planning LTSs, 44 nations plan to do so, and the remaining 
31 nations have no plans to do so17.
The key concept behind the Paris Agreement is that no country should backtrack 
on its stated objectives. Indeed all countries are called upon to present increasing-
ly ambitious NDCs every five years. 2020 will, therefore, be a crucial year to ana-
lyse the validity of this mechanism and to get a picture of the progress achieved five 
years after COP21.
Figure 7 NDCs current status of the revision by nations (UNDP 2019).
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Europe has long been fighting climate change by implementing 
policies in close cooperation with international partners and 
members of the European Community. Before joining and complying with recent 
global plans, several plans and directives defined the rules for European countries 
since the Kyoto Protocol.
The latest of these is the 2020 climate and energy package, which has been adopted 
by EU leaders in 2007 and enacted in 2009 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 
2020. The package sets three key targets:
• 20% cut in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels);
• 20% of EU energy from renewables;
• 20% improvement in energy efficiency.
The Commission’s website states, “EU is on track to meet the 20% emissions reduc-
tion target for 2020” and EU greenhouse gas emissions were reduced by 23% be-
tween 1990 and 2018, while the economy grew by 61% over the same period.
In October 2014, a new framework for 2030 was adopted by the European Council. 
The targets for renewables and energy efficiency were revised upwards in 2018. It 
is the new climate and energy framework that includes the following objectives for 
the period from 2021 to 2030:
• at least 40% cuts in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels);
• at least 32% share for renewable energy;
• at least a 32.5% improvement in energy efficiency.
The EU has adopted integrated monitoring and reporting rules to ensure progress 
towards the 2030 climate and energy targets and its international commitments un-
der the Paris Agreement. Member States are obliged to adopt integrated National 
Climate and Energy Plans (NECPs) for the period 2021-2030. Member States had 
to submit their draft plans by the end of 2018. The final plans must be submitted by 
the end of 2019.
On 28 November 2018, give the UN climate summit (COP24) in Katowice, Poland, 
the Commission adopted its 2050 long-term strategy. It is a vision for a climate-neu-
tral future that covers nearly all EU policies and is in line with the Paris Agreement 
objective to keep the global temperature increase to well below 2°C and pursue 
efforts to keep it to 1.5°C. The strategy is presented in the document 28/11/2018 - 
COM (2018) 773 - A Clean Planet for all - An European strategic long-term vision 





A climate-neutral EU by 2050 can be achieved by investing in realistic technologi-
cal solutions, empowering citizens and aligning actions in critical areas such as in-
dustrial policy, finance or research, while ensuring social equity for a fair transition. 
Seven strategic areas are identified: 
• energy efficiency;
• deployment of renewables;
• clean, safe and connected mobility;
• competitive industry and circular economy;
• infrastructure and interconnections;
• bio-economy and natural carbon sinks;
• carbon capture and storage to address remaining emissions.
The documents of the 2050 strategy do not outline a detailed technical strategy 
and do not address the intermediate objectives towards the 2050 target. However, 
a clear message emerges from them that: “net zero” is necessary (in the context of 
the global fight against climate change), that it is possible (existing technology op-
tions can get us there), and that undergoing this transition is beneficial for Europe 
it could be the platform for a stronger, modernised economy.
The Paris Agreement and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable De-
velopment both represent universally endorsed political visions 
that mark a paradigm shift with a “top-down” approach of international mandates 
to nations and thus their citizens.
There are, however, several initiatives that follow the opposite path (bottom-up) 
made up of citizens and consumers who are increasingly aware and concerned 
about sustainability. They join forces and demonstrate to push governments and 
industries to accelerate the revolution of their processes and products towards eco-
logical transition and sustainable development.
The urgency of the problem has caused protests and actions to spread, almost viral-
ly, and the promoters are mainly young people. In Italy, 85% of young people born 
after 1997 say they are concerned about environmental issues; 70% choose compa-
nies committed to protecting the environment; 82% are attentive to waste and 85% 
do a separate waste collection18.
Bottom-up 
initiatives
18 Data available on www.nomisma.it/servizi/osservatori/osservatori-realizzati-ad-hoc/genz-monitor/ 
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19 Further information available on www.fridaysforfuture.org 
20 More information available on www.letsdoitworld.org 
Many initiatives have been launched in recent years to combat climate change. 
Among them, “Fridays for Future”19 is the most successful and has spread with 
extraordinary speed thanks to the communicative power of social media. In Au-
gust 2018, 15-year-old Greta Thunberg sat in front of the Swedish parliament every 
three weeks to protest the lack of action on the climate crisis and published what 
she was doing on Instagram and Twitter. The news has gone viral and has man-
aged to reach some 13 million young people, and more, in 228 countries around the 
world (Figure 8).
“Let’s Do it”20 is another movement born in Estonia in 2008 and then spread all 
over the world. It promotes the actions of cleaning and reduction of waste produc-
tion. Among the best-known initiatives and involving hundreds of millions of peo-
ple around the world is “Cleanup Day”; its last edition was held on 21 September 
2019. Following this initiative, there are many others at the local level or born from 
the will of small associations.




2.2 Sustainability in Construction
The eleventh goal of Agenda 2030 is dedicated entirely to “Sustainable Cities and 
Communities”. Cities are centres for new ideas, for commerce, culture, science, pro-
ductivity, social development, and much more. However, this objective has been set 
because many challenges still exist today to maintain urban centres as workplaces 
and well-being places, while at the same time not damaging the environment and 
resources. In this programme for a sustainable future, as in other previous ones, the 
construction sector holds a distinguished place given its extensive influence and 
implications, which can be summarised in three macro-aspects: society, economy, 
and environment.
The world population will grow significantly to almost 10 billion people by 205021. 
Today, half of humankind, about 3.5 billion people, live in cities, and by 2030, peo-
ple are expected to move from the countryside to cities and around 60% of the 
world’s population will live in urban areas22. 95% of urban expansion in the com-
ing decades will take place in developing countries and today there are still more 
than a billion people living in slums, and the number, rather than decreasing, is 
continously increasing (Figure 9). Soon, it will, therefore, become increasingly im-
portant to ensure access to adequate, safe, and affordable housing and essential ser-
vices for all.
Figure 9 Urban population living in slums or informal settlements (UDNP 2019).
21 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2017. World 
Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision, Key Findings and Advance Tables. Working Paper No. ES-
A/P/WP/248.
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Moving towards cities will also lead to rapid urbanisation, which will affect the 
need for infrastructure, roads, freshwater supply systems, sewerage systems, public 
transport, etc. (Figure 10). To date, cities occupy only 3% of the earth’s surface but 
are responsible for significant energy consumption and related carbon emissions. 
However, the growth of cities, if driven by inclusive and sustainable urbanisation 
and participatory and integrated planning and management capacity, can take ad-
vantage of the cities’ high density to improve their efficiency and technological de-
velopment, reducing resource and energy consumption.
For almost the entire population of the world, the built environment heavily influ-
ences the quality of life, as people spend an average of 90% of their time indoors. 
Therefore, the building and the materials used in it have an essential impact on 
the health and well-being of its occupants. The building is one of the first activi-
ties that humankind developed, and since then, it continues to shape our daily lives 
in unique ways. To quote Winston Churchill’s famous statement: “We shape our 
buildings and, afterward, our buildings shape us”.
The economic importance of the construction sector is based on the total annu-
al turnover, which represents about 6% of world GDP23. Specifically, it accounts for 
5% of total GDP in developed countries, while for developing countries it is over 8% 
of total GDP. The industry is expected to grow significantly in the coming years to 
0%
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Figure 10 Share of population with convenient access to public transport (UNDP 2019).
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23 World Economic Forum, 2016. Shaping the Future of Construction. Switzerland, Geneve.
24 World Economic Forum, 2016. Ibid.
25 IEA, 2017. Energy Technology Perspectives 2017. IEA/OECD. Paris.
26 Data available on www.eesi.org/briefings/view/042214recycling 
27 Fischer, C., Werge M., 2009. EU as a recycling society. Present recycling levels of Municipal Waste 
and Construction & Demolition Waste in the EU. ETC/SCP 2/2009, Copenhagen.
28 ISPRA, 2017. Rapporto rifiuti speciali 2017. Rapporti n. 265/2017. ISPRA – Settore Editoria, Ro-
ma. ISBN 978-88-448-0829-7.
reach an estimated revenue of $15 trillion by 2025, also creating new jobs and posi-
tions. To date, it is estimated that more than 100 million people are already employed 
in this sector worldwide.
The construction field can also be considered a “horizontal” industry serving all 
other vertical industries to provide and maintain housing, facilities, and infrastruc-
ture. Moreover, buildings are the place where almost everyone lives and works. For 
example, residential buildings account for 38% of the overall construction volume; 
transport, energy and water infrastructure for 32%; institutional and commercial 
buildings for 18%; and industrial sites (from cement to automotive production) for 
13%24. The innovation of all industries and the different demands for space and in-
frastructure needed will also require renovation in construction.
Finally, given the characteristics and products of this industry, it is the one with the 
highest consumption of resources, raw materials, and waste production. Therefore, 
it has a substantial impact on the environment. It is estimated that it uses about 36% 
of total energy consumption with the consequent high release of CO225. About 50% 
of solid waste in the United States comes from construction and demolition26; this 
value in Europe is 31%27 and in Italy, about 41%28.
All these data, collected from the most recent reports and statistics available, show 
that even small improvements in this area will result in substantial environmental 
and human benefits for business and society. Reducing waste would mean optimiz-
ing the use of natural resources and energy. Improving the whole process would re-
duce costs and resource consumption, improve the quality of construction and the 
quality of materials used, contributing to a healthier indoor environment and in-
creasing sustainability. 
Achieving these objectives is pursued at two levels: on the one hand, some govern-
ments undertake strategic and large-scale plans by directing the sector through the 
regulatory and legislative framework and at the same time supporting it through 
major investments; on the other hand, there are citizens who, by investing their 
savings in buildings, demand higher quality and performance also from view of 
sustainability. These two approaches, which we could call “top-down” and “bot-
tom-up” respectively, will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
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29 Directive 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2002 on 
the energy performance of buildings.
30 Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on energy 
end-use efficiency and energy services and repealing Council Directive 93/76/EEC.
31 Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the pro-
motion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Direc-
tives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC.
2.2.1 Standards Framework 
International climate negotiations and guidelines for tackling climate change are 
translated into directives, laws, and technical standards by individual countries. 
The framework is broad and complex because different aspects of sustainability are 
dealt with and there are many differences based on geographical scope, social con-
text, building characteristics, construction techniques, etc.
In the European context from the new millennium onwards, there are several di-
rectives issued to outline a general direction for the Member States. They are then 
entrusted with the task of translating and implementing the concepts contained in 
the directives through national laws and regulations.
The European Commission began the process of construction sustainability by out-
lining the most significant rules with Directive 2002/91/EC Energy Performance of 
Buildings (EPBD), which is no longer in force since 2012. This Directive is a trans-
lation of the principles of the Kyoto Protocol for the European context and the spe-
cific characteristics of its construction sector. This document aimed to “promote 
the improvement of the energy performance of buildings within the Community, 
taking into account outdoor climatic and local conditions, as well as indoor climate 
requirements and cost-effectiveness”29. Therefore, the Directive steered the sector 
towards energy efficiency and required the Member States to draw up their imple-
menting measures.
In 2006, the European Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and the 
Council on energy end-use efficiency and energy services was drafted30. This Di-
rective was valid until 2014 and defined the regulatory and operational framework 
to allow each Member State to achieve the energy end-use energy savings targets 
for 2015.
On 23 April 2009, Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from 
renewable sources was implemented31. It establishes a common framework for the 
promotion of energy from renewable sources. It also sets mandatory national tar-
gets for the overall share of energy from renewable sources in the final gross con-
sumption of energy and for the share of energy from renewable sources in trans-
port, as well as sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids.
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In July 2010, Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the European 
Council on the energy performance of buildings, which updates and replaces Di-
rective 2002/91/EC32, enterd into force. It starts the recast of the so-called technical 
standards package supporting the EPBD. 
On 25 October 2012, the European Union finally adopted the new Energy Efficiency 
Directive 2012/27/EU33. This concludes the legislative process of approval of the En-
ergy Efficiency Directive, started by the European Commission in June 2011, with a 
proposal for a Directive containing legally binding measures to prescribe a more sig-
nificant commitment of Member States to use energy more efficiently at all stages of 
the energy chain from its transformation to its distribution and final consumption.
The Directive is part of the 2020 Climate & Energy Package, with which the Euro-
pean Union has set itself the goal of achieving three crucial goals by 2020:
• the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 20% compared to 1990 levels; 
• 20% of energy needs from renewable sources, i.e. increasing the use of renew-
able energy sources (wind, solar, biomass, etc.) and achieving a 20% share of 
renewable energy in total European energy consumption; 
• the increase in energy efficiency that can be achieved by reducing energy con-
sumption by 20%.
Finally, to complete the overview, EU 2018/844 was published in June 201834, mak-
ing some amendments to Directives 2010/31/EU and 2012/27/EU still in force. This 
document stems from the need to outline a direction and new targets for member 
countries to promote the development of a sustainable, competitive, secure and de-
carbonised energy system by 2050 and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at 
least 40% by 2030. To this end, member states are asked to transpose and imple-
ment the requirements of the Directive by 20 March 2020.
Among the main new features are two key indications:
• requirement to improve the energy performance of new and existing build-
ings and to achieve  strongly decarbonised building stock by 2050; to this end, 
member states are required to develop long-term national strategies to promote 
the efficiency of residential and non-residential buildings, both public and pri-
vate, in order to reduce EU emissions (compared to 1990 levels) by 80-95%;
32 Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the en-
ergy performance of buildings.
33 Directive 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on ener-
gy efficiency, amending Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU and repealing Directives 2004/8/
EC and 2006/32/EC.
34 Directive (EU) 2018/844 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amend-





35 Directive UE 2018/844. Ibid. 
36 Decreto Legislativo 19 agosto 2005, n. 192. Attuazione della direttiva 2002/91/CE relativa al ren-
dimento energetico nell’edilizia.
37 decreto legislativo 29 dicembre 2006, n. 311 Disposizioni correttive ed integrative al decreto leg-
islativo 19 agosto 2005, n. 192, recante attuazione della direttiva 2002/91/CE, relativa al rendimento 
energetico nell’edilizia.
38 The S/V ratio is calculated on the basis of the heat loss area (S) and the volume of the construc-
tion (V).
39 Decreto legislativo 30 maggio 2008, n. 115. Attuazione della direttiva 2006/32/CE relativa all’ef-
ficienza degli usi finali dell’energia e i servizi energetici e abrogazione della direttiva 93/76/CEE.
• a “smart building readiness indicator” is required to be introduced in nation-
al strategies to raise awareness among owners and occupants of the value of 
building automation and electronic monitoring of technical building systems 
and reassuring occupants about the real savings of these new improved func-
tionalities35.
Therefore, 2020 will be a milestone year for national building policies as they will be 
called to review and renew their regulatory and legislative framework.
The Italian national framework on the measures introduced by 
the directives on the efficiency and energy performance of 
buildings is made up of a series of laws that have followed one another since 2005 
with the adoption of the first Directive 2002/91/EC.
“Decreto Legislativo 192/2005”36 establishes the criteria, conditions, and methods 
for improving the energy performance of buildings in order to promote the devel-
opment, enhancement, and integration of renewable sources and energy diversifi-
cation. The subsequent “Decreto Legislativo 311/2006”37, amended and strength-
ened various aspects of the previous one, for example:
• the obligation to certify the energy performance of buildings both in the case 
of sale and renting;
• the obligation to certify energy certification in contracts for the management 
of air conditioning systems in public buildings;
• limit values of the energy performance index for winter air conditioning (EPi) 
more restrictive than those of D.lgs 192/2005, diversifying them by S/V ratio38, 
date of construction of the building, and climate zone to which it belongs.
In 2008, Directive 2006/32/EC was also implemented with “Decreto Legislativo 
115/2008”39, introducing the following points: 
• simplified procedures for the installation of wind power plants with an over-
all height of no more than 1.5 meters and no more than one-metre diameter, 




40 Decreto del Presidente della Repubblica 2 aprile 2009, n. 59.  Regolamento di attuazione dell’ar-
ticolo 4, comma 1, lettere a) e b), del decreto legislativo 19 agosto 2005, n. 192, concernente attuazi-
one della direttiva 2002/91/CE sul rendimento energetico in edilizia.
41 Decreto Ministeriale 26 giugno 2009. Linee guida nazionali per la certificazione energetica deg-
li edifici.
42 Decreto legislativo 3 marzo 2011, n. 28. Attuazione della direttiva 2009/28/CE sulla promozi-
one dell’uso dell’energia da fonti rinnovabili, recante modifica e successiva abrogazione delle direttive 
2001/77/CE e 2003/30/CE.
of buildings with the same inclination and orientation of the aquifer, and au-
thorization for the construction and operation of cogeneration plants with a 
capacity < 300 MW;
• volumetric incentives for new buildings and derogations from border distanc-
es for new and existing buildings if there is a minimum 10% reduction in the 
energy performance index; 
• public sector obligations about energy audits and certification for public build-
ings, purchase of energy-efficient appliances, systems and vehicles, use of fi-
nancial instruments for energy saving;
• certification systems for energy management experts, energy management 
systems, and energy diagnostics.
The “Decreto del Presidente della Repubblica del 2 aprile 2009 n. 59”40, which came 
into force on 25 June 2009, concerning the implementation of EU Directive 2002/91/EC 
on the energy performance of buildings, defined the criteria, calculation methods, and 
minimum requirements for the energy efficiency of buildings. The text sets minimum 
requirements for the energy performance of new and existing systems and buildings, 
confirming those already established in Annex I of D.lgs 192/2005, with the addition 
of the introduction of a maximum permissible energy performance value for summer 
cooling of the building envelope.
In the same year, “Decreto Ministeriale 26 giugno 2009”41 issued the first national 
reference guidelines for the energy certification of new and old buildings and the 
definition of calculation methods definitively sanctioned the entry into force of en-
ergy certification on the entire national territory, introducing:
• a new energy class A+, to be added to the existing seven;
• a new energy classification, indicating the performance of the envelope (man-
datory also in summer for buildings larger than 200 m2).
On 29 March 2011, “Decreto legislativo 28/2011”42 came in force, implementing Di-
rective 2009/28/EC and defining the instruments, mechanisms, incentives, and in-
stitutional, financial and legal framework necessary to achieve the objectives for 




43 Decreto-Legge 4 giugno 2013, n. 63 Disposizioni urgenti per il recepimento della Direttiva 
2010/31/UE del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio del 19 maggio 2010.
44 LEGGE 3 agosto 2013, n. 90. Conversione, con modificazioni, del decreto-legge 4 giugno 2013, 
n. 63.
45 Decreto del Ministero dello sviluppo economico 26 giugno 2009. 
46 Decreto legislativo 4 luglio 2014, n. 102. Attuazione della direttiva 2012/27/UE sull’efficienza 
energetica, che modifica le direttive 2009/125/CE e 2010/30/UE e abroga le direttive 2004/8/CE e 
2006/32/CE.
47 Decreto Legislativo 18 luglio 2016, n. 141. Disposizioni integrative al decreto legislativo 4 luglio 
2014, n. 102.
48 Dodge Data &Analytics, 2018.  World Green Building Trends 2018. SmartMarket Report. [online] 
www.construction.com/toolkit/reports 
The framework is completed more recently with “Decreto legge 63/2013”43, later 
converted into Law 90/201944, concerning urgent measures for the implementation 
of Directive 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings for the definition of 
infringement proceedings initiated by the European Commission, as well as other 
provisions on social cohesion. These dispositions were implemented with the publi-
cation of “Decreto Ministeriale 26 giugno 2015”45 on the following three topics:
• minimum requirements and definition of the nearly zero-energy building;
• national guidelines for energy certification, classification methods and new 
template of energy performance certificate;
• new templates for the technical report.
Finally, the implementation of Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency is delegat-
ed to “Decreto legislativo 102/2014”46 and the additional and corrective provisions 
of to “Decreto legislativo 141/2016”47, which contains new provisions on the energy 
performance of public administration buildings, energy audits, measurement and 
billing, efficiency funding and sanctions.
2.2.2 Assessment Tools
International Agreements, translated into standards and laws, are supported by 
systems for assessing the sustainability of buildings. These are voluntary certifica-
tion systems which, based on a score assigned to specific pre-established indicators 
and using an evaluation scale usually organised in levels to be achieved, allow the 
quality of the construction to be measured. 
The leading promoters of the dissemination and use of these systems are the cus-
tomers themselves, given their voluntary and non-compulsory nature. The 2018 
report on “World Green Building Trends”48 confirms with the survey results that 
the main driver for sustainability-oriented building activities is customer demands 
(Figure 11).
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The reasons for this choice are many and can be attributed to three macro-aspects: 
social, economic, and environmental. From the social point of view, the primary 
trend detected in customers is to obtain buildings that guarantee better living com-
fort levels and improve the health of the occupants. Another reason that in past 
years was in the first place is to promote and encourage sustainable business prac-
tices (Figure 12). In terms of the economic reasons, the lowest cost in the manage-
ment of the building comes first, followed by other reasons relating to the higher 
value of the property, which leads to higher income from its sale or rental (Figure 
13). Finally, from an environmental point of view, in the first place, there is the pos-
sibility of reducing energy consumption, and from the graph, it can be seen that this 
reason has remained unchanged over the years (Figure 14). Then we find other rea-
sons related to the reduction in the use of natural resources and water, the produc-






















Figure 11 Triggers driving future 
green building activity (Dodge Data 
&Analytics 2018).
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Figure 12 Social reasons for Building Green 
(Dodge Data &Analytics 2018).
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The first certification system, called BREEAM, was developed in 1990 in England, 
and since then, many others have been developed over the years. According to a 
2006 study, there have been more than 34 rating systems for green building or en-
vironmental rating tools available on the market, and the number has still grown49. 
If we now also look at product certifications, it is estimated that there are almost 
600 certifications worldwide, and the number will continue to grow in the coming 
years50. Figure 15 shows the central systems worldwide and the number of coun-
tries in which they are used.
49 Fowler, K., Rauch, E., 2006. Sustainable Building Rating Systems Summary. Contract 2006. 
https://doi.org/10.2172/926974 
50 Mohamed, M., 2019. Green Building Rating Systems as Sustainability Assessment Tools: 
Case Study Analysis. Sustainability Assessment at the 21st century. https://doi.org/10.5772/inte-
chopen.87135 
Figure 13 Economic reasons for Building 
Green (Dodge Data &Analytics, 2018).
Figure 14 Environmental reasons 
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All rating systems have four main parts in common51:
• the categories that form a specific set of items related to the environmental 
performance considered during the rating; 
• a scoring system that makes it possible to measure performance by accumu-
lating points or credits when certain levels are reached in the various aspects 
analysed;
• a weighting system that makes it possible to give a different relevance to each 
specific category within the overall scoring system;
• final output to show the results of the environmental performance obtained 
during the scoring phase.
The following pages will describe the main features of three scoring systems: 
BREEAM, LEED, and Level(s). The first, as already mentioned, was the starting 
point for all these systems and is still used today; the second is the most widely used 
system in the world52; and finally the last, still in testing phase, was introduced by 
the European Community in 2018 to provide a common system for the whole EU.
Among the other most widespread certifications worldwide we find (Figure 15):
• the WELL53 developed by International WELL Building Institute;
• Excellence in Design for Greater Efficiencies (EDGE)54 developed by Interna-
tional Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group;
• Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Nachhaltiges Bauen (DNGB)55 developed in Germany;
• Living Building Challange (LBC)56 developed by the International Living Fu-
ture Institute;
• Haute Qualite Environmentale (HQE)57 settled in France;
• Green Mark (GM)58 developed in Singapore.
51 Bernardi, E., Carlucci, S., Cornaro, C., Bohne, R.A., 2017. An Analysis of the Most Adopted Rat-
ing Systems for Assessing the Environmental Impact of Buildings. Sustainability 9, 1226. https://doi.
org/10.3390/su9071226 
52 Zhang, Y., Wang, H., Gao, W., Wang, F., Zhou, N., Kammen, D.M., Ying, X., 2019. A Survey of the 
Status and Challenges of Green Building Development in Various Countries. Sustainability 11, 5385. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/su11195385 
53 More information available on www.wellcertified.com/certification/v2
54 Further information available on www.edgebuildings.com 
55 More information available on www.dgnb.de/de/index.php 
56 Further information available on https://living-future.org/lbc/ 
57 More information available on www.behqe.com 
58 More information available on www.bca.gov.sg/GreenMark/green_mark_criteria.html 
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The BREEAM system59 (Building Research Establishment’s En-
vironmental Assessment Method) was developed in 1990 by BRE (Building Re-
search Establishment), a world-leading multi-disciplinary building science organi-
sation. The first of all scoring systems, it has been used as a basis for many of the 
certification systems. In England, it is the most widely used system and the achieve-
ment of BREEAM scores is required by several UK organisations, including English 
Partnerships, Office of Government Commerce, Department for Children Schools 
and Families, Housing Corporation, and Welsh Assembly.
Although BREEAM was initially available in two types, one for offices and one for 
housing, it is now available for a range of building types: offices, housing, industri-
al, multi-residential, prisons, shops, and schools. Besides, it is now not only limited 
to the UK but has taken off in 80 other countries and has more than 2 million reg-
istered projects and 565,000 certificates issued.
BREEAM























Figure 15 Top rating systems 
used and related number 
of countries in which each is 




The BREEAM system evaluates the performance of the buildings measured in nine 
categories (Figure 16) and gives it a score based on the values achieved. Each catego-
ry is weighted to encourage projects to focus on the categories with the highest envi-
ronmental impact and minimum standards are set to ensure that key aspects of per-
formance across the standard are met to achieve the highest levels of certification. 
This provides a level of flexibility of use while maintaining the rigor of the standard.
Finally, the building is rated by a third party bodies based on the score obtained, 
which may be expressed by a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 5 stars, specifically: 1 
star - Pass, 2 stars - Good, 3 stars - Very Good, 4 stars - Excellent and 5 stars - Out-
standing. Based on this, the certificate assigned to the project is issued.
60 More information available on www.usgbc.org 
Figure 16 Categories of the BREAAM Rating system (www.breeam.com).
The second system in chronological order is LEED (Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design), introduced by the U.S. Green Building 
Council (USGBC)60 and in use since 2000 with its first version for new buildings 
(LEED-NC) in the United States of America. LEED is used throughout North Amer-
ica and in over 30 countries, with over 6,300 projects currently certified worldwide 
and over 21,000 registered projects. As of September 2010, it was used in more than 
35 state governments, 380 cities and 58 counties have enacted sustainable laws, or-
dinances or policies, many of which specifically require LEED certification. Today it 





One of the peculiarities of the LEED system is that it has been developed with an 
open process based on consensus, with the contribution of a wide range of building 
industry professionals and other experts, including the U.S. Department of Ener-
gy. Moreover, the need to evaluate the sustainability of a building is one of the rea-
sons behind the LEED’s definition. At the time of creation, some U.S. professionals 
found it difficult to decipher the claims of their competitors and building product 
manufacturers who had also started campaigns about how environmentally friend-
ly their product or building was.
For each of the requirements that characterize the sustainability of a building, cred-
its are assigned through a checklist. The level of certification obtained depends on 
the sum of the credits accumulated. Under the first version with the LEED-NC sys-
tem, buildings were judged through a 69-point credit system in five environmen-
tal performance categories and an additional area for innovative strategies. Today 
the fourth version has been reached and the categories have increased (Figure 17), 
and there is no longer only the new building version. Today there are six variants 
of LEED, which in turn are further diversified for different uses or types of inter-
vention, specifically are BD+C (Building Design and Construction), ID+C (Interior 
Design and Construction), O+M (Operations and Maintenance), Residential, Cities 























Figure 17 Categories of the LEED rating system (www.usgbc.org).
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61 More information available on https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/buildings.htm 
Each category has one or more mandatory prerequisites, such as minimum energy 
and water use reduction, recycled waste collection and tobacco smoke control, and 
many requirements for specific sustainability strategies that score the building. If 
the credits obtained from the nine categories are added together, the final score and 
certification level are obtained from the four categories: Certificate, Silver, Gold, 










Figure 18 Certification levels of the LEED rating system (www.usgbc.org).
The LEED certification process takes place through the LEED-Online website. It 
is based on four steps: project registration and rating system selection; the project 
team must then upload the documentation to demonstrate compliance with LEED 
requirements; the documentation is reviewed by the Green Building Certification 
Institute (GBCI); finally, LEED certification is obtained if all prerequisites and a suf-
ficient number of credits are obtained.
Level(s)61 is a voluntary communication framework aimed at 
improving the sustainability of buildings developed by the European Commission 
in close cooperation with leading players in the sector, such as Skanska, Saint-
Gobain, and Sustainable Building Alliance. Using existing standards, Level(s) pro-
vides an EU-wide approach to assessing environmental performance in the con-
struction sector and helps to support the circular economy.
The Level(s) system was developed to provide a framework of common indicators 
across Europe to measure the sustainability performance of buildings. It is struc-
tured around six macro-objectives or categories for environmental impact through-
out the life cycle of the building: greenhouse gas emissions, resource efficiency, wa-





The three levels are progressive in terms of the accuracy and reliability of perfor-
mance assessment and the degree of professional skills and competencies required.
Before introducing the evaluation system on the market, the European Commision 
launched a two-year test phase in spring 2018. Investors, developers, designers, and 
manufacturers are testing Level(s) indicators in more than 130 different projects, 74 
of which are residential, spread across 21 countries (Figure 20). The results obtained 
from this phase will be used to draft the final version of the Level(s) framework - to 
be launched around summer 2020.
The framework sets out three levels of performance assessment, to be achieved 
through the use of indicators (Figure 19):
• the common performance assessment involves using each indicator in the 
simplest and most accessible way, and aims to provide a common reference 
point for the assessment of building performance across Europe;
• the comparative performance assessment is aimed at professionals who want 
to make meaningful comparisons between functionally equivalent buildings;
• the optimized performance assessment involves the use of each indicator in 
the most advanced way.




Figure 20 Overview of the testing phase of the Level(s) system (EU 2019).
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2.3 Sustainable Design
The initial references for sustainable design date back to the 1960s. However, the 
principles behind them can be found much earlier in the still existing architecture 
and in the construction techniques, handed down from generation to generation 
and refined over time for the specific climatic characteristics of the site and the type 
of building materials available. Just think, for example, of the Eskimo igloos that are 
“a well-known solution to the problem of survival in extreme cold. These low hem-
ispherical shelters deflect the winds and take advantage of the insulating value of 
the snow that surrounds them”62. Alternatively, to the constructions developed by 
the populations living in the opposite situation, in warm and arid climates, to pro-
tect themselves from excessive heat. These constructions are made with “massive 
adobe roofs and walls, which have good insulative value and the capacity to delay 
heat impacts for long hours, thus reducing the daily heat peaks. They also used very 
small windows. By packing buildings together, the amount of exposed surface was 
reduced”63. In hot and humid climates, on the other hand, the buildings were with-
out walls to allow high ventilation and the roofs were large and covered with grass 
to create large areas of shade and isolate themselves from sunlight. These are just 
some of the many examples that could be given.
Over time these construction techniques have been forgotten and modified with 
the progressive introduction of new technologies and materials that have led to the 
prevalence of active techniques over passive ones. Over time, the building envelope 
has lost its function as a mediator between indoor and outdoor climate. Due to this 
inability of the building organism to determine conditions of well-being sponta-
neously, we are witnessing a worrying spread of summer air conditioning systems 
with increasing needs. This contrasts dramatically with the objectives of sustaina-
ble development, which focuses on reducing the environmental impact of buildings 
as a fundamental parameter of quality assessment. In order to address the issue 
of sustainability in resolutive terms, therefore, it is necessary to completely revise 
how a project is carried out, making all actions aimed at minimizing the need to 
use plant systems for the activation of suitable environmental conditions central64.
Based on similar considerations, in the framework of the 1960s, a historical moment 
characterised by the energy crisis and the emergence of the principles that will lead 
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to the definition of sustainable development, that the first manuals on sustainable 
design are to be found. Among them we find in 1963 “Design with Climate” by 
Olgyay65, in 1969 “Man, Climate and Architecture” by Givoni66 and “Design with 
nature” by McHarg67.
In those years, there were also some significant experiments in the field of sustain-
able design. In the years 1962 to 1967, the first prototype of a solar dwelling68 with 
the “Trombe wall” was built based on the work carried out in France by Felix Trom-
be and Jacques Michel in Odeillo, who were the first to experiment with the system 
previously patented by Edward Morse in 1881 (Figure 21). Similar to this example, 
there is the Kelbaugh Hous made in 1973 in Princeton, New Jersey69 (Figure 22). 
The following year, the “The Sundwellings Project” in New Mexico was launched 
for the construction of solar houses adapted to the particular climatic conditions of 
the local area, commissioned by the Corners Regional Commission70 (Figure 23).
From these early examples up to the present day, there have been many other expe-
riences all united by the idea of constructing buildings capable of guaranteeing liv-
ing comfort without the use of machines. “Suddenly a building was not performing 
Figure 21 Picture of the first 
prototype of a solar dwelling 
made by Felix Trombe and 
Jacques Michel in France 
(Wikimedia Commons/
ofHouse).
Figure 23 Historical image of 
one of the houses built in New 
Mexico with “The sundwellings 
project”  
(www.closedworlds.net).
Figure 22 Kelbaugh House built in 




anymore, it was reduced to a mere container of space - a big blank Box, tube-fed by 
a whole arsenal of machines”71. The aim is to take a step back to improve the per-
formance of the building and reduce its consumption, limiting the use of integrat-
ed active systems for air conditioning, heating, cooling, and mechanical ventilation 
and introducing the use of passive strategies (Figure 24). Achieving this objective 
would allow the construction sector to make a significant contribution to the global 
challenge for sustainable development, given the implications described in the pre-
vious paragraph.
The construction of sustainable buildings can be put into practice through the use 
of a series of measures and design criteria. These principles that the designer should 
adopt can be divided into three levels: environmental, typological, and detailed72. 
On the following pages, the three levels will be analysed individually and the es-
sential criteria will be described for each one.
Figure 24 Schematic idea of substitution of active techniques with passive ones to achieve 
sustainable projects. (BIG 2015)
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70 A federally funded agency administered by the governors of New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and 
Utah.
71 BIG, 2015. Hot to cold. An odyssey of architectural adaptation: VA, 01 edizione. ed. Taschen, 
Köln.
72 Dassori, E., Morbiducci, R., 2011. Costruire l’architettura. Tecniche Nuove, Milano.
73 Olgyay, V., 1963. Ibid.
2.3.1 Environmental Level
The first step in the building analysis is to study and understand the context in 
which it is located. The external environment, with its specific factors for each site, 
can affect the internal living comfort, determining favourable conditions that can 
be exploited or negative ones that must be contrasted.
Environmental factors can be further divided into three groups.
The characteristics of the local climate and the resulting weather 
phenomena must be studied by collecting quantitative data on 
external environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, light, etc.). They make it 
possible to determine the consequent interactions between the outside and the 
building (heat flow, airflow, brightness, etc.) and identify the most suitable and op-
timal design choices.
The climate depends on the geographical region and different classifications have 
been identified over time. For example, one of the best known global classifications 
is the one made by Koppen in the first half of the twentieth century based on tem-
perature, rainfall, and vegetation values; another is the one indicated by Olgyay de-
fined concerning the hygrothermal well-being of human beings and which divides 
the planet into four climate zones73. Reducing the scale, we then meet further sub-
divisions, for example, in the case of the Italian peninsula, six climate zones are in-
dicated obased on Day Degrees74.
Data on climate and meteorological phenomena can be obtained primarily from 
national standards, which contain statistical data useful for a general indication of 
the climatic characteristics of the area analysed. However, a more in-depth study 
requires the use of more precise data that can be collected through local meteoro-
logical stations nearby or, if possible, installed in situ.









• wind speed and direction;
• rainfall;
• pressure;
• average horizontal irradiance (in the month of maximum irradiation);
• solar radiation in different orientations;
• daily hours of daylight and twilight;
• state of the sky;
• other additional data specific to the individual study.
The term “site morphology” indicates the study of the different 
“forms” of the analysed site. As in the previous case, also for morphology, some 
general statistical data are useful to have a first idea of the characteristics of the an-
alysed area, while specific morphological statistical data can be used for detailed 
design considerations.
The data that can be collected are:
• geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude);
• height above sea level;
• maps of terrain altimetry;
• slope orientation;
• other additional data specific to the individual study.
The last category of information that can be assessed at the en-
vironmental level are the local characteristics of the site that can 
affect the microclimate. This includes the following information 
• soil type (characteristics of reflected sunlight, albedo, etc.);
• characteristics of vegetation;
• presence of water basins;
• presence of shading elements;
• proximity to large industrial or urban areas;






74 Day Degrees are calculated as the sum of the differences between a conventional indoor tempera-
ture (20 °C) and the average daily outdoor temperature.
2.3.2 Typological Level
The analysis of the relationship between the external environment and the build-
ing, located in a specific place, is the main objective of the typological level. In par-
ticular, the typological criteria are used to generate design indications on the anal-
ysis of the volumetric and external characteristics of the building. The evaluation of 
the orientation of the construction, the shape of the building and the internal spaces 
organization are the three main typological criteria .
The assessment of building orientation can be made concerning 
to three different environmental factors: solar radiation, wind 
regime, and site morphology.
Passive solar inputs in winter, summer, and intermediate regimes, when the outside 
temperature is between the winter and summer limits, are what influence when 
orientation is chosen based on solar radiation. 
The choice of orientation concerning the wind regime, in order to use it in summer 
for natural ventilation or to shelter from it in winter, is made by using the environ-
mental data collected on the direction and speed of the winds in the previous phase.
Finally, the assessment of the orientation according to the morphological character-
istics of the site is made using the information on local characteristics.
The final aim of all three evaluations is to determine and optimize the orientation 
of the building elevations, the percentages and position of the transparent elements 
of the envelope, and the distribution of the interior spaces.
In the history of sustainable design, several studies conducted 
on the optimization of the shape and volume of a building relat-
ed to the factors of different climate zones can be found. These factors mainly con-
cern: the shape, the S/V75 compactness ratio of the building, and the internal distri-
bution of space considering the specific properties of the site.
The climate primarly influences the shape of the building. For example, in hot and 
dry climates, compact shapes are optimal, with flat roofs and shaded open internal 







75 The S/V ratio is calculated on the heat loss area (S) and the volume of the construction (V).
76 Olgyay, V., 1963. Ibid.
77 Further information available on www.environdec.com 
78 More information available on https://ec.europa.eu/environment/ecolabel/ 
ferred for greater protection from more horizontal sun rays during the first and last 
hours of the day; in cold areas, compact shapes with sloping roofs are used; final-
ly, in temperate areas, compromise solutions among those listed above are used76.
The S/V ratio indicates the compactness of the building, which can again be used to 
determine the optimal shape regarding the climatic conditions of the site. It is also 
a value used in Italian legislation to prescribe specific requirements on the final en-
ergy performance of the building.
Inside the building, there are spaces used for different purposes and at different 
times of the day. Their distribution and organization can be established based on 
the information collected in the previous environmental level. For example, the ser-
vice rooms (bathrooms, storerooms, stairwells, etc.) are located to the north in cold 
and temperate climate zones because they do not require particular radiation while 
they are located to the east and west in the hot zones to act as a filter and protection.
2.3.3 Detail Level
The detail level collects all the design principles and criteria concerning the choic-
es of the technical and technological characteristics of the entire building system. 
These characteristics include the materials, construction elements and construction 
techniques to be used to achieve the expected result.
The choice of the most suitable materials and construction elements can be made 
considering their sustainability throughout the entire life cycle, from the extraction 
of raw materials to the demolition or reuse or recycling phase. The demand for more 
information on the environmental performance of products has been driven by the 
creation of certification and product labeling systems that are widely used today, 
such as the EPD77 or Ecolabel certificate78.
The construction techniques to be used can be chosen between active or passive 
ones. The first ones, as the term suggests, provide solutions that use active and en-
ergy-consuming systems. Passive techniques, on the other hand, are aimed at ex-
ploiting the free resources of the natural environment in order to guarantee living 
conditions of well-being inside the building. The principles underlying sustainable 




Passive techniques can be grouped for four different purposes: 
• winter conditioning techniques: thermal insulation by reflection, resistance or 
capacitance; direct gain systems; semi-direct air-termination systems; indi-
rect air-termination systems, independent air-termination systems and stor-
age systems;
• techniques for summer air conditioning: sun protection systems; ventilation 
and air treatment systems;
• techniques for natural lighting: exploitation of daylight; exploitation of dif-
fused light; conveyed light; 




Digitization and extraordinary tech-
nological advances are chang-
ing our society by reducing the gap 
between the digital and physical 
worlds. This radical transformation 
is identified as the fourth industrial 
revolution. Compared to the previ-
ous three, it is transforming every 
area of human activity very quick-
ly and with a more significant im-
pact. The fourth industrial revolu-
tion is based, for example, on the 
connection between physical and 
digital systems, on complex analy-
sis through Big Data, and the use of 
intelligent machines interconnect-
ed and connected to the Internet in 
all components, products and pro-
duction equipment.
The construction industry, although 
lagging behind other sectors, is fac-
ing the challenge of entering the age 
of digitisation, with the quick align-
ment of production, construction, 
and management processes to the 
fundamental concepts of industry 
4.0. Several new technologies are 
already available in the Construc-
tion 4.0 panorama and applicable 
to all phases of the construction 
process, such as augmented real-
ity, drones, 3D scanning and print-
ing, Building Information Modelling 
(BIM), autonomous machines, and 
equipment, and advanced build-
ing materials. Among them will be 
BIM defined as a software platform 
common to all stakeholders in the 
construction process that will al-
low us to use virtual modeling and 
to collect all the information neces-
sary to design and manage any as-
pect of the built life. 
This chapter will focus on digiti-
zation. Section 3.1 will outline the 
principles behind the Fourth In-
dustrial Revolution and present an 
overview of current initiatives at 
the global and European levels. The 
digital transformation in the con-
struction sector will be discussed 
in section 3.2. Finally, paragraph 
3.3 will deal with Building Infor-
mation Modeling, its main features 
will be described, and the current 
regulatory framework will be pre-




3.1 The 4th Industrial Revolution
“It’s just mind-boggling what has been achieved in the past 10 years. The speed 
by which things are changing its increasing at astonishing rates, product cycles 
are much shorter, innovation is happening faster, and it’s very challenging for 
the c-suite, as well as employees, to keep up with the pace. We have pivoted from 
a product-oriented organization to a service-oriented organization, which re-
quires different people, different skill sets, and, at times, painful transitions.”
Harold Goddijn, CEO of TomTom NV
The radical change in society that we are experiencing, due to extraordinary tech-
nological advances, is opening a new chapter in human development. The many 
technological innovations that are emerging, and will probably continue to do in 
the coming years, have integrated and generated significant changes both in our 
daily routine and in all aspects of society and industry. This change is identified as 
the fourth industrial revolution. An era when the gap between the digital world and 
the physical one is being reduced, and they will be completed integrated.
The evolution of our society that has led to this further change is the result of a long 
journey over the last two centuries. In it, we can recognize some changes or mo-
ments of passage that are remembered as “industrial revolutions”. Before the one 
we are going through now, as its name suggests, there were three other revolutions.
The first industrial revolution began around the 18th century. It was characterized 
by the invention of the steam engine and loom weaving, the mechanization of pro-
duction, and the use of machines driven by mechanical energy. These helped to in-
crease productivity and reduce production costs, which in turn led to an increase in 
living standards and the growth of cities around factories. Steam engines also al-
lowed the development of printing and railways, so people and information could 
move faster than ever before1.
The second industrial revolution was generated at the end of the 19th century with 
the advent of mass production. By introducing the assembly line, which could be 
powered by electricity produced from oil and gas, it was possible to improve the ef-
ficiency of industrial production further.
1 UNIDO, 2017. Accelerating clean energy through Industry 4.0: manufacturing the next revolution.
Nagasawa, T., Pillay, C., Beier, G., Fritzsche, K., Pougel, F., Takama, T., The, K., Bobashev, I. 
2 Mrugalska, B., Wyrwicka, M.K., 2017. Towards Lean Production in Industry 4.0. Procedia Engineer-
ing, 7th International Conference on Engineering, Project, and Production Management 182, 466–
473. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.proeng.2017.03.135 
3 Schwab, K., 2017. The Fourth Industrial Revolution. Currency, New York.
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The third revolution, also known as the digital revolution, is characterized by the 
introduction of electronics in the 1970s. It opened up new opportunities for automa-
tion and engineering, enabling new technological advances and a further increase 
in productivity. 
The fourth revolution that we are experiencing today can transform every industry 
much faster and with a more significant impact than any of the previous three2. It 
is based on the connection between physical and digital systems, complex analysis 
through Big Data, and the use of intelligent machinery interconnected and connect-
ed to the internet in all components, products, and production equipment. “Digi-
tal technologies that have computer hardware, software and networks at their core 
are not new, but in a break with the third industrial revolution, they are becoming 
more sophisticated and integrated and are, as a result, transforming societies and 
the global economy”3. Industries are transforming and moving towards a “smarter” 
configuration in which the traditional demand for physical space is replaced by that 
of digital space and virtual systems.
Another of the main peculiarities of this fourth revolution is disruptive speed. 
Emerging technologies and innovations are spreading much faster and on a larg-
er scale than previous revolutions. “The spindle (the hallmark of the first industrial 
revolution) took almost 120 years to spread outside of Europe. By contrast, the in-




























Figure 25 Number of smartphone users worldwide from 2016 to 2021 (www.statista.com).
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5 Statista, 2019. Number of smartphone users worldwide from 2016 to 2021 (in billions), https://www.
statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-worldwide/ 
6 Hannover Mess is the most important international platform a hot spot for industrial transforma-
tion. It takes place every year in the spring in the exhibition centre of the German city of Hannover. 
Further information on www.hannovermesse.de 
An example of this unprecedented speed is the number of smartphones in circu-
lation. Since the beginning of the fourth industrial revolution, set in 2007 with the 
launch of the first smartphone on the market, just over ten years later, it is estimat-
ed that 3.2 billion smartphones will be used in 20195 (Figure 25).
Another highlight of this transformation is the presentation in 2011 of the “In-
dustry 4.0” concept at the “Hannover Mess”6 event by the three representatives of 
the German Federal Government’s Scientific and Economic Research Union. Since 
then, “Industry 4.0” has become a widely used definition when talking about the 
advent of this brand new industrial revolution, thanks to computer-physical sys-
tems, the Internet of Things (IoT), the Smart Factory and the new generation of pro-
duction systems able to exchange information autonomously through Machine to 
Machine (M2M) communication modes.
The development of this future scenario is guided by the four key concepts of In-
dustry 4.0 (Figure 26). Specifically:
• Digital data, their collection and analysis 
Industry 4.0 digitizes and integrates processes vertically throughout the or-
ganization, from product development and purchasing to production, logis-
tics, and service. All data related to operational processes, process efficiency, 
and quality management, as well as operations planning, are available in re-
al-time, supported by augmented reality and optimized in an integrated net-
work. The availability of this massive amount of data, also collected with the 
help of smartphones, social network sensors, is an opportunity for advanced 
industries to develop and refine integrated solutions and products to meet the 
growing needs of end customers.
• Automation
The possibility to use new technologies for the development of autonomous 
and self-organizing systems opens new scenarios and communication chan-
nels between man-machine and machine-machine.
• Connectivity
Industry 4.0 explores new possibilities of connection and synchronization of 
activities and phases that until now have been distinct, thanks to new lan-
guages and channels of wireless and non-wireless communication.
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8 Gerbert, P., Castagnino, S., Rothballer, C., Renz, A., Filitz, R., 2016. Digital in engineering and Con-
struction. The Boston Consulting Group.
9 Probst, L., Lefebvre, V., Martinez-Diaz, C., Bohn, N. U., PwC, Klitou, D., Conrads, J., CARSA, 2018. 
Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018. EU businesses go digital: Opportunities, outcomes and up-
take. Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union. https://goi.org/10.2826/821639 
• Digital access
Access to the Internet and internal networks is the basis and the necessary 
condition for the implementation of the previous key concepts. It allows open-
ing up new channels of communication and access to information and collect-
ed data. Statistics show that in 2019 58.8% of the world’s population has full 
access to the network7.
In addition to these fundamental concepts, there are several technologies, also 
called enabling technologies8, that have been revolutionizing the entire industry in 
recent years. The nine key technologies9 are:
• Autonomous robots 
Manufacturing industries have long used robots to tackle complex assign-
ments. Robots are evolving to achieve even greater utility, becoming more au-
tonomous, flexible, and cooperative. Eventually, robots will interact with each 
other, work safely side by side with humans, and learn from them. These ro-
bots will cost less and have a more exstensive range of capabilities than those 
used in production today.
• Simulations
Simulations will be used more widely in facility management to leverage re-
al-time data and reflect the physical world in a virtual model, which can in-
clude machines, products, and humans. This will allow operators to test and 
optimize machine settings for the next online product in the virtual world be-
fore the physical step, reducing machine setup time and increasing quality.
• Integrated Systems
With Industry 4.0, companies, departments, functions, and capabilities will 
become much more consistent as inter-company and universal data-integra-
tion networks evolve and enable truly automated value chains. System inte-
gration will be both vertical, across the entire supply chain from product de-
velopment to logistics, and horizontal, extending beyond internal operations 
to customers and all partner entities.
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10 Probst et al. 2018. Ibid.
11 The target audience for the survey was companies in the food and construction sectors across the 
28 EU Member States. The online questionnaire was distributed by e-mail to approx. 16,000 compa-
nies using the online survey tool InterviewTM in 2017. A total of 120 responses from C-level execu-
tives were collected and used for the analysis.
• Internet of Things (IoT)
Industry 4.0 means that more devices, sometimes including unfinished prod-
ucts, will be enriched with integrated processing. This will allow communi-
cation between the elements of production, not only inside the company but 
also outside. The devices will be able to communicate and interact with each 
other and with more centralized controllers if necessary. This will also allow 
for the decentralisation of analysis and decision making, enabling real-time 
responses.
• Cybersecurity
The increase in interconnections and the use of standard communication pro-
tocols provided with Industry 4.0, lead to a consequent need to protect indus-
trial systems and production lines from threats. The attention to the comput-
er security of the systems has increased considerably and secure and reliable 
communication routes have been developed, as well as sophisticated identity 
and access management of machines and users.
• Cloud Computing
The increased sharing of data across sites and business boundaries and the 
use of increasingly efficient cloud technologies that reach reaction times of 
just a few milliseconds will require the use of data and functionality in the 
cloud. It will enable more data-based services enhanced by cloud function-
ality, such as online information storage, cloud computing, and external data 
analysis services.
• Additive production
Additive production systems, such as 3D printing, will increase the efficien-
cy of material use and increase the possibilities for customization. Companies 
have just started to adopt additive manufacturing, and for now, it is only used 
for prototyping and producing individual components. However, with Indus-
try 4.0, these additive production methods will spread and be used to produce 
small batches of custom products.
• Augmented reality
Augmented reality-based systems support a variety of services, such as se-
lecting parts in a warehouse, sending repair instructions on mobile devices, or 
displaying different design solutions in real-time. These systems are current-
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ly in their infancy, but in the future, companies will make much higher use of 
augmented reality to provide workers and customers with real-time informa-
tion to improve working procedures and decision-making.
• Big Data
Within Industry 4.0, the complete collection and evaluation of data from many 
different sources, such as equipment, management systems, or customers 
themselves, will become the standard for predicting and supporting real-time 
decision making.
The European report on digital transformation published in 201810 and developed 
through the analysis of data obtained from an online questionnaire11, shows some 
impressive results on the adoption of crucial technologies for transformation. In ad-
dition to established and mature technologies, new technologies related to industry 
4.0 show a high level of adoption by the companies surveyed. In particular, the most 
widespread are big data and data analytics, the cloud, and the Internet of things 
as they are adopted by at least 20% of the companies in the sample while the least 
widespread is 3D printing with a level of adoption by the industries that answered 





























Figure 26 Industry 4.0: fundamental concepts and digital technologies.
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A further in-depth analysis, proposed by the same report, concerns the differences 
in the take-up of new technologies to the characteristics of the companies studied. 
Three significant differences were identified in terms of size, age of the company, 
and level of development.
About enterprise size, the survey shows that smaller enterprises are more likely to 
adopt digital technologies than larger enterprises. Almost 75% of small enterprises, 
less than ten employees, say they have adopted at least one digital technology for 
business purposes, while this share decreases for larger enterprises. 68% of enter-
prises with 10 to 50 employees, 58% of enterprises with 50 to 240 employees, and 
50% of large enterprises - with more than 250 employees - report having adopted 
digital technology for business purposes (Figure 27).
By dividing companies into five different age groups (<2 years, 3-5 years, 6-10 years, 
10-15 years, >15 years), the report shows that young (3-5 years) and middle-aged 
(10-15 years) companies have the highest degree of technology adoption among the 
sample. On the other hand, companies aged 6-10 and over 15 have the lowest adop-
tion rate, around 60%. However, it can be said that this result is not so significant as 
companies under 6 can be considered as already born in the digital age (Figure 28).
Finally, an assessment of technology adoption by the development phase reveals 
that all start-ups and developing companies have the highest share of adoption, 
over 78%, while companies developed on the national market have the lowest share 
(47%) (Figure 29). This is not surprising as most start-ups are digital technology-ori-
ented from the outset and are more dynamic and open to the international market.
Figure 27 Adoption of technological innovations based on the size of the company 
(Probst et al. 2018). 
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Figure 28 Adoption of technological innovations based on the age of the company (Probst 
et al. 2018).
Figure 29 Adoption of technological innovations based on the development stage (Probst 
et al. 2018).
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3.1.1 Industry 4.0 Initiatives
Driven by the key concepts described above and linked to information exchange and 
integrated control of products and machines acting simultaneously in an intelligent 
and interoperable way12, digital transformation will lead to new, more efficient, and 
less expensive production systems. The profound connotation of this transformation 
has already been described, and it is therefore clear that, although it is taking place 
at unprecedented speed, it also requires significant efforts. Since 2011 with the in-
troduction of industry 4.0, researchers and companies have embarked on this path 
through significant investments in terms of economic and human resources.
Investments have been estimated at around $907 billion over the next five years. 
They will lead to about $493 billion in additional revenue per year, as well as sub-
stantial efficiency gains and cost reductions, as demonstrated by the 2016 Global 
Industry 4.0 Survey13. Investment levels will be higher in the electronics sector, at 
around $243 billion, and in second place in the engineering and construction sector, 
at around $195 billion (Figure 30). Looking to the future, many of those who have 
not already invested, plan to do it soon. The advanced implementation of Industry 
4.0 will become a qualifying element for competitions and tenders and is also likely 
to be seen by investors as a qualifying element in their choice of financing. Compa-
nies that have not kept pace will not only struggle to maintain market share but will 
also likely face higher capital financing costs.
Aerospace, defence
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Figure 30 Companies in every industry sector are planning massive investments 
(Geissbauer et al. 2016). 
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12 Qin, J., Liu, Y., Grosvenor, R., 2016. A Categorical Framework of Manufacturing for Industry 4.0 
and Beyond. Procedia CIRP, The Sixth International Conference on Changeable, Agile, Reconfigurable 
and Virtual Production (CARV2016) 52, 173–178. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procir.2016.08.005 
13 The document is the final report of a study on industry 4.0 with more than 2000 participants of the 
nine major industrial sectors and 26 countries. Geissbauer, R., Vedso, J., Schrauf, S., 2016. 2016 Global 
Industry 4.0 Survey. Industry 4.0. Building the digital enterprise. PwC.
Companies expect that these investments, in terms of digital evolution, will lead 
to a substantial cost reduction, on average 3.6%, corresponding to an annual effi-
ciency increase of 4.1%. High levels of cost reduction are expected in every industry 
sector, but the highest monetary value is in engineering and construction, with $78 
billion (Figure 31).
In addition to this framework represented by the investments that individual com-
panies plan to use for their internal innovation/transformation, there are several 
national plans to support the development of industry 4.0. Since 2011, the number 
of national and regional initiatives supporting the transformation process towards 
smart production has increased significantly.
In 2011, the U.S. government launched the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership 
to renew the country’s manufacturing industry and return it to its central position 
in terms of employment capacity. In 2012, the National Strategic Plan for Advanced 
Figure 31 Companies in every industry sector expect a significant reduction in cost 
(Geissbauer et al. 2016).
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Figure 32  








14 UNIDO, 2017. Ibid.
15 The Industrial Internet Consortium 2017. “A Global not-for-profit Partnership of Industry, Govern-
ment and Academia.” https://www.iiconsortium.org/about-us.htm [Accessed: 17 Dec 2019] 
16 More information available on http://english.www.gov.cn/2016special/madeinchina2025/ 
17 More information available on https://iv-i.org/wp/en/ 
18 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/dem/monitor/category/national-initiatives 
Manufacturing was published, with substantial investment in research projects, in-
stitutes, and laboratories of excellence for the dissemination of technological exper-
tise14. The “Industrial Internet Consortium”, founded in 2014 in the United States, 
connects several organizations, not only Americans, interested in developing, ap-
plying, and testing the technologies needed to accelerate the growth of the Indus-
trial Internet, identifying, bringing together and promoting best practices15. Many 
other countries offer similar initiatives such as the Chinese “Made in China 2025”16 
or the Japanese “Industrial Value-Chain Initiative”17.
In the European context, there are more than 30 national and regional initiatives 
related to Industry 4.0, which are also supported and further linked by EU activities 
aimed at creating a European Digital Single Market. Since the first half of 2016, the 
European Commission, together with the Member States and industry, has estab-
lished a governance framework to mobilise stakeholders, exchange best practices, 
and support the coordination of EU and national initiatives.
The European platform of national initiatives18, launched in March 2017, is at the 
heart of the coordination effort. The platform plays a crucial role in the introduction 
of digitisation of the industry across Europe. Through the platforms, initiatives can 
be shared, collaboration and joint investment can be activated, an examination of 
common approaches to regulatory problems is possible, and the means for retrain-
ing the workforce are further exchanged. Several national or regional initiatives are 
registered on the platform (Figure 32).
3.1.2 Industry 4.0 Challenges
The transformation of industrial processes and the economy towards the principles 
of industry 4.0 is a path full of challenges. Companies have to face the most signif-
icant cultural and organizational disruptive transformation, knowing how to find 
the right technology and then buy it and adopt it. A cultural and organizational 
transformation requires long-term programs of change.
One of the first challenges directly concerns the States and the governmental bod-
ies, which are called upon to create political frameworks suitable for this transfor-
mation and the new future scenario. Industry 4.0 and digitization are mainly driv-
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19 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).
20 Marscheider-Weidemann, F., Langkau, S., Hummen, T., Erdmann, L., Tercero Espinoza, L., An-
gerer, G., Marwede, M. & Benecke, S. 2016. “Summary - Raw materials for emerging technologies 
2016.” DERA Rohstoffinformationen. https://www.isi.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/isi/dokumente/
ccn/2016/Zukunftstechnologien_Zusammenfassung_EN.pdf 
en by stakeholders and companies that often have a different pace and speed than 
politics and government. This different timing in creating regulations and frame-
works could lead to their ineffectiveness if drafted and enacted too late. They are in-
dispensable, as mentioned above, not only to support the transformation but also to 
prevent and control its potential adverse effects, such as privacy management, data 
security, working conditions, and the environment. Moreover, the race for innova-
tion and the speed of technological development could bring a crucial advantage for 
pioneer countries or companies. In combination, the total absence of regulations or 
the presence of weak regulations would give the few top runners a significant in-
fluence, especially from an economic point of view.
Inequalities between the economic development of industrialised and developing 
countries could be further exacerbated if countries in the South fail to reap the ben-
efits of digital development. The challenge to limit these possible global inequali-
ties is therefore clearly evident. The aim will be to enable developing and least de-
veloped countries to use the possibilities offered by ICT and industry 4.0 to achieve 
their development priorities.
Data security and privacy are other pressing challenges for the future. Compa-
nies have digitized their processes and connected all devices and machines to the 
network, so the fear of being vulnerable and attacked by hackers is increasing-
ly tangible. This also increases the need to protect critical industrial systems and 
production lines from cyber threats. As a result, the development and adoption of 
secure communications, as well as sophisticated machines for identity and user ac-
cess management, are essential. The European Union has issued EU Regulation 
2016/67919, known as GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation, on the protec-
tion of individuals about the processing and free movement of personal data. It is 
a concrete response to the protection needs increasingly felt by EU citizens, due to 
technological developments and new models of economic growth.
In 2016, the German Mineral Resources Agency (DERA) published a study entitled 
“Raw materials for emerging technologies 2016”20, which highlights a new chal-
lenge for the future related to raw materials used in industry 4.0. Each digital device 
is based on hardware that requires specific raw materials for its production. Due to 
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the increasing diffusion and application of digital technologies, the demand for raw 
materials will also increase, raising questions about their availability. In this docu-
ment, DERA predicts that in 2035 the crucial materials for our society will probably 
be lithium and heavy rare earths21.
Above all these challenges, although each one fundamental, there is an even more 
important one: the human being. Man is the centre of this disruptive transforma-
tion, and technologies are made to support and help humanity and not to replace it. 
It is necessary to consider the social impact of this transformation and how digitiza-
tion can influence the relationship between man and machines and also the “future 
of work”, i.e. the quality and quantity of jobs. An inherent conflict could, for exam-
ple, arise in human-machine interaction: if humans were to follow the decisions of 
machines that they can no longer fully understand, this could probably lead to frus-
tration. Therefore, humans must be an integral part of this transformation, under-
stand its motivations and changes in industries and find their place to be part of it. 
“Artificial intelligence will be able to drive cars better than the existing humans, 
and in the United States alone, that represents nearly 1.5 million jobs that could 
disappear if the technology were allowed to dominate. That’s precisely why we 
need to make sure that we use this new wave of technology as a positive force for 
good. And that requires us to not just look at the short-term financial interest, 




22 Digitising the EU’s Construction Industry. Manifesto Report. Jan-Mar 2019. https://www.eurac-
tiv.com/section/digital/special_report/digitising-the-eus-construction-industry/
23 Kagermann, H., Wolf-Dieter, L., Wahlster, W., 2011. Industrie 4.0: Mit dem Internet der Dinge 
auf dem Weg zur 4. Industriellen Revolution. Nr. 13-2011 Seite 2 © VDI Verlag GmbH, Düsseldorf.
3.2 Construction 4.0 
 “Digital construction is not an abstract concept at all, it’s very tangible. We can 
use advanced technologies in construction to improve things like the air quality 
of a particular location or to ensure that traffic problems are lessened, or that the 
energy efficiency of buildings is maximised. These types of things can have a big 
impact on the health and wellbeing of people. Nations the world over will take 
note once they see the benefits.”
Milena Feustel, co-chair of the digital construction focus group, EU BIM
Most industrial sectors have experienced disruptive changes and have reaped the 
benefits of industry 4.0 innovations, as shown in section 3.1. In this global transfor-
mation, the construction sector has also been involved, but “according to statistics, 
construction is the least digitized sector in the EU”22.
The construction industry is the one that has been most hesitant to take full ad-
vantage of the latest technological opportunities, due to its peculiar historically re-
luctant and slower nature, compared to other sectors, in adopting and adapting to 
innovations. Thus, while most other industrial sectors can benefit from the posi-
tive consequences of this new situation - improved productivity, efficiency or sus-
tainability - the overall productivity of the construction sector has stagnated and 
remained almost flat over the last 50 years (Figure 33). As John M. Beck, Executive 
Chairman of Aecon Group, says: “looking at construction projects today, I do not 
see much difference in the execution of the work in comparison to 50 years ago”. 
Therefore, it is not a bold statement to say that our sector is the protagonist of ”de-
layed innovations” compared to other fields of human activity: where others have 
been able to take advantage of the transformations to grow and renew themselves, 
it has remained stationary or even recorded a decreasing trend in its productivity. 
The fourth industrial revolution may, therefore, be an opportunity for the construc-
tion sector to reverse this trend. Entering the era of digitization and aligning with 
the key concepts of industry 4.023 can be seized as an opportunity for a profound 
renewal and overcoming of the internal barriers that hold back change.
The digitization of the construction sector is only just beginning, but there are 
signs that the situation is changing and the “Construction 4.0” idea is emerging. 
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According to a study by the Association of German Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry (DIHK), 93% of companies agree that digitization will affect all their pro-
cesses24. Investment in digital transformation has also begun in this sector, and 
there is a growing awareness that there are no alternatives to digital construction, 
as experts say. 
Digital innovation in the construction sector indeed began with the spread of in-
dustry 4.0, but it can be assumed that there are also two new “motivating” condi-
tions. On the one hand, an increasing demand for new ”tools” leading to their in-
telligent use to transform buildings into ”smart buildings”, ”smart districts” and 
”smart cities”; on the other hand, the growing need to create - or recreate - con-
ditions of well-being for humans and to actively contribute to the improvement of 
buildings with more environmentally friendly qualities. 










































Figure 33 Labour 
productivity index in the 
United States, 1964-2012 
(World Economic Forum 
2016).




25 Gerbert et al. 2016. Ibid.
The social and economic implications of the construction sector are important be-
cause its contributions in terms of impact on our lives, society, the economy, the en-
vironment, etc. are significant, as shown in Chapter 2, even small improvements 
will result in substantial environmental and human benefits for business and so-
ciety. The economic influence on this sector brought by digitization, according to 
the Boston Consulting Group’s 2016 report, within ten years will produce annual 
savings from $0.7 trillion to $1.2 trillion (from 13% to 21%) in engineering and con-
struction and from $0.3 trillion to $0.5 trillion (from 10% to 17%) in operations25. 
The potential for improving productivity and efficiency through digitization, inno-
vative technologies, and new construction techniques is also vast. Several new tech-
nologies are already available on the market, and many others are under develop-
ment or still in the prototype stage, such as augmented reality, drones, 3D scanning 
and printing, Building Information Modelling (BIM), autonomous means, and equip-
ment and advanced building materials. By adopting and leveraging these innova-
tions, companies will increase productivity, simplify project management and proce-
dures, and improve building quality and safety. Exploiting this potential will require 
commitment, effort, and investment in a wide range of areas, from technological de-
velopment to long-term strategies or staff training or appropriate regulation.
3.2.2 Internal Resistance
In most countries, there has been little improvement in productivity in the con-
struction sector over the last 50 years, especially when compared to other industri-
al sectors, as shown in Figure 33. Some new technologies and tools have emerged, 
but the rate of adoption of innovation has been prolonged. The causes and internal 
resistance slowing down the transition to the fourth industrial revolution are iden-
tified in the following aspects.
Research and Development (R&D) is the lifeblood of any activity or sector. Indus-
tries invest resources in R&D in order to improve and achieve long-term benefits. 
Research and Development has received less attention in the construction indus-
try than in other sectors. Probably in this can be identify a first factor responsible 
for the lack of innovation and delays in the adoption of innovations in construction 
processes. 
The construction industry operates in an environment that generally maintains a 
conservative and traditional corporate culture. The widespread perception is that 
construction companies are not sufficiently progressive or far-sighted, and for this 
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reason, reticence and stagnant investment in technological innovation are also a 
confirmation of this. Besides, there is a shortage of young talent and investment in 
staff skills development. The image people have of the construction industry as an 
employer is relatively weak, with insufficient gender diversity and job security.
Another internal brake factor within the sector can be identified in the unique and 
unique processes for each building construction and the insufficient transfer of 
knowledge from one project to another. Internal processes within companies are 
often based on informal, non-decoded activities. The insufficient rigor and consist-
ency in the execution of the process are often due to the need and urgency to reach 
the final product to the detriment of the definition, study, and development phase 
of the process itself. This has a further impact on knowledge transfer. Although 
each project has its own unique and peculiar characteristics, it can be said that to a 
large extent, the design and construction processes are repeated in their essential 
elements from project to project. The lessons learned from a project could, therefore, 
often be usefully applied to subsequent projects, but few companies have institu-
tionalised such a process and have the time and resources to do so. Therefore, ex-
perience is often lost and projects continue to depend mainly on the skills of the in-
dividual project managers and technicians involved. Furthermore, the peculiarities 
of the products in this sector, i.e. buildings, compared to those in other industrial 
sectors, making it difficult to monitor the entire process in order to analyse and op-
timize it. In many industries, individual operations are continuously monitored and 
large amounts of data are collected, while in the construction industry, this is more 
complicated and few construction companies are structured to do this. 
Finally, one last aspect that needs to be highlighted is the level of cooperation be-
tween all the actors involved. Generally, the building process is a sequential activ-
ity that sees the involvement and contribution of different figures: project owner, 
designers, builders, suppliers, etc. Ideally, therefore, knowledge of all stakeholders 
along the value chain should be fully exploited from the very beginning of the de-
sign and planning process, but this is rarely easy or even possible under current 
arrangements. Also, economic and market mechanisms influencing choices and 
decision-making processes in terms of collaboration strategies, tendering, and pur-
chasing. 
3.2.3 Standard and Policies Framework
The new landscape, the renewal of the other sectors, customer demand for new 
products and the spread of new technologies, with the consequent natural reduc-
tion in costs, are just some of the reasons that could lead designers, companies, 
and construction companies to embrace the fourth industrial revolution. One of 
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the main factors that have been, and continues to be, decisive is the State support; a 
national government can influence the construction sector in various ways, for ex-
ample, it is the guarantor of the health, safety and environmental conditions of the 
workers involved in the building process and the people who use it. It can also have 
a direct impact on businesses, strategies, and support market competition at the na-
tional and international levels. Therefore, appropriate government policies, the de-
velopment of a specific regulatory framework, and funding plans must be in place 
to guide and support this transformation.
A comprehensive framework consisting of well-designed standards, transparent 
and streamlined authorisation procedures, is the key to success, effectiveness, and 
compliance. Avoiding overlapping standards and high fragmentation between dif-
ferent levels - international, national, and local - are just some of the objectives pur-
sued in this area in recent times. The Eurocode initiative26 is an example of what 
has been done to harmonise structural design standards across Europe. This set of 
standards makes it possible to have common calculation criteria that can be adopt-
ed in all Member States and also to have a single reference for the declaration of 
performance of prefabricated construction products. In addition to this type of in-
ternational standards, there are also national and local standards that allow great-
er detail and specification based on the peculiarities of each territory, such as the 
characteristics and traditional local building particle or requirements related to ge-
ography and climatic conditions.
The regulatory framework needs to be updated and adapted to reality and the mar-
ket and to reflect economic, social, and technological changes. The EU-level strate-
gy set out in the document published in 2012 as part of the Europe 2020 initiative27 
has been developed on this concept. It is a communication strategy for the sustain-
able competitiveness of the construction sector and its enterprises. The document 
focuses on promoting favourable market conditions for sustainable growth in the 
construction sector. Five areas are addressed:
• financing and digitization: in particular for energy-efficient investments in 
building renovation and for research and innovation in a smart, sustainable 
and inclusive environment;
26 The EN Eurocodes are a series of 10 European Standards, EN 1990 - EN 1999, providing a com-
mon approach for the design of buildings and other civil engineering works and construction products. 
More information are available on https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ 
27 The Europe 2020 strategy is the EU’s agenda for growth and jobs for the current decade. It empha-
sises smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth in order to improve Europe’s competitiveness and pro-
ductivity and underpin a sustainable social market economy. 
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• skills and certifications: training of the workforce and management to create 
jobs through skills and apprenticeships to meet the demand for new skills;
• resource efficiency: focus on low-emission construction, recycling and valori-
sation of construction and demolition waste;
• regulatory framework: emphasis on reducing the administrative burden for 
businesses, in particular, SMEs;
• international competition: encouraging the adoption of Eurocodes and pro-
moting the dissemination of new financial instruments and contractual ar-
rangements in third countries.
Committee for European Construction Equipment (CECE) for the European elec-
tions last May 2019, published an appeal for the next legislature on concrete actions 
and critical areas to be considered for the future of European policies. These includ-
ed a call to support the digitization of the European construction industry. Also, the 
EU’s long-term budget for 2021-2027, called “Digital Europe”, is setting aside €9.2 
billion to fund technological projects, including supercomputing, Artificial Intelli-
gence, cybersecurity, digital skills and support for companies to better digitize their 
business processes.
Other examples can be found in the UK and the German Government’s plans for 
environmental concerns and the emergence of new digital tools, such as Building 
Information Modeling (BIM). In the UK, the Government in 2011, with the “Gov-
ernment Construction Strategy”28, sets the BIM standards (Level 2) for 2016, and 
then revised and raised the target to maximum digital integration and connectivi-
ty (BIM Level 3)29 by 2020 with the new version of the ”Government Construction 
Strategy 2016-2020”. (2017)30. In the German case, however, the Federal Ministry 
of Digital Infrastructure and Transport has drawn up the ”Planen-Bauen 4.0”31 to 
guide the development of a strategic BIM Roadmap for the German construction 
industry. 
28 Available on the website:  www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-construc-
tion-strategy 
29 BIM Levels will be described in section 3.3.
30 More information available on www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-construc-
tion-strategy-2016-2020 
31 Further information available on www.bmvi.de/SharedDocs/DE/Publikationen/DG/stufen-
plan-digitales-bauen.pdf?__blob=publicationFile 
32 The document since its first publication has been updated several times: twice in 2017 with the 
“corrective” Decree of 19 April 2017, n.56 and the Law of 27 December 2017, n.205; in 2018 with the 
“simplifications” Decree of 14 December 2018, n.135; and finally, several times this year. Today we 
find it in version 7.3 of July 2019, which contains the latest update due to Law no. 58 of 28/6/2019 
converting the so-called “Growth Decree”.
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33 Decreto Ministeriale n. 560 del 01 dicembre 2017.
34 World Economic Forum, 2016. Ibid.
35 Vaughan, E., Turner, J., 2013. The Value and Impact of Building Codes. Environmental and Energy 
Study Institute White Paper.
In the Italian context, although with severe delay, some initiatives promote and 
support industry 4.0 and the construction sector innovation. The European Direc-
tive 2014/24/EU on public procurement, in which Member States are required to 
adopt BIM in the public sector by 2016, has been implemented in Italy by D.Lgs 
50/2016 - Code of Public Contracts32. Its aim is not only to implement the Directive 
but also to renew the public procurement system in Italy thanks to the use of digital 
tools to make it more trasparent and more straighforward, with more efficient and 
professional contractors and a more coordinated and functioning system of con-
trols. The document established these key concepts, and then details are settled by 
“Decreto Ministeriale 560/2017”33 published by the Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Transport. This document, also known as the ”BIM Decree”, defines the methods 
and timing for the progressive and mandatory introduction of specific electronic 
methods and tools in public procurement.
The issue mentioned above concerning control mechanisms and sanctions is a cru-
cial element for the success and verification of the correct application of legal meas-
ures in order to better protect public health, improve safety and safeguard the envi-
ronment. In many developing countries, 60-80% of buildings continue to evade any 
form of control over the building environment, resulting in a precise exposure to 
significant risks and costs to the community34. In the United States, the Hurricane 
Katrina damage assessment team concluded that one of the main reasons for the 
extent of the devastation of buildings along the coast was the buildings’ non-com-
pliance with current regulations. Therefore, the investment required for the strict 
implementation of the standards and their verification can lead to a direct benefit, 
not only at the government level but especially for individual citizens. Some Amer-
ican studies carried out on the economic impact of regulations show that, for exam-
ple, in the area of energy efficiency, every dollar spent to strengthen standards will 
return six dollars in terms of energy savings35.
Finally, the financial support of the transformation process by national govern-
ments is necessary to create a more fertile environment for the development of 
technological innovations by providing adequate support to academia and busi-
ness. There are many plans adopted throughout the world, examples of which are 
given below:
• the U.S. Department of Transportation has for years been funding hundreds 
of research projects to improve the design, construction and operation of in-
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frastructure, roads, tunnels, and bridges for nearly $500 million through vari-
ous funding lines in individual areas36;
• Singapore, through the “Construction Productivity and Capability Fund” of 
around $800 million, is helping the construction industry to improve produc-
tivity and strengthen its capabilities37. For example, part of the cost of pur-
chasing BIM software/hardware and related consulting and training; the cost 
of equipment and machinery that improves productivity by at least 30%; or the 
cost of developing projects on process innovations. 
• Italy, together with the Ministry of Economic Development, has developed a 
“National Industry Plan 4.0” of financing, equal to 48 million euros in 2019, 
for all companies that want to seize the opportunities related to the fourth in-
dustrial revolution. It is based on three main guidelines: operating in a logic 
of technological neutrality, intervening with horizontal actions, and acting on 
enabling factors38.
3.2.4 Digital Innovations in practice
Digital transformation of the construction industry towards Construction 4.0 has 
been triggered in an already complicated picture of global challenges that this sec-
tor is facing today, such as climate change, the security of energy supply, the grow-
ing need for renewable energy sources, energy poverty, global competitiveness.
Set of digital technological innovations, which cross and connect the construction 
sector with other sectors and services (Figure 34), and the increased focus on the 
sustainability of construction has created a growing diffusion of the term ”smart 
building”. The concept of “smart buildings” is continuously evolving and stems 
from the change, destined to continue, of the built environment towards more dy-
namic habitats able to guarantee comfortable living and working environments for 
the occupants.
Although the term “smart building” is now widely used, the focus on that can be 
traced back to the early 1980s in the United States. At that time, the “Intelligent 
Building Institution” described an intelligent building as “one which integrates var-
ious systems to effectively manage resources in a coordinated mode to maximise: 
technical performance; investment and operating cost savings; flexibility”39. Since 
then, the concept has been expanded and modified based on the megatrends that 
are having a substantial impact on the built environment as we know it (Figure 35).
36 Budget Highlights 2020. www.fhwa.dot.gov/cfo/dot_bh2020_030719final.pdf 
37 More information available on www.bca.gov.sg/CPCF/cpcf.html 
38 Further information available on www.mise.gov.it/index.php/it/industria40  
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39 Ghaffarianhoseini, A., Berardi, U., AlWaer, H., Chang, S., Halawa, E., Ghaffarianhoseini, Ali, Cle-
ments-Croome, D., 2016. What is an intelligent building? Analysis of recent interpretations from an 
international perspective. Architectural Science Review 59, 338–357. https://doi.org/10.1080/0003
8628.2015.1079164 
40 De Groote, M., Volt, J., Bean, F., 2017. Smart Buildings Decoded. Buildings Performance Institute 
Europe (BPIE).
41 De Groote et al. Ibid.
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The original idea of intelligence, within an elementary building, has now become 
much more advanced and sophisticated. It has come to have the common percep-
tion of an intelligent building as an interconnected, flexible, automated, energy-ef-
ficient, and secure system for occupants. The next step, towards which it is moving, 
is that of environmental intelligence - a building that is sensitive and responsive to 
the needs of the occupants and the energy system. It will be a building that recog-
nises people and automatically adapts to the behaviour and preferences of the occu-
pants, thereby optimizing comfort, safety, energy use, and well-being40.
An intelligent building can also be considered highly energy-efficient, thanks to 
the use of new technologies as new way to manage and respond to its energy de-
mand. An intelligent building: stabilises and drives a faster decarbonisation of the 
energy system through energy storage and demand flexibility; gives users and oc-
cupants control over energy flows; recognises and reacts to the needs of users and 




Intelligent buildings can radically change the role of building stock, including new 
functions and providing valuable services to occupants and energy systems. What 
we consider intelligent today was not even imaginable just a few decades ago, but 
rapid innovation has provided technologies and initiatives that demonstrate how 
smart buildings can become in the not too distant future42.
The technologies used inside buildings are multiple and allow an advanced analy-
sis to improve their management. Thanks to real-time access to precise data, collect-
ed through sensors, cameras, or 3D laser scanners, it is possible to monitor buildings 
continuously, and at the same time, carry out predictive maintenance, thus reduc-
ing the number of manual inspections and unexpected problems or inefficiencies. In 
addition, the data collected can be fed into a BIM model, which is therefore updated 
continuously and can help designers, engineers, and maintenance staff to assess the 
impact of, for example, redevelopment work or the implications of any other decisions 
regarding the life of the building. The possibility of creating a model, or instead, it 
could be called a building database, allows the management and maintenance phase 
to be transformed and made more efficient and can also be defined as smart. 
By shifting the attention also to all the other phases of the entire building process, 
we can already see other transformations that the use of the fundamental principles 
and technologies for the digital transformation process have generated (Figure 36). 
Today it is already possible to speak of “Construction Site 4.0” for the construction 
phase of the work in which they are used:
42 De Groote et al. Ibid.
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• real-time data sharing, integration, and coordination of all stakeholders
During the construction phase, one of the biggest challenges is to provide 
the right information to all stakeholders, contractors, and subcontractors, at 
the same time and in the same place. BIM models shared in the cloud can be 
one of the tools that can be used by all people to share data in real-time, for 
integration and coordination of activities. Coordination, often an element of 
weakness and fragmentation, thus becomes a strength and efficiency.
• Construction site planning
The use of project management tools, data contained in tags based on RFID43 
technology, and the collection of Big Data allow you to organize the site better 
and plan the use of resources. 
• New construction methods
The new digital building models contain detailed information that can facil-
itate the use of new approaches to construction, including prefabrication and 
3D printing. This results in several benefits such as better sequencing of con-
struction phases, reduced time and delays, a safer environment for workers, 
and improved materials.
• Automated and autonomous construction
Robots and intelligent machines improve productivity, precision, and safety 
on site. Remote control systems and 3D driving models enable high levels of 
automation, comparable to numerical control systems in the industry. 
• Strict construction monitoring and surveillance
Digital meters and monitoring devices allow companies to control the con-
struction process and activities with greater rigor. To limit errors and changes, 
3D laser scanning is continuously used to compare the construction with the 
digital model. Drones and cameras also monitor and supervise the construc-
tion site.
43 The acronym RFID comes from the English “Radio-frequency identification”. In telecommunica-
tions and electronics, it means a technology for the automatic identification and/or storage of infor-
mation relating to objects, animals or people based on the capacity of data storage by particular elec-
tronic tags, called tags, and the ability of these to respond to remote interrogation by special fixed or 
portable devices, called readers.
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Digitization has also brought some transformations to design and engineering 
of the project, although the most substantial advantages are those previously de-
scribed for the construction, management, and maintenance phase. Among inno-
vations in this phase are:
• Architectural design and parallel engineering
Building Information Modeling makes it easier for architects and engineers to 
approach and cooperate, helping them to share their work and combine dig-
ital models, identifying interdependencies, contrasts, and quickly assessing 
design iterations.
• The virtualisation of physical structures
Aerial mapping technology and 3D laser scanning can be used to convert 
existing buildings and infrastructure into virtual 3D models. This not only 
brings advantages for the design of new buildings but also favours renovation 
and retrofitting projects by increasing accuracy and saving time compared to 
manual measurement and surveying.
• Data-Based Design 
The design based on the analysis of Big Data, such as behaviour of people or 
infrastructure environment, allows the optimization of design decisions and 
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Figure 36 Digital technologies implemented in the building process (Gerbert et al. 2016).
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• Simulation and prototyping 
New modeling techniques, such as enhanced simulation through holograph-
ic technology or prototyping with 3D printed models, speeds up design, and 
provides techniques and tools for its preliminary visualization.
• Iterative planning
Software tools integrated with BIM provide several advantages, such as auto-
matic generation and evaluation of design alternatives, improving the prelim-
inary analysis of different aspects such as cost, timing, or sustainability.
Combining all these technological innovations in the individual stages of the con-
struction process can contribute to defining a new Construction 4.0 framework in 
the era of digitisation (Figure 37). It highlights the new technologies used and the 
connections with other sectors and issues related to the circular economy, the pres-
ervation of resources, or the new logistics 4.0 that connects the industries that pro-
vide the means, materials, and technologies with the construction sector.
Digital transformation is driven by a shift towards a direct connection between the 
physical world and the digital one. The new scenario highlights how the integration 
of these two worlds has led to the emergence of building information models that 
bridge the gap between real and virtual: design intentions, architectural concepts, 
and material execution. The key technological innovations, described at the begin-
ning of this chapter, are declined in construction as autonomous vehicles, advanced 
robotics, 3D printing, new materials, Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), virtual re-
ality, augmented reality, and Building Information Modeling.
However, which among all these technologies is the one that more than the others 
allow the entire construction sector to innovate by challenging its traditional pro-
cesses?
Building Information Modeling seems to be the answer to this question. The World 
Economic Forum has carried out an in-depth analysis and map of global technol-
ogy trends that drive change and their impact on the sector through the “Future 
of Construction” project, which aims to support the engineering and construction 
sector in the transformation process. The results of this project are summarized in 
the report “Shaping the Future of Construction”44. In this document, the impact 
and probability matrix of the advent of the different technologies is presented, and 
it shows that BIM is the one with the highest values (Figure 38). In addition to this 
result, it is possible to find other sources and studies that confirm that it is the key-
44 World Economic Forum, 2016. Ibid.
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Figure 37 Construction 4.0 framework. (Craveiro et al. 2019)
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stone of the “revolution” of Construction 4.0, supporting the entire building process 
throughout the life cycle and being able to connect and accommodate all the data 
and innovations of other new digital technologies.
In the following paragraph, therefore, the topic of BIM will be discussed in-depth, 
presenting its main characteristics, the standards framework, and the current de-
gree of diffusion and development.
Figure 38 Future Impact and Likelihood of New Technologies (World Economic Forum 2016).
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3.3 Building Information Modeling
The debate about “what”, “how”, and “why” Building Information Modeling is 
influencing the construction industry is exstensive. A quick online search for the 
terms “building information modeling” or “bim” produces more than 200 million 
results and it is clear that there is no lack of information on BIM. The real diffi-
culty, however, is to sift through the vast amount of information available to get a 
good idea of how the construction industry is revolutionizing. We talk about radical 
change, technologies, people, and processes. There is information on government 
programs that support transformation, new global and local standards, and much 
more. Finally, many different definitions and words are corresponding in particu-
lar to the M of the acronym. All this is the most significant proof that the concept of 
BIM is continuously evolving. 
Today “Building Information Modeling” version is the most used, but the acronym 
BIM has undergone a process of maturation and changing its meaning over time. 
The association of different words to the letter M derives from the desire to empha-
size the aspects that, from time to time, have seemed to be more characterizing. 
Words such as Model, which reflects the initial perception of BIM as a tool for the 
creation of a virtual model, and Management, this time referring to the organiza-
tion, management, and control of processes concerning the product, have been used. 
Among the many definitions that can be found are the two most widespread and 
which are more focused on the life cycle of the building aspect (Figure 39). The first 
is the one given by NBIMS-US45, which defines BIM as “a digital representation of 
physical and functional characteristics of a facility. As such, it serves as a shared 
knowledge resource for information about a facility, forming a reliable basis for de-
cisions during its life cycle from inception onward”.
The second is the one given in the English standards, which form the basis of the 
ISO 19650 currently in force and which will be further explained later: “Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) is a collaborative way of working underpinned by 
digital technologies, which allow for more efficient methods of designing, deliver-
ing and maintaining physical built assets throughout their entire lifecycle. Greater 
efficiencies can be realized due to significant pre-planning during the design and 
construction phases, providing comprehensive information at handover stage.”
45 The National BIM Standard-United States® (NBIMS-US™) is a project committee of the Nation-
al Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) that provides consensus-based standards through referencing 
existing standards, documenting information exchanges and delivering best business practices for the 
entire built environment. NIBS is an institute that brings together a group of building industry profes-
sionals, in addition to government, non-profits, private sector, and academia, to develop solutions to 
the challenges faced in the built environment.
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46 Howell, G. A., Ballard, G., Tommelein, I., 2011. Construction Engineering—Reinvigorating 
the Discipline. Journal of Construction Engineering and Management 137, 740–744. https://doi.
org/10.1061/(ASCE)CO.1943-7862.0000276 
47 Sawhney, A., Singhal, P., 2013. Drivers and Barriers to the Use of Building Information Modelling 
in India. Int. J. 3D Inf. Model. 2, 46–63. https://doi.org/10.4018/ij3dim.2013070104 
The difficulty in researching and being able to report a unique definition further 
underlines the state of evolution and research still in progress in this area. From 
all definitions, however, emerge some common concepts at the basis of BIM: BIM 
is progress and advancement of CAD that has a high component of collaborative 
work that will lead to technological innovation, and that will change the whole pro-
cess and the way of approaching the work. Its implications are, therefore, not on-
ly technological but also methodological. Among the various levels and aspects of 
the built environment sector on which it affects, the following can be highlighted:
• the continuum of people, projects, companies and the whole sector (Figure 40);
• the whole life cycle of the project and the general world view of the main ac-
tors involved (Figure 39);
• the links between BIM and the “operating system”46 of the built environment;
• the way the project is implemented, influencing all its processes.
BIM covers all aspects, technologies, and people involved in the construction sector. 
It can be defined as a catalyst element, which has resulted in a rethinking of the way 
construction design conduction of the built environment47. A key element of BIM is 
the “I” of the acronym, i.e. information and data. It is a mechanism that allows the 
















48 Eastman, C., 2009. What is BIM?
49 Professor at University of Architecture and Computer Science at the Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, Director of the Georgia Tech Digital Building Laboratory and holder of numerous awards in the 
fields of Design Intelligence and Open Data.
50 Eastman, C., Fisher, D., Lafue, G., Lividini, J., Stoker, D., Yessios. C., 1974. An Outline of the Build-
ing Description System. Research Report No. 50. Univerisity of Pittsburgh Carnegie-Mellon, Penn-
sylvania.
creation, storage, and sharing of information in a new way, one might say “revolu-
tionary” and far superior to all other systems currently in use. As Chuck Eastman 
says, the BIM process is revolutionary because it offers the opportunity to migrate 
from practices centered on social skills to higher, more advanced mechanical skills 
- with all the implications of the case48.
It is in work begun 50 years ago, by Charles M. Eastman, or better known as Chuck 
Eastman49, that one can find the basis and concepts of design approaches based 
on Building Information Modeling. In 1974, in fact, with “An Outline of the Build-
ing Description System”50 text, he laid the conceptual foundations of today’s BIM. 
In his research report, he described an innovative vision for a computational sys-
tem conceived for the historicization and manipulation of detailed information of a 
project. The nature of this information had to be such that it could facilitate several 
characteristic phases of a project, from its conception to construction and manage-
ment. The system described by Eastman was baptized by him “Building Descrip-
tion System” and was built on an underlying belief that he intended to consider any 
constructed artefact as a progressive “composition of a set of parts”. The result of 
this belief was the need to manage this organism through an ordered and struc-
tured system.
Figure 40 BIM implications in 








51 Eastman et al., 1974. Ibid.
Eastman desired to find solutions to specific needs that the construction sector had 
begun to manifest a few years before. What he then defined as “The problem” was 
the lack of economic optimization (and of resources in general) of a project mainly 
due to real material impediments. According to Eastman the process that from the 
concept ideas leads to the realization of architecture, by its very nature, is character-
ized by impediments, criticalities, and widespread weaknesses. Considering that at 
the time of the document, as it still is today, the pricipal means for the exchange of 
information concerning a project consisted of graphic elaborations of various kinds, 
the need for multiple representations for a complete description of the design idea is 
immediately evident. Also, the management and continuous updating of the draw-
ings required a high expenditure of time and resources. 
“A large effort is also directed at keeping current the information in the set of draw-
ings for a building project. But even with this effort, at any moment, at least some of 
the information depicted by a drawing is not current or not consistent. Thus, deci-
sion making by one group of designers may often be based on obsolete information, 
further complicating their task”51.
After decades from the first Eastman publications and this analysis of the situation 
and its related problems, it is possible as designers and researchers to find them-
selves in his words, and the issues he described seem to be very current and still to 
be solved. BIM is, then, the panacea or revolution that the sector was waiting for? It 
is difficult to answer. Indeed, all the changes, which have been briefly introduced 
and will be further investigated later, are theoretically allowed by the introduction 
of BIM. They are, however, subordinate to technological developments and even 
more so to the ability of the project team to elaborate and of all the other technicians 
involved in the construction lifecycle to use information-rich, high fidelity models.
3.3.1 BIM Revolution
Building Information Modeling today can integrate, in a unique and shared model, 
the set of processes and information used for design, implementation, and manage-
ment, through models created by all participants in the building process, at differ-
ent times and also for purposes not equal to each other in order to ensure quality 
and efficiency throughout the life cycle of the product. This peculiarity and revolu-
tionary feature for the construction sector is the result of a long process of evolution 
that has transformed both the tools and techniques and the process itself and comes 
from a critical element: interoperability.
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52 Bew, M., Richards, M., 2008. Bew-Richards BIM maturity model, BuildingSMART Construct IT 
Autumn Members Meeting, Brighton.
53 PAS 1192-2:2013 Specification for information management for the capital/delivery phase of con-
struction projects using building information modelling. Status: Withdrawn.
The concept of interoperability is at the basis of BIM. It allows the complete sharing 
of information of the different specialist fields allowing to export, from the single 
BIM model, the different models of the various disciplines in their calculation envi-
ronments to carry out analysis and possible design changes. The model created in 
BIM can, therefore, be considered a “source” model for the technicians involved in 
the design and, more generally, for all the operators in the sector who, with extreme 
simplicity, can draw from the source file mentioned above, unique and shared, all 
the characteristics necessary for their specialist field. Every modification or inte-
gration made to the project, by the single operators, is simultaneously transferred 
to the central model to minimize the loss of information, during the design phase, 
and to evaluate any criticality between the congruence of data and the different de-
sign levels. Given these peculiarities and potentialities, it is not possible to define 
BIM as new technology or software but as a new working methodology to support 
the whole building process and for all the participants in the construction industry.
The correct application of BIM, in each phase of the project life cycle, is closely 
linked to two aspects that are the basis of the methodology: the interoperability be-
tween the different software applications and the Level of Detail (LOD) of the mod-
el of the work achieved. It is from the union and the optimization of both that the 
BIM can provide global support to the construction work development and man-
agement. When we talk about different levels of use of BIM, levels of maturity, and 
degree of interoperability achieved, we often find the scheme of the Bew-Richards 
triangle52 contained in PAS 1192-2:201353 (Figure 41). The scheme represents the 
evolution and technical and collaborative progress of BIM through an index based 
on four levels of maturity. Specifically, they are:
• Level 0 corresponds to a low, or even absent, collaboration and, consequent-
ly, the absence of a shared information environment between the various ac-
tors involved in the project process. At this level, only 2D drawings are used, 
which can be issued and distributed in the paper, digital raster, or mixed pa-
per/digital form. Modifications and variants must be made several times and 
updated in each work.
• Level 1 corresponds to a level of maturity in which cooperation, although only 
partially, is present. Interoperability begins to be formally managed, with the 
increasing introduction of spatial coordination functions, standardized struc-
tures, and formats, although the models are not yet shared between the fig-
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ures taking part in the project. One can simplify the concept by thinking that 
level 1 BIM includes a set of 3D models without information, used for visual-
ization purposes, and 2D tables used instead for documentation and produc-
tion data.
• Level 2 is achieved when there are collaborative work and data exchange be-
tween the disciplines involved (architectural, structural, plant engineering, 
energy, management, etc.). Each professional involved can actively contribute 
to the BIM model called “federate” (Figure 42), obtained thanks to the union 
of the models and the various information produced by the individual techni-
cians and on which it is possible to conduct real-time controls. This is the lev-
el concretely reached in large part of the international scenario, including the 
United Kingdom. Level 2 is the goal set for the Italian context.
• Finally, with Level 3 the full collaboration of all parties takes place through the 
use of a single shared project model, stored in a single centralized database: all 
subjects can access the same model and modify it, thus avoiding the final risk 
due to contradictory or conflicting information that may arise in the phase of 
joining the models present in Level 2.
Figure 41 Bew-Richards Triangle of BIM maturity levels and implementation of the 
collaborative process over the years (Bew and Richards 2008).
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54 Sacks, R., Eastman, C., Lee, G., Teicholz, P., 2018. BIM Handbook: A Guide to Building Informa-
tion Modeling for Owners, Designers, Engineers, Contractors, and Facility Managers. John Wiley & 
Sons.
The BIM adoption and the levels of maturity achieved are not uniform throughout 
the sector and in different countries. Although the Bew-Richards framework de-
scribed the completion of BIM Level 3 by 2020, this is not yet achieved even in the 
most advanced countries in the field of BIM.
In the latest book on Building Information Modeling54 of Chuck Eastman, the graph 
prepared by the Building Informatics Group at the University of Yonsei in Seoul 
(South Korea), which briefly outlines a new trajectory for BIM until 2030 (Figure 
43). In this graph, albeit with new names, we find the levels defined by Bew-Rich-
ards: from BIM 0.0 until the end of the current decade (20’s) where we find the Full 
BIM - BIM 3.0 which corresponds to the BIM level 3 also defined in the series of En-
glish standards BS PAS 1192 and other BS documents. The next two steps are fore-
seen in this (2020s) and the next decade (2030s) are called respectively Lean BIM - 
BIM 4.0 and AI BIM - BIM 5.0.
“Lean BIM” is a term used for the practices envisaged in the decade just begun, 
which is based on the operational strategy “Lean Thinking”, originating from the 
automotive world and in particular from the Toyota Production System (TPS). It re-
volves around the basic principles of continuous improvement (kaizen) and respect 



















55 Sawhney, A., 2011. Modelling Value in Construction Processes Using Value Stream Mapping. The 
Masterbuilder - October 2011. www.masterbuilder.co.in. 88.
56 Michigan State University, 2006. The Construction Industry Research and Education Center 
(CIREC).
for people. With this approach, which questions everything and embraces change, 
an organisation, even an entire sector, can systematically adopt the principles of 
Lean in their core business processes55. Waste reduction and tools used for this pur-
pose can be seen as a superficial simplification of lean principles that go much more 
profound. The construction industry is adopting them, and the following definition 
can also be found on Lean Construction: the pursuit of continuous and contextu-
al improvements in the design, procurement, construction, operation, and main-
tenance processes to ensure value for all actors56. From this definition, it is even 
better to see how this philosophy is appropriate and can be quickly declined in the 
BIM field for greater integration and automation of off-site construction. The use of 
Lean and BIM in synergy will allow to improve and streamline the management of 
higher flows of information, materials, equipment, spaces, people belonging to the 
design and construction teams.
Figure 43 BIM progression through the decades (Sacks et al. 2018).
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The following decade, corresponding to the 2030s, is defined as the “AI BIM” peri-
od. It is expected that there will be substantial changes in the way BIM is applied as 
a result of the increasing use of AI in society in general and its application in con-
struction in particular. The extensive use of BIM for the different areas of construc-
tion - urban, city, maritime, aerospace and other large-scale projects - combined 
with the extensive and intensive use of Big Data, IoT, GIS, and AI will allow the 
concepts of “smartcities”, “connected BIM” and “informed decision making” to be 
pursued throughout the life cycle of the construction process.
The evolution of BIM, in addition to increasing maturity levels, 
increases the number of aspects considered and included in the process and tools 
used (Figure 44). It is commonly defined these aspects as “dimensions” of BIM - 2D, 
3D, 4D, 5D, 6D, and 7D - and each of them corresponds to a specific aspect of the 
building process.
BIM Dimensions




The 2D and 3D dimensions correspond to the geometric aspects of the project and 
are included in Level 0 and Level 1 of BIM. In this context, BIM is used as a CAD 
tool for 2D designs, or as a 3D modeling tool able to manage only the geometric in-
formation of the project and to identify any discrepancies or “clashes” between the 
models generated by the individual disciplines. This control is done through the ac-
tivity known as “model-checking”, which is formalized in two distinct operations: 
“code checking”, i.e. the verification of the adherence of the model to the design and 
regulatory requirements, and “clash detection”, i.e. the preventive analysis of con-
flicts, geometric and not, present in the model.
BIM 4D allows for the integration of time aspects. It can manage the scheduling, 
the division, and breakdown of the project into simple tasks, visualize the progress 
and status of the work at any given time. This is possible by associating one or more 
specific elements in the model to each site activity, defined in the schedule and rep-
resented by a Gantt diagram. In this way, all the changes in the BIM model will 
have an impact on the construction schedule and, at the same time, the model itself 
will be able to automatically identify those changes that will affect the sequence of 
scheduled activities that determine the duration and completion times of the work.
BIM 5D allows managing costs. One of the fundamental elements for its success 
is the extraction of the measures from the project to define the necessary quanti-
ties of materials. In traditional design, the production estimation (costs/revenues or 
parametric production index) starts with the digitization of the paper project doc-
uments, or the import of CAD drawings into a resource estimation software, or by 
manually extracting the quantities from these documents. All these methods lead 
to potential and inevitable human errors. Using a BIM model, instead, it is possible 
to extrapolate from the model the quantities associated with the single work activity 
and related to resources and equipment (understood as materials, labour and sub-
contracting) as elements of the construction process of the single activity to which 
it is possible to associate different values and thus obtain an estimate to support 
the management model of the work. It is possible to obtain indices and values re-
lated to: “physical progress” divided by “Total by Activity” or “Individual Activity”, 
in addition, of course, to the completion and direct completion indexes by activity. 
The information is always consistent with the project, and it is possible to make eco-
nomic forecasts for the ob order management in real-time at each project change, 
both in the case of variations and changes made by the client. Even a small change 
within the model, such as the window’s frame dimensions or the thickness of a 
wall, is automatically updated in the metric and economic calculation.
The possibility provided by BIM to store any kind of information allows this tool to 
have enormous potential in the Facility Management (FM) phase, enclosed in BIM 
6D. In order to guarantee the building maintenance, it is necessary to have a mod-
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57 CAFM systems correspond to a set of IT tools supporting Facility Management for the manage-
ment of the work during its useful life. These systems were born from the integration of CAD tools 
(“Computer-Aided Design”) with the information databases necessary for the FM activity.
58 The Construction Operations Building information exchange (COBie) is an international standard 
format focused on project information rather than geometric data. COBie was developed in 2007 by 
Bill East, a member of the United States Army Corps of Engineers. The idea behind COBie is that key 
information is all collected in a single format and shared among stakeholders by providing a common 
structure for the exchange of information throughout the project lifecycle.
el that is faithful and corresponding to what has been realized, i.e. a “BIM-as built 
model” or a “Digital Twin” to use a definition that is used today. This model con-
tains the exact information of the construction work realized, with all the details 
of every single element, component, and equipment installed. It represents a real 
archive from which it is possible to find any useful information for programming 
and coordinating all the maintenance activities during the whole life of any work 
designed in BIM.
The use of a BIM 6D model allows the immediate retrieval of all the design tables, 
all the products produced during the design and construction of the work, allows 
to improve the process and to avoid and significantly reduce waste in terms of time 
and costs. Specifically, the main benefits that can be obtained from the integration 
of FM with the BIM model are: 
• optimization of maintenance programming procedures;
• reduction of maintenance time;
• reduction of errors in fault diagnosis;
• more excellent compatibility of the components to be replaced.
The introduction of BIM in Computer-Aided Facilities Management (CAFM)57 sys-
tems allowed a sharp reduction in the time needed to enter the data required for 
FM, as they are already detailed in the single BIM model. The CAFM system, in 
fact, directly receives data via COBie58 files from the BIM model thanks to the im-
plementation of ad hoc interfaces in BIMoriented software. These systems, today, 
are also available web-based and, therefore, also usable through mobile devices, 
such as tablets or smartphones that allow constant monitoring of the work.
BIM 7D, finally, concerns aspects related to project sustainability. To frame the con-
cept of sustainability in a new BIM perspective of innovation is not easy and there 
are not yet widely shared definitions in this regard. Eastman himself, in his last 
book, describes the dimensions of BIM only up to the fifth. However, it is possi-
ble to state that the adoption of the BIM methodology, which obliges planning and 
opens up the building organisation to simpler management, also makes it possible 
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to make the analytical processes that are now involved in assessing the sustainabil-
ity of the structure more efficient. BIM, therefore, thanks to a model rich in updated 
continuously information and increasingly faithful to reality, can be valuable sup-
port in simulations and analysis of energy performance and sustainability through 
data increasingly numerous and close to reality.
The dimensions described the deal with geometry, time, cost, management, and 
sustainability. Although there are already many of these aspects, they are not ex-
haustive, and some of them are missing. In the last months of the study activity 
concerning the dimensions of BIM, a new dimension (8D) corresponding to safety 
aspects has started to appear among the research results. It is, therefore, possible 
that soon this short description may no longer be complete and will need to be sup-
plemented with new “D’s”.
Information and its exchange between all the people involved in 
the building process is the key to BIM innovation. While in the 
traditional process, information has always been provided in the form of drawings 
and paper documents, with digitization, the use of BIM, their collection, manage-
ment, and sharing are entrusted to memory disks, servers, and the internet.
Maturity and BIM size increase corresponds to a relative growth in data and in-
formation contained in the BIM model. Although all this information is digitized, 
the high amount and inherent difficulties in a collaborative process among many 
technicians involved in a project require the definition of an organized data shar-
ing space. To this end, the Common Data Environment (CDE) has been developed 
and models, specifications, and standards have been developed to create, acquire, 
and manage data in a more structured way. With direction and mentality change 
brought by BIM, the information exchange tools have revolutionized the relation-
ships of the parties by considerably increasing the consistency and validity of the 
whole process.
The CDE, analysed by the first English technical standards BS 1192:200759 and PAS 
1192-2:201360 and now also acquired in Italy with the new BIM standards61 under 
the name of “ACDat”, can be considered as the core of the BIM Level 2 process. It is 
a digital environment of organized collection and sharing of data related to work. 
Common Data 
Environment 
59 BS 1192:2007 Collaborative production of architectural, engineering and construction informa-
tion - code of practice (+A2:2016). Status: Withdrawn.
60 PAS 1192-2:2013 Specification for information management for the capital/delivery phase of con-
struction projects using building information modelling. Status: Withdrawn.
61 Italian BIM standard will be described in section 3.3.3.
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The CDE is based on an IT infrastructure whose sharing is regulated by precise se-
curity systems for access, traceability, a historical succession of the changes made to 
the information content, attribution of responsibility for processing and protection 
of intellectual property.
As central repository consisting of one or more online storage, CDE is the primary 
means for sharing project work by providing a collaborative environment that can 
be widely customized according to business needs. The content is not limited to the 
information created in the BIM environment but includes documentation, graphic 
templates, and non-graphic resources. “CDE manager” is responsible for creating, 
setting up, and managing digital platforms and technological superstructures in 
which the BIM process takes place.
The use of the CDE improves the information collaboration between project mem-
bers and ensures a substantial reduction of errors. Among the main advantages 
brought by the adoption of the CDE are:
• reduction of production time and costs, thanks to greater coordination and 
more accessible and more immediate sharing;
• possibility to create models originating from the combination of shared others; 
• greater control over revision and data versions; 
• maintaining ownership assignment to the originator, although all files are 
shared and reusable.
CDE’s effectiveness is based on the data it contains and its organisation so that it 
can be easily found and reused at all stages of project development. The task of the 
CDE manager is to supervise that all designers use the CDE in a structured way, 
following a strict discipline made of agreed-upon approaches and procedures, such 
as universal coding or shared archiving protocols.
BS 119262 standardises and formalises for the first time the operating procedures 
of the CDE, regulating the organisation of the archives, the file nomenclatures, 
and the way they are exchanged (Figure 45). The information flow is schematized 
in distinct zones, differentiated according to the design phase, the completeness of 
the data contained and their originator. Data transition between the zones is reg-
ulated by controls and checks, which are configured as real “gates” for data vali-
dation: only when these are judged suitable by the supervisor responsible for the 
single-phase, can they be shared at a higher level. In each CDE environment, each 
document and the digital process is identified according to a revision and a suitabil-
ity stage, defined as “suitability” in BS 1192:2007, which regulates its value.
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62 Although no longer in force, it is cited as the first historical reference for defining the CDE organ-
isation.
63 Standard Method and Procedure (SMP) is defined in PAS 1192-2:2013 as a set of standard meth-
ods and procedures concerning the way information is named, expressed and referenced.
Figure 45 Outline presented in BS 1192 of the CDE areas and the approval steps between 
them (BS 1192).
The first area created in the design process is the Work In Progress Area (WIP), i.e. 
the area where individual technicians work independently, generating unverified 
data that is not yet ready to be shared at higher levels. In order to pass to the next 
zone, the information must pass through the first approval gate and pass certain 
checks, carried out by the project manager, including, for example, the suitability 
check of the model, the Standard Method and Procedure (SMP)63 check or technical 
content check. Once reviewed and approved, the data may proceed to the next stage.
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64 Employer Information Requirements (EIR) and the Plain Language Questions are contractual doc-
uments that are drafted and used in the initial phase of a project assignment to clarify the client’s in-
tentions.
Shared Area is used to enclose both the information previously approved for shar-
ing and the documents that require authorization from the client, contained in a 
sub-area called the “Client Shared Area”. Once the client’s authorization has been 
obtained, the information is validated again and then continued in the next step, 
the “Published Area”. It contains the project documentation in the completed ver-
sion, shared by the various design teams and approved by the client, and compliant 
with the EIR and the Plain Language Questions64.
The last approval step leads to the area called “Archive”, which is used to record the 
progress of the project at each “Milestone”, creating a history of all the project trans-
actions with related regulatory and legal requirements. The files contained in the Ar-
chive correspond to the actual status of the project and can no longer be revised or 
modified. Then, having established a procedure for the transfer of ownership of the 
information, the contractors will replace the original information entered by the de-
signers with the actual information to constitute the final “as-built”, so that the re-
sulting graphical models can be used for manufacturing and installation.
The CDE organisation procedure presented here refers more directly to the case of 
new structures. However, as the standard itself suggests, it can also be used in the 
case of existing buildings, providing, upstream of all these steps, for a first phase 
dedicated to the archiving and organisation of the documentation collected relating 
to the state of affairs.
BIM has the potential to allow, by its very nature, collaboration 
and coordination of communication between the different actors involved in a 
building process. This intrinsic characteristic of BIM is repeated in any text and ex-
planation on the subject, but it is not so simple to put into practice, and there are still 
many obstacles that slow down the achievement of full interoperability. The con-
struction industry makes use of multiple software, for design and performance 
analysis, which uses a proprietary data representation system and has specific re-
quirements that often differ or overlap. At the individual level, each software tool, 
while sharing the object orientation, could store object data in a proprietary format, 
thus hampering software interoperability and making the premise of collaboration, 
coordination, and communication underlying BIM unsustainable.
The need for standards for data exchange and the ensuing definition of sharing pro-
tocols is an even higher if not fundamental need for the new computerised design. It 
is for this reason that for about fifteen years now, various bodies from various coun-




65 buildingSMART Alliance is the board of the National Institute of Building Sciences that contrib-
utes to making the North American real estate sector more efficient, guiding the creation of tools and 
standards that allow virtual projects to be realized before they are physically built. It was created to 
guide technical, political, and financial support for the use of advanced digital technology in real es-
tate, from conception, design to construction. The Alliance promotes the use of the Building Informa-
tion Model by leading the development of open data standards to facilitate and improve facility and 
infrastructure information management.
solutions that improve the sharing of information at an international level between 
the various operators in the construction industry. Among the protagonists, who 
were the first to distinguish themselves in this field, we find the International Al-
liance for Interoperability (IAI), later renamed buildingSMART65. The association 
has made significant and necessary steps forward in this process:
• representation of the model, including graphical features properties and be-
haviour of the model components and contents;
• interoperability standards, including representation, and data interchange;
• agreement on common terminology on the creation of unique identifiers for 
products, components, and content;
• development of an open file format for data storage;
• creation of information sharing protocols;
• guaranteeing a certification service for compliant software applications.
In particular, buildingSMART has set the framework for technological develop-
ment by promoting the interoperability process through the study of three compo-
nents: terminology, process, and format for data exchange (Figure 46).




66 The International Framework for Dictionaries Library (IFD Library) was created to be an open and 
shared terminology library that supports object-oriented BIM information exchange. The IFD library 
offers the flexibility needed for the BIM model by allowing the link between it and the various data-
bases with design and specific data. of the product. It is currently being developed by the International 
Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) buildingSMART. Thanks to a grant from the National Center for En-
ergy Management and Building Technology, the Construction Specification Institute (CSI) is develop-
ing a terminology library and dictionary for North America.
Following Netherlands and Norway’s efforts about the terminology implementation 
project, buildingSMART has created the IFD Library66, an ontological library that es-
tablishes the criteria for the existence of entities from a formal language, spreading 
its consistent use internationally. Since BIM software applies an information reading 
scheme internally, it becomes essential to ensure mutual communication between the 
different tools and software in the sector. The implementations of vocabulary regard-
ing construction terminology, thanks to univocal references for each object and prod-
uct, is an indispensable tool to improve interoperability in the construction industry, 
which is now increasingly globalized, creating a bridge with existing databases.
The Information Delivery Manual (IDM) was created to standardize the design pro-
cess. The manual is intended to specify what information should be exchanged in 
each project development scenario. Each user becomes aware of the information they 
need to provide in order to achieve a collaborative and productive exchange.
Finally, the Industry Foundation Class (IFC) has been defined and promoted for da-
ta exchange. It is an open data format that allows the global exchange of an infor-
mation model about the construction life cycle, without loss or modification of da-
ta. The structure of an IFC is divided into four primary levels (Figure 47) that allow 
the encoding of standardized data in a logical way, related to identity and seman-
tics, characteristics or attributes, relationships, objects, abstract concepts, process-
es, and people. All these data are generally encoded in the specific data language 
EXPRESS.
Work on the definition of the IFC began in 1994 and, despite several efforts to dis-
seminate it, this free format, since any operator does not control it, still requires 
further studies to be carried out so that it can be used more and more effectively. 
Since its first publication in 1996, some updates to the IFC format have been pub-
lished over the years. In 2016, the latest version called IFC 4 Add2 was released. In 
this version, there are 776 entities (object data), 413 property sets, and 130 defined 
data types. These numbers not only indicate the complexity of the IFC but also ex-
press the semantic richness of building information they can contain, increasingly 
responding to the needs of different applications, ranging from energy analysis to 
cost estimation to material monitoring and programming.
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Figure 47 The system architecture of IFC subschemas. Each Resource and Core subschema 
has a structure of entities for defining models, specified at the Interoperability and Domain 
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67 Sacks, R., Barak, R., 2010. Teaching Building Information Modeling as an Integral Part of Fresh-
man Year Civil Engineering Education. J. Prof. Issues Eng. Educ. Pract. 136, 30–38. https://doi.
org/10.1061/(ASCE)EI.1943-5541.0000003 Edgar, A., 2007. W15: Introduction to BIM: People, Pro-
cesses and Tools. NIBS.
3.3.2 BIM World Experiences
The adoption of the BIM methodology in design processes has followed different 
paths among the countries of the world, resulting in utterly different frameworks, 
although common bases have been laid to support the process of information ex-
change and to share on a global scale. Moreover, although the concepts behind BIM 
date back several decades ago, only recently, thanks to the debate on issues related 
to people and processes, it has gained popularity in the field and among research-
ers. This change has been taking place for less than ten years, and according to re-
searchers, and professionals, the beginning of the so-called “BIM era” is between 
2005 and 200867. In recent years, the combination of technology, people and pro-
cesses allowed by BIM has taken hold and increasingly intense activity in the sector 
and academic communities has developed.
Today, although the concept of BIM is widespread throughout the world, the situ-
ation regarding the degree of BIM implementation, standards, and initiatives are 
heterogeneous. Figure 48 shows the global picture map. It is evident that many 
countries are involved in this issue, but not all countries have reached the same re-
sults at the same time, having to start from experimental projects and developing 
their expertise directly in the field.
Governments around the world increasingly recognise the effects that can be 
achieved with this change. Learning from major countries, governments embark-
ing on the transformation path are convinced that the strategic use of BIM can sup-
port a leaner and more innovative construction sector, thereby addressing the de-
cline in productivity prevalent in the sector. The differences are also widely found 
at the national level, depending on the company and its willingness to spend funds 
on an upgrade that may not even return the expected results, since for efficient use 
of BIM all parties involved must have the same system, involving the supply chain 
from designers to suppliers.
Currently, the governments of the UK, Hong Kong, and South Korea have devel-
oped many BIM initiatives in recent years, as have the Scandinavian countries of 
Norway, Denmark, and Finland, and the USA, who have been working with BIM 
for over a decade. Analysis by the Irish Construction IT Alliance (CitA)68 shows that 
more than 50% of the 27 countries have BIM regulatory requirements in place or are 
planning to implement them shortly.
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68 McAuley, B., Hore, A., West, R., 2017. BICP Global BIM Study - Lessons for Ireland’s BIM Pro-
gramme Published by Construction IT Alliance (CitA) Limited. http://doi.org/10.21427/D7M049 
69 This is a specific committee of the buildingSMART alliance of NIBS.
70 McGraw Hill Construction, 2014. The Business Value of BIM for Construction in Global Markets, 
McGraw Hill Construction, Bedford MA, United States.
71  Jung, W., Lee, G., 2015. The Status of BIM Adoption on Six Continents. International Journal of 
Civil, Environmental, Structural, Construction and Architectural Engineering Vol:9, No:5
72 McGraw Hill Construction, 2014. Ibid.
In the USA, the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) began working on 
BIM through the Facility Information Council in 1998. In 2007, the National BIM 
Standard (NBIMS)-US Project Committee69 published the National BIM Standard, 
version 3 of which is now available. This is probably the first reported intervention, 
similar to the development of a computer-aided design (CAD) standard decided by 
a government at the national level. At about the same time, the US General Servic-
es Administration (GSA) also launched its national 3D-4D BIM Program in 2003. 
The adoption of BIM in North America increased dramatically from 28% to 71% be-
tween 2007 and 2012, where the adoption by contractors now slightly exceeds that 
of architects70.
In the UK, BIM developed very slowly until the UK Government’s BIM Task Group 
published a BIM Policy in May 2011. The UK Government has made the use of BIM 
mandatory for every new public sector project since April 2016. At the same time, 
as the initiative to achieve a Level 2 BIM, the UK has implemented a suite of relat-
ed facilities and guidelines that have established themselves as guidelines in many 
other countries. This includes a set of publicly available specifications (PAS) and 
British Standards (BS), which offer the best of practice in information management 
for capital/delivery and operational phase of construction projects using BIM. The 
UK Government most recently undertook an ambitious programme to achieve BIM 
Level 3 and is now recognised as a world leader in the adoption of BIM with wide-
spread use in recent years.
In other parts of the world, even in developing countries, there are similar activities: 
for example, Oceania is in fourth place, behind North America, Europe, and Asia, 
in terms of depth and level of implementation and years of use of BIM71. McGraw 
Hill’s 2014 report72 showed the commercial value of BIM in Australia and New Zea-
land, pointing out that although BIM is relatively new in these countries, its value 
has been widely acknowledged, with 74% of companies surveyed saying they will 
commit to BIM on more than 30% of their projects by 2016. The business value of 
BIM in China was also highlighted, with a 200% increase in architects at a BIM im-
plementation level, while a second roadmap for BIM in Singapore was made more 





Figure 48 Global map of BIM adoption at the national level (McAuley 2017).
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73 Further information available on www.eubim.eu 
74 ASSOBIM, founded in October 2017, is an Italian association that aims to give representativeness 
to the “technological” supply chain of Building Information Modeling. AssoBIM brings together the 
companies operating in the supply chain: from software houses to BIM service providers, from large 
contractors to engineering companies, also involving manufacturers of materials and components to 
be the reference association in the dialogue with institutions.
75 AssoBIM Report 2019. Available on www.assobim.it/bim-report-2019/
In the European context, after the EU Procurement Directive 2013, which showed 
its support for BIM through its ratification by the European Union Parliament, many 
countries have demonstrated a particular enthusiasm and interest in BIM.
In 2015 a European working group on BIM called the EU BIM Task Group73, was set 
up, and the European Commission assigned it the task of providing a common ap-
proach to the European network for a BIM use alignment.  The Task Group aims to 
support public procurers, policymakers, and public property owners by producing 
a manual containing a guide to BIM. The manual will include procurement mea-
sures, technical considerations, cultural and skills development, and overall bene-
fits for public procurers in the use of BIM. The following European Member States 
are currently members of the group: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.
In Italy, the European Directive 2014/24/EU on public procurement has activated 
the Italian legislative machine on BIM and the introduction of laws requiring its 
use from 2019, for now only in the public procurements. As already mentioned, the 
Directive has been implemented in Italy with “Decreto Legislativo n. 50/2016” on 
Public Contracts. Article 23, paragraph 1, letter h) states that design in the field of 
public works is intended to ensure the rationalization of design activities and relat-
ed checks through the increasing use of specific electronic methods and tools such 
as modeling for construction and infrastructure. Article 23, paragraph 13 instead, 
with the following sentence, describes the characteristics that these tools must pos-
sess and the need for trained personnel: these tools use interoperable platforms 
through non-proprietary open formats in order not to restrict competition between 
technology providers and the involvement of design specifications among design-
ers. Contractors with appropriately trained personnel may only require the use of 
electronic methods and tools. The “Decreto Ministeriale 560/2017“published by the 
Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport sets the details for BIM implementation, 




AssoBIM74 published in July 2019 the results of the market survey on the BIM imple-
mentation in Italy75. The survey was carried out on a sample of over 600 operators 
(design firms, engineering companies, construction and maintenance companies, 
public and private clients, and manufacturers of materials and components), which 
faithfully reflects the scale of the Italian professional realities.
The 62% of participants are design firms, with an average number of collaborators 
below ten in 76% of the cases and a turnover below one million euro in 75% of the 
cases. Their answers show a strongly growing situation (Figure 50): more than half 
of the sample knows and uses the BIM methodology, while a further 40% know it 
but do not use it or make partial use of it and only a marginal number of operators 
(below 10%) are not aware of it. Another interesting aspect that emerged is the year 
in which BIM was introduced in the company (Figure 51): since 2012, it is possible 
to detect a constant growth that peaked in 2018 when 17% of the sample introduced 
the digital methodology permanently in the company. Among those who do not yet 
use BIM, about 11% expect to introduce it in the company within a year, and almost 
20% will do it in the next three years. The answers to two additional questions help 
to define the contours of this trend better: almost half of the sample stated that they 
have adopted BIM in their projects extensively (22.94%) or partially (24.21%) (Fig-
ure 52), but almost 60% of respondents have used it in less than 25% of the projects, 
while about 14% have applied it to all the projects carried out (Figure 53).
From other answers shown in the report, it emerges that 70% of the sample is very 
or quite convinced that BIM can contribute actively, up to one third less, to the re-
duction of the initial construction cost and of the costs related to the entire life cycle 
of the building, as well as to the reduction, up to 50% less, of the overall construc-
tion time, from the start to the completion of the works. More significant reserva-
tions, on the other hand, were expressed about the contribution made by the adop-
tion of BIM to the reduction of the environmental impact of construction activities 
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Figure 49 BIM implementation timeline in Italy in public procurement.
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and the trade imbalances between imports and exports of building components and 
materials, aspects on which two-thirds of the sample expressed doubts. In conclu-
sion, however, taking into account the low speed of digital adaptation in Italy, the 
results are promising. However, a further boost to the adoption of BIM is expected 
soon, given the recent change in the regulatory framework on the mandatory na-
ture of BIM for public works. 
Figure 50 Degree of knowledge and use of BIM (AssoBIM 2019).
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Figure 51 Year of BIM implementation in the company (AssoBIM 2019).
Figure 52 Percentage of BIM adoption in company projects (AssoBIM 2019).
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In the following section, the global standards issued by the International Organi-
zation for Standardization (ISO) and those specific to the Italian context published 
by the Italian National Unification Body (UNI) will be discussed in more detail.
3.3.3 BIM Standards Framework
The origins of “Building Information Modelling” can be found already in the sev-
enties and its first applications in the eighties. Nevertheless, we must look to the 
end of last year, 2018, to find the first global standards issued by the Internation-
al Organization for Standardization (ISO). It is ISO 19650:2018 - Organization and 
digitization of information about buildings and civil engineering works, including 
Building Information Modelling, which has reorganized all the standards imple-
mented at national level by providing a unique definition at international level for 
the exchange of data and establishing standard protocols for sharing information 
between the various operators in the construction industry. 
It is thus clear that the introduction of the BIM concept to the goal of global stand-
ards has been a long path. Several bodies all over the world have contributed to de-
fining standards and protocols in the BIM field.
One of the first players to start defining common standards was the International 
Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), renamed in 2007 as buildingSMART, as already 
mentioned. buildingSMART is credited, not only with having developed IFC format 
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76 ISO 19650-1:2018 - Organization and digitization of information about buildings and civil en-
gineering works, including building information modelling (BIM) — Information management using 
building information modelling.
but also with having laid the foundations for interoperability through the study of 
common terminologies and processes. buildingSMART is still one of the reference 
bodies for BIM and collaborates in the drafting of ISO standards by participating 
in the technical working group ISO/TC 59/SC 13 - Organization and digitization of 
information about buildings and civil engineering works, including BIM.
In this technical committee, we also find the OGC - Open Geospatial Consortium, 
Inc. To this date, 31 countries join it, which: Great Britain, Italy, Germany, France, 
Spain, Portugal, USA, Australia, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, 
China, Chile, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Peru, Czech Republic, Turkey, 
Singapore, Slovenia, Russia, Hungary, Romania, Japan, Denmark, Finland, Swe-
den, and Norway. 
In the long process of developing standards for BIM, another significant contribu-
tion is made by the British Standards Institution (BSI). The ISO 19650:201876 is, in 
fact, inspired by the English standard PAS 1192: it has acquired its supporting struc-
ture and has also introduced requirements that will revolutionise the consolidated 
procedural and contractual structure of many of the participating countries.
ISO 19650:2018 has been designed for the entire life cycle of any 
built asset, including strategic planning, initial design, engineering, development, 
documentation and construction, day-to-day operation, maintenance, refurbish-
ment, repair, and end-of-life. This document can be adapted to assets or projects of 
any scale and complexity, so as not to hamper the flexibility and versatility that 
characterize the broad range of potential procurement strategies and to address the 
cost of implementing this document. At present, the standard consists of two parts 
that address different aspects. 
The first part outlines the concepts and principles for information management at a 
stage of maturity described as “Building Information Modelling (BIM) according to 
the ISO 19650 series”. The document also provides recommendations for a frame-
work to manage information, including exchanging, recording, versioning, and or-
ganizing for all actors. The ISO 19650-1:2018 frames the information flow of the 
building process within the broader horizon of Project Management. The document 
is primarily intended for use by the following: 
• those involved in the management or production of information during the 




• those involved in the definition and procurement of construction projects;
• those involved in the specification of appointments and facilitation of collab-
orative working;
• those involved in the design, construction, operation, maintenance and de-
commissioning of assets;
• those responsible for the realization of value for their organization from their 
asset base.
The diagram in Figure 54 summarises the relations between them: the already ex-
isting and commonly adopted approaches the management of assets and projects 
and for organisational management and the new information management. 
The Information Management is divided into two parts: Delivery Phase (PIM - pro-
ject information model) and Operational Phase (AIM- asset information model). 
Three passing moments are also identified:
• A start of delivery phase – transfer of relevant information from AIM to PIM;
• B progressive development of the design intent model into the virtual con-
struction model;
• C end of delivery phase – transfer of relevant information from PIM to AIM.




The second part, ISO 19650-2:2018, goes more specifically into the delivery phase of 
the activities. This document specifies requirements for information management, 
in the form of a management process, within the context of the delivery phase of 
assets and the exchanges of information within it, using building information mod-
eling. This part deals first of all with the protagonists, specifying in their placement 
within the process chain and their roles and functions (Figure 56). The schema 
shows the interfaces between parties and teams in terms of information manage-
ment and should not be seen as an identification of contractual relationships. 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage ... Stage ... Stage ...
Trigger events Trigger events Trigger events
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From the point of view more appropriately of the life cycle of the building, the en-
tire information flow is summerized in Figure 55. It makes it possible to highlight 
the intermediate moments of evaluation, verification, and approval, in which the 
customer is also called to express his opinion about the satisfaction of the initially 
expressed design requirements.




Then, the document enters into a specific description of the various phases of the 
information process. It is also possible to find all the details of the general work-
flow and its structure, from the methodological point of view and the objectives of 
every single step (Figure 57). Each phase is also then dealt with in detail with spe-
cific schemes. For example, all the sub-activities related to the 7 – Information Mod-
el Delivery are specified in Figure 58.
Figure 56 Interfaces between parties and teams for information management (ISO 
19650:2018).
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77 ISO 16739-1:2018 - Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) for data sharing in the construction and fa-
cility management industries — Part 1: Data schema.
78 ISO 12006-3:2007 - Building construction - Organization of information about construction 
works - Part 3: Framework for object-oriented information.
The ISO 19650:2018 standard is the crucial reference for BIM, 
but there are also others currently in force that deal with specif-
ic aspects of the subject. Most of them are always developed by the technical com-
mittee ISO/TC 59/SC 13.
Among the most recent, there is ISO 16739-1:201877. The standard, as the title sug-
gests, is specific to the IFC: in it, we can find the definition, the data scheme, and 
the structure of the file format for the exchange of information.
The international dictionary, called IFD - International Framework for Dictionar-
ies, is found in the ISO 12006-3:200778. The standard contains information, such 
as definitions of objects, their properties, etc., to be used in order to allow standard 
understanding information flows with less difficulty. In the second part, instead, 
Others Global 
Standards
Figure 58 information management process: details of information modeling delivery step 
(ISO 19650:2018).
7.1         submit informa�on model for lead appointed party authoriza�on
7.2         review and authorize the infroma�on model
7.3         submit informa�on model for appoin�ng party acceptance
7.4         review and accept the informa�on model
A            informa�on model progressed by subsequent delivery team(s) for each appointment 
B            informa�on model rejected by lead appointed party













79 ISO 12006-2:2015 - Building construction - Organization of information about construction 
works - Part 2: Framework for classification. 
80 ISO 29481 - Building information models - Information delivery manual.
81 ISO 16757- Data structures for electronic product catalogues for building services.
82 ISO 16354:2013 - Guidelines for knowledge libraries and object libraries.
83 ISO/TS 12911:2012 - Framework for building information modelling (BIM) guidance.
the ISO 12006-2:201579, we find a framework for the development of classification 
systems of the built environment. It identifies a set of recommended classification 
table titles for a range of information object classes according to particular views, 
e.g. by form or function, supported by definitions. It shows how the object classes 
classified in each table are related as a series of systems and sub-systems, e.g. in a 
building information model.
A methodology and format to describe the “acts of coordination” between the ac-
tors in a construction project during all phases of the life cycle are provided by ISO 
2948180. The standard consists of two parts, the first published in 2016 and the sec-
ond in 2012. ISO 29481 has been developed to facilitate interoperability between 
the software applications used during all phases of the construction works’ life cy-
cle and of promoting digital collaboration between the actors involved, through the 
definition of a methodology and a format, and providing the analysis of the inter-
actions’ framework.
ISO 1675781 aims to provide a reference for electronic product catalogues data struc-
tures. It could be useful to automatically transmit construction services product da-
ta to construction services software models. It also consists of two parts: the first, 
published in 2015, deals with concepts, architecture, and the model, while the sec-
ond, issued in 2016, deals with geometry. 
ISO 16354:201382 provides guidelines for creating new object libraries and updating 
existing ones to standardize them and provide developers with clear indications.
Finally, the ISO/TS 12911:201283 establishes a reference for the commissioning of 
the BIM, i.e. the project management process that ascertains and documents that 
the performance of the building and systems meet defined objectives and criteria.
The ISO 19650 standard, developed within the framework of the 
agreement between ISO and CEN known as the “Vienna Agree-
ment”84, was automatically adopted by the CEN - European Committee for Stan-
dardisation as ISO EN 19650. Following this, all member states were called upon to 
intervene on any existing national standards to adapt them to this new reference, if 





84 The Vienna Agreement on Technical Cooperation was signed in 1991 between CEN (European 
Committee for Standardisation) and ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation). It was drawn 
up to prevent duplication of effort and reduce the time taken to prepare standards. Consequently, the 
draft new standards are planned jointly by CEN and ISO and, once completed, adopted by both bodies.
85 UNI 11337 - Construction and civil engineering works - Digital management of construction in-
formation processes.
In 2019, the Italian National Unification Body (UNI) published the two parts of ISO, 
UNI EN ISO 19650-1:2019 and UNI EN ISO 19650-2:2019. At the same time, UNI 
started work to revise the already published parts of UNI 11337 and to develop future 
references coordinated with the new indications present in the international ones. 
UNI 1133785, entitled “Construction and civil engineering works - Digital manage-
ment of construction information processes”, is the Italian reference standard for 
BIM, applicable to any type of asset and process. This standard was published be-
fore ISO 19650 but now is withdrawn in order to be completely redesigned. Today it 
is being reconsidered by ten parts. Five of them have already been published (1-4-
5-6-7), one still in force in the old structure and will be updated (3), and the rest are 
under development (2-8-9-10) (Table 1).
These new standards UNI deal with and will deal with various aspects of BIM relat-
ed to the development of information models, processes, objects, and information 
flows in digitized processes. A summary of the parts already published in the new 
structure of UNI 11337 is given below.
Table 1 Framework updated in October 2019 on published parts of UNI 11337.
Part Standard Number Title
1 UNI 11337-1:2017 Models, documents and informative objects for products and processes
2 Criteria for the designation and classification of models, products and processes
3 Models for collecting, organising and storing technical information for construction products (digital information sheets for products and processes)
4 UNI 11337-4:2017 Evolution and development of information within models, documents and objects
5 UNI 11337-5:2017 Informative flows in the digital processes
6 UNI 11337-6:2017 Guidance to redaction the informative specific information
7 UNI 11337-7:2018 Knowledge, skill and competence requirements of building information modelling profiles
8 Integrated Information Management processes and of Decisions
9 Information management during operation (Due Diligence, Collaborative Platform and Building File)
10 Organization of the figures involved in the management and information modelling
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86 UNI 11337-1:2017 - Building and civil engineering works - Digital management of the informative 
processes - Part 1: Models, documents and informative objects for products and processes.
The first part of the 1133786 covers the general aspects of digital 
management of the information process in the construction sector. Three funda-
mental aspects of the process are highlighted and then they are also the subject of 
in-depth analysis:
• the structure of information vehicles;
• the structure of the information process;
• the structure of the product information.
This standard can be applicable to any type of product (resulting) in the sector, 
whether it is a building or an infrastructure, and to any type of process: conception, 
production, or operation. It can be applied to new constructions, conservation and/
or requalification of the environment or the built heritage.
The first challenge when writing a law is represented by terminology since the 
terms used must be clear, understandable, and shared. This is why in this first part 
of the standard, it possible to find a paragraph named “terms and definitions”. It is 
divided into five parts:
• terms related to information content;
• terms related to information environments;
• terms relating to the product information structure;
• terms relating to the information structure of the space;
• terms related to the information structure of the process.
Subsequently, the standard deepens the aspects related to the structure of infor-
mation vehicles in the paragraph called “documents and information models”. In 
the construction sector, the transfer of knowledge of negotiation between the in-
terested parties of any process takes place through data, information, and inform-
ative contents.
In the digitalization process of the construction sector, the production, manage-
ment, storage, and transfer of data and information content, takes place through 
the use of computerized systems. Information contents are composed of data that 
can be:
• electronically structured or unstructured: reworkable or not reworkable; relat-
ed or unrelated.
• fixed on digital or non-digital support: written in a proprietary format; writ-




Information and knowledge in the construction sector can be transmitted in two 
ways: representation and virtualization. Operationally they can, in turn, be config-
ured as graphics, document, or multimedia methods (Figure 59). 
Figure 59 Schematic representation of information flows (UNI 11337-1:2017)
The standard then defines Italian digital maturity levels of the digital process dif-
ferent from those defined at the global level, which has been previously described. 
They are defined according to the different degrees of the evolution of the informa-
tion transfer method. 
Five degrees of maturity are identified:
• level 0: non-digital
In all disciplinary areas (social, environmental, technical, economic, and le-
gal), information sharing is carried out through non-digital works on a pre-
dominantly paper-based medium, although such works may derive from dig-
ital works.
• level 1: base
In all disciplinary areas (social, environmental, technical, economic, and le-
gal), information sharing is carried out through both digital and non-digital 
documents, but the necessary support remains the paper support.
• level 2: elementary
Information sharing for the technical areas usually takes place through the 
use of graphic models. While for all the other disciplinary fields, the transfer 
takes place through digital elaborations. Contractually, the most commonly 
used medium remains on paper, but this time it is also accompanied by the 
digital one as regards the graphic models.






87 The structure of these sheets is developed by UNI 11337- 3 that is now under revision.
• level 3: advanced
The exchange of information takes place through graphic models and digi-
tal processes (graphic, documentary, or multimedia). It is also possible to use 
a particular digital product or process information sheets for this purpose87. 
• level 4: optimal
The information exchange, in all disciplinary areas, is carried out by using in-
formation models. 
Sometimes, and only for specific needs, these models can be added by digital doc-
uments. Contractually, the various models are archived as defined in the various 
phases of the evolutionary process of the project.
In the last part, there are two paragraphs dedicated to the informative structure of 
the process and the product. Relevant is the schema (Figure 60) on the informative 
structure of the construction process. It represents a structured sequence of stag-
es, in turn, divided into phases, which concern the production and management of 
contents.
In the upper part of the diagram, it is possible to see that the stages of the informa-
tion process are divided into parts: the project phase and the work phase. This ap-
proach is similar to the one we already found in ISO 19650, which were introduced 
the PIM – Project Information Model and AIM – Asset Information Model. 
Figure 60 Informative structure of the construction process (UNI 11337-1:2017).
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88 UNI 11337-4:2017 - Building and civil engineering works - Digital management of the informative 
processes - Part 4: Evolution and development of information within models, documents and objects.
89 LOD is the English acronym but is also used in Italy.
The fourth part of the 1133788 is focused on qualitative and quan-
titative aspects of the digitalized management of the information process in the con-
struction sector, in support of the decision-making process, with the aims of:
• specify the objectives of each phase of a process, introduced by 11337-1;
• define a common scale of development level of the objects related to the models;
• define a shared scale of the processing and approval phase of the contents.
First, we find the specification of the objectives of the stages of each process. The 
information evolution of the models is, therefore, functional to the achievement of 
these objectives. Therefore, the quality and quantity of information contained in the 
models must also be correlated to these goals. Finally, the use of the model makes 
it necessary to specify the Level of Development (LOD)89 each object contained in 
it. The LOD of the objects must be adequate to allow the extraction of the required 
documents.
In particular, the standard provides for the following levels of development (Fig-
ure 61):
• LOD A: symbolic object;
• LOD B: generic object;
• LOD C: defined object;
• LOD D: detailed object;
• LOD E: specific object;
• LOD F: executed object;
• LOD G: updated object.
Figure 61 Example of window LOD (UNI 11337-4:2017).
UNI 11337-4:2017
LOD A LOD B LOD C LOD D LOD E LOD F LOD G
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90 UNI 11337-5:2017 - Building and civil engineering works - Digital management of the informative 
processes - Part 5: Informative flows in the digital processes.
91 These terms are new in the Italian context but known in the rest of the world because the English 
standards already define them.
The fifth part90 defines the roles, rules, and flows necessary for 
the production, management, and transmission of information and their connec-
tion and interaction in the digitized construction processes. For this reason, it is 
possible to find some “new”91 terms and their definition in the document. In par-
ticular, we find the following definition, of which the English version is also shown 
in brackets:
• Information coordinator (or BIM Coordinator): whose responsibilities are re-
lated to the management of the application of the information rules of the con-
struction process; 
• Information manager (or BIM Manager): guiding figure of the entire informa-
tion process, oriented to the management of the information rules of the process;
• Information modeler (or BIM specialist): dedicated to the creation of models, is 
the one who uses the information rules of the construction process;
• Informative Specifications (or Employers Information Requirement): new con-
tractual document with which the client defines the needs and information re-
quirements that must be met by the contractors, as competitors or contractors;
• offer for Information Management (or BIM Execution Plan pre-contract 
award): it is a document in which the entrant to the contract, expresses and 
specifies its method of information management of the process, in response 
to requests from the client formulated in the Information Specifications men-
tioned above;
• Information Management Plan (or BIM Execution Plan - BEP): the final and 
operational explanation of the information management mode of the process 
prepared by the contractor (winner of the tender);
• analysis of inconsistencies (or Code Checking): it is the action of assessing 
possible information inconsistencies of the models (and related components), 
processed concerning rules and regulations;
• analysis of geometric interferences (or Clash Detection): it is the action of pos-
sible geometric interferences between objects, models, and processes.
The introduction of all these definitions, combined with those of the “data-sharing 
environment” (or Common Data Environment - CDE) and the “document sharing 
archive” (or Data Room), allows to have an almost complete Italian standard of all 
the terminologies defined in the English standards from which those have been de-


































Figure 62 Informative Flow (UNI 11337-5:2017).
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The standard then deals with defining and explaining the documents necessary 
for the information management, always looking at the British standards. So, the 
informative flow is organized as in Figure 62 and is composed of the three ele-
ments: Informative Specifications, offer for Information Management and Informa-
tion Management Plan.
As shown in the diagram, the Informative Specifications, drawn up by the client 
before the award procedure, contain all the informative requirements. These re-
quirements must concern both the technical area (e.g. contractor skill, the type of 
infrastructure, the characteristics of the hardware or the size of the models, etc.) 
and the management one (e.g. definition of roles, objectives, and uses of the model, 
verification and assessment procedures, phase management methods, etc.). Then, 
each interested contractor, therefore, prepares the offer for Information Manage-
ment, in which the needs expressed by the client are met. Therefore, once the cli-
ent chooses who will be the contractor, the winner company will have to prepare 
the Information Management Plan, with more specific and deepened information 
about the offer previously prepared.
The standard also deals with the management of information content. The purpose 
is to ensure the completeness, transmissibility, and consistency of the information 
contained. For that, the Information Specifications and/or the Information Man-
agement Plan documents must at least contain an explanation of: 
• which single models must be prepared (number and type);
• what are the single models to be aggregated;
• rules for the management of interference (Clash Detection); 
• rules for regulatory audits (Rule Set); 
• the rules for managing information inconsistencies (Code Checking); 
• the roles and responsibilities of the persons called upon to manage and resolve 
the criticalities highlighted in the previous steps.
In these minimum requirements, it is interesting to note that there are specifica-
tions for the single models and the federated one. Depending on the complexity of 
the project, these models can be subdivided into as many functional and necessary 
different parts are required. Then, all these single models must then be aggregat-
ed into the federated model. For that reason, a precise definition of common pro-
cedures for all the stakeholders involved is strictly required: the document deepens 
the part of model-checking by explaining three levels of coordination for each of 
which shows example diagrams.
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92 UNI/TR 11337-6:2017 - Building and civil engineering works - Digital management of the infor-
mative processes - Part 6: Guidance to redaction the informative specific information.
93 UNI 11337-7:2018 - Building and civil engineering works - Digital management of the infor-
mative processes - Part 7: Knowledge, skill and competence requirements of building information 
modelling profiles.
The 11337-6:201792 is closely linked to that previous part. As the 
title suggests, the objective of this document is to provide specific procedural indi-
cations and a general draft example of the Informative Specification.
So, after the first introductory part and the presentation of a hypothetical index, the 
standard explains in detail an example of Informative Specification. This case study 
proposed is not exhaustive since we are talking about a contractual document that 
is drafted by a specific client according to their own economic needs, abilities, and 
requests on the specific project. 
As could be expected from what was said in the previous part, the proposed struc-





The last published part is the 11337-7:201893. This standard de-
scribes requirements for the building information modeling professional profiles. 
These requirements are identified in terms of knowledge, skills, and competence, 
under the European Qualifications Framework, EQF. The requirements are indicat-
ed for the assessment of informal and non-formal learning outcomes and the con-
formity assessment of competences.
Unlike what has already been said in part 5, this document, published at the end 
of 2018, identifies one more figure, so four distinct professions. They are key fig-
ures for the management of a BIM process, thus introducing diversification with the 
most widespread international customs.
These BIM key figures are:
• CDE manager - Manager of the Common Data Environment; 
• BIM manager - Digitized Process Manager;
• BIM coordinator - Coordinator of order information flows;





Subsequently, for each figure, the requirements of knowledge, ability, and compe-
tence are indicated within an appropriate table in the standard. They must have 
these skills in order to fulfil the identified tasks. In particular, knowledge achieves 
through learning; ability to apply knowledge to complete tasks and solve problems; 
competence to use, responsibly and independently, knowledge and personal skills 
in a work situation.
Find appropriately qualified employees or train or update internal staff, are shared 
and common needs by all the protagonists of the construction supply chain who 
want to adopt the BIM. So, a standard that specifies whether the training activity of 
the subjects involved was long overdue. 
With the publication of this part, too, the standard framework, necessary to allow 
the complete practicability of the BIM methodology in the Italian context, is being 
progressively and rapidly shaped. We now await the next parts, coordinated with 
the ISO published last year, to get the full picture.
OPTIMIZATION
4
Human activity proceeds with con-
tinuous decision-making. Result of 
cognitive and emotional processes, 
decisions determine the selection 
of a solution among different alter-
natives. In some cases, this pro-
cess is automatic and straightfor-
ward, while in other cases, mak-
ing a decision can be the result of 
a more extended, demanding and 
complicated process. 
A design project in the construc-
tion industry is a complex activity 
that requires the designer to make 
countless choices to achieve dif-
ferent objectives, even different 
ones. Besides, he is called upon 
to consider multiple aspects, es-
timate potential risks and refer to 
intangible, subjective, and uncer-
tain issues.
Architects have the task of mak-
ing critical design decisions, and 
any mistakes made generally have 
a significant impact on the final re-
sult. For this reason, optimization 
methods are used in architectur-
al design to support engineers in 
making the right design decisions. 
Digital evolution has allowed all 
designers to use increasingly so-
phisticated computers and soft-
ware and to rely on them for more 
complicated designs and simula-
tions. Also, thanks to the exponen-
tial increase in computing power, 
it has made it possible to incorpo-
rate optimization techniques into 
the design to support engineers in 
making decisions when there are 
many factors to consider and the 
optimal solution is not easily found.
This chapter will deal with the top-
ic of optimization. In section 4.1, it 
will be presented from a more gen-
eral point of view to frame the is-
sue and provide some historical 
hints of its development and ap-
plications. Optimization in the con-
struction sector will be addressed 
in section 4.2. Finally, in paragraph 
4.3, the optimization techniques 
will be presented, selecting from 
the vast reference literature those 
most used in the design field.
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4.1 The Theory of Decisions
“There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, 
more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take 
the lead in the introduction of a new order of things.”
Niccolò Machiavelli
Deciding, from the Latin decīdĕre result of de - caedĕre “cut” then properly “cuta-
way”, indicates the action of choosing between different things or possibilities1. The 
decision-making process is the result of cognitive and emotional processes, which 
determine the selection of a line of action among different alternatives. In daily 
life, decisions are continually made. In some cases, decisions are automatic, while 
in other cases, making a decision can be a more extended, more demanding, and 
complex process. To make articulate and difficult choices when faced with several 
comparable or non-comparable options or when it is necessary to make a classifica-
tion it is convenient to use strategic planning to solve this system, i.e. apply a series 
of generally sequential procedures with many feedbacks to find the most favoura-
ble result2. The solution must be identified by one or more decision-makers among 
multiple options based on the information available, assuming values on intangi-
ble and subjective issues, identifying and estimating potential risks, and most often 
confronting uncertainties that only the future can reveal.
The best or most appropriate or optimal theoretical solution, which is obtained as 
a mathematical solution that emerges from a model, can serve as a benchmark for 
deciding the final choice. Often there is not too much interest in adopting the “opti-
mal” solution from a mathematical point of view. However, but one prefers the one 
that best satisfies the objectives of the decision-maker(s), also considered a non-ra-
tional and subjective component of the person linked to the responsibility behind 
some choices.
Operational research (OR), also known as decision theory or management science, 
provides mathematical tools to support decision-making where limited activities 
and resources need to be managed and coordinated in order to maximise or min-
imise an objective function. Operational research is concerned with formalizing a 
1 Traslation of the Italian definition from the Encyclopedia Treccani, Dizionario della lingua italiana 
(www.treccani.it
2 Munier, N., 2011. A Strategy for Using Multicriteria Analysis in Decision-Making: A Guide for Sim-
ple and Complex Environmental Projects, 2011 edition. ed. Springer, New York.
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3 Gass, S.I., Assad, A.A., 2004. An Annotated Timeline of Operations Research: An Informal History, 
2005 edition. ed. Springer, New York.
problem into a mathematical model and calculating a solution that is optimal, when 
possible, or close to optimal for it. It is a scientific approach to solving complex prob-
lems; it can be traced back to the field of applied mathematics but has strong inter-
disciplinary characteristics. It has many applications in the economic, infrastruc-
tural, logistic, military, service, and transport system design and technology fields. 
For example, in the particular case of economic problems, the function to be max-
imized may coincide with the maximum profit obtainable or the lowest cost to be 
incurred. It can be used in linear programming (problem planning); dynamic pro-
gramming (sales planning); network programming (project management); queue 
theory (to manage traffic problems); stock theory (warehouse storage); graph theory 
(used for communication networks); game theory (decision problems under com-
petitive conditions).
Decision theory plays an important role in decision-making because it allows the 
best choices to be made to achieve a given objective while respecting constraints 
that are imposed from outside and are not under the control of those who have to 
make the decisions. Operational research does not replace decision-makers but, 
by providing solutions to problems obtained by scientific methods, allows rational 
choices to be made. 
The origins of Operational Research can be found in the 16th century when the pre-
cursors of this discipline began to employ a scientific approach to the management 
of organizations3. However, the real birth of this sector is fixed before the Second 
World War and the military field: the OR was used to decide which of all military 
operations and specific activities to assign the remaining available resources. 
Between 1935 and 1937, the United Kingdom worked on the radar project as an 
anti-aircraft defence, but it was vital to locate and subsequently intercept and re-
turn British aircraft to the ground. It was therefore essential, first of all, to optimise 
the distribution of radar equipment on the territory and, secondly, that the signal 
was sent by radio to appropriate locations. Thus, the “Biggin Hill Experiment” was 
born, which was the first attempt to integrate the data obtained from radar with 
those observed on the ground. 
The British General Staff, first of all, and then also the United States, required the 
commitment of scientists who, through a scientific approach, would find the solu-
tion to this problem in the field of military operations, hence the name of research 
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4 Hillier, F.S., Lieberman, G.J., 2009. Introduction to Operations Research, 9 edition. ed. McGraw-Hill 
Science/Engineering/Math, New York.
5 Patrick Maynard Stuart Blackett was a British physicist and lecturer at Cambridge University, Uni-
versity of London, University of Manchester and Imperial College. He also won the Nobel Prize for 
Physics in 1948.
6 Bernal, J. D., 1975. Lessons of the War for Science [1945]. Proceedings of the Royal Society of Lon-
don. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Vol. 342, No. 1631, pp. 555-574.
in (military) operations4. In 1939, the physicist Patrick Maynard Stuart Blackett5 
was called to constitute a research group composed of scientists and military per-
sonnel, engaged in the fight against German submarines. The success obtained by 
this group passed to history, produced the result of multiplying, in the United King-
dom and the other allied Countries, research groups with similar characteristics. 
The first organized OR activity in the United States began in 1942 in the Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory. This group, which dealt with the problems of war with mines, 
was later transferred to the Navy Department, from which it designed the blockade 
of aircraft mines in the Inland Sea of Japan. Moreover, as in Britain, radar stimu-
lated developments in the US Air Force. In October 1942, all Air Force commands 
were invited to include operational research groups in their personnel. By the end of 
World War II, there were 26 such groups in the Air Force. In 1943, General George 
Marshall suggested that all commanders should form teams to study amphibious 
and ground operations.
The activity of these groups was called Operational Research in Great Britain and 
later Operations Research in the United States. A.P. Rowe, superintendent of the 
“Bawdsey Research Station”, in 1938, used the expression “operational research” 
to describe the type of activity developed in a final technical report of the project.
During the Second World War, more than 700 scientists were employed in the UK, 
Canada, and the USA. The studies conducted on the optimal management of an-
ti-submarine operations and the transfer of convoys were the “winning secret 
weapon” in the North Atlantic battle, as defined by the physicist Ellis Johnson, di-
rector of the US Military Office of Operational Research (Figure 63).
In 1945 the British Marxist crystallographer and intellectual J. D. Bernal went so far 
as to suppose that in the war OR represented not a new profession, but a total re-
alignment in the relations between science, state, and society. He calculated that 
the moment marked the beginning of a entirely new era in history in which human 
progress could be intelligently planned6.
The end of the conflict determined a change of the approach until then used only 
for war purposes, orienting it towards civil problems (such as the location of indus-
trial warehouses, the mixing of loads of a road haulage service) generated by the 
post-war industrial boom, with the relative increase in complexity and specializa-
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7 More information available on www.theorsociety.com
8 Further information available on  www.informs.org 
9 More information available on  www.airo.org 
tion. The first civil applications were in the oil industry because initially, only large 
industries could afford such studies. 
The first Operational Research Associations were also born and still exist today: 
in Great Britain, the “OR Society”7 was born in 1948. in 1952 in the United States, 
the “ORSA - Operations Research Society of America”, which today is called IN-
FORMS - INstitute For Operations Research and Management Sciences8 and in 
1961 the Italian “AIRO - Associazione Italiana Ricerca Operativa” was born9.
The OR became an academic discipline in 1948 when a course in non-military tech-
niques was introduced at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge. 
In 1952 a curriculum was established leading to a master and doctorate at the Case 
Institute of Technology (now Case Western Reserve University) in Cleveland. Since 
then, many prestigious academic institutions in the United States have introduced 
programs. In the UK courses were started at the University of Birmingham in the 
early 1950s. The first president of operational research was created at the newly es-
tablished University of Lancaster in 1964. Similar developments have taken place in 
most countries where a national operational research company exists. The first ac-
ademic journal, the Operational Research Quarterly, published in the United King-
dom, was launched in 1950; in 1978, its name was changed to the Journal of the Op-
erational Research Society. It was followed in 1952 by the Journal of the Operations 
Research Society of America, which was renamed Operations Research in 1955. 
The International Federation of Operational Research Societies began the Interna-
tional Abstracts in Operations Research in 1961.
Figure 63 Historical image 
reported in “This Week 
Magazine” in the early post-
war period by Ellis Johnson 




10 Duckworth, W.E., Gear, A.E., Lockett, A.G., 1977. A Guide to Operational Research. Springer Neth-
erlands, Dordrecht. Tadei, R., Croce, F.D., 2010. Elementi di Ricerca Operativa. Società Editrice Esculapio.
11 Serafini, P., 2009. Ricerca Operativa, UNITEXT. Springer Milan, Milano.
12 www.informs.org 
There is not a single codified and globally accepted definition of Operational Re-
search because each association has written its definition. Therefore only the one 
given by the English association is reported because it highlights the fundamental 
aspect of this discipline, which is to help the decision-maker in dealing with com-
plex problems of the real world, even if this research can become abstract and de-
tached from reality.
“OR is the application of the methods of science to complex problems arising in the 
direction and management of large systems of men, machines, material, and money 
in industry, business, government, and defence. The distinctive approach is to de-
velop a scientific model of the system, incorporating measurements of factors such 
as chance and risk, with which to predict and compare the outcomes of alternative 
decisions, strategies, or controls. The purpose is to help management determine its 
policy and actions scientifically”10.
Decision theory has had a rapid spread and growth due to two main factors: the first 
is the encouragement that was given to scientists who participated in research groups 
during the war, and that determined the progress of operational research techniques; 
the second is the computer revolution, which could provide the resources to perform 
calculations of this magnitude. This second factor was decisive because it allowed 
from 1980 onwards, with the increase in the potential of personal computers, to make 
operational research accessible to an increasing number of people and to move from 
small to medium and large problems that typically constitute reality.
Nowadays, the operational search can have multiple software, including some free 
of charge, and is used and appreciated in many fields11. Some examples are given 
in the various sectors to present the vastness of applications, but a more exhaustive 
list of real cases can be found on the INFORMS website12.
Finance
• Choice of investments from a wide range of possibilities while respecting the 
constraints of a financial budget and maximizing earnings; 
• Portfolio composition: deciding which securities and shares to invest capital in 
order to maximize earnings or minimize risk.
Industry
• Production planning: determining production and/or resource utilisation lev-
els, e.g. optimal allocation of resources, distribution of limited resources be-
tween competing alternatives in order to minimise cost or maximise profit.
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• Excellent stock management: decide when and how much, during a produc-
tion process, products should be stored in order to meet deliveries while min-
imizing costs. 
• Plant location and sizing: deciding where to install production plants in order 
to optimally supply areas spread over a territory, e.g. where to build the base 
stations of a telecommunications network and the transmission power to cov-
er the territory.
Optimization design
• Network design and management: define the connections and size the capac-
ity of a road, telecommunication, data transmission, and circuit network in 
order to guarantee traffic between the various origins and destinations and 
minimize the overall cost;
• Structural design: define the design of a building so that it can best withstand 
stress from external agents (earthquakes, strong winds) or the design of the 
profile of an aircraft wing so that, for example, the lift is maximised;
• Optimal allocation of electronic components: designing a motherboard so 
that, for example, the lengths of the electrical signal paths are minimized.
Organization
• Determination of staff shifts: covering a range of services under company con-
tract constraints and minimizing costs 
• Maintenance of goods: decide when and if to carry out maintenance of certain 
items subject to wear and tear, to minimize the overall cost.
• Routing of vehicles: deciding which routes a fleet of vehicles (e.g. refuse collec-
tion vehicles or distribution of products to a network of shops) should follow in 
order to minimise the overall distance traveled;
• Project planning: deciding how to manage resources and how to sequence the 
multiple activities of a project.
The theory of the decision was not primarily born for the construction sector, but 
given its potential, it was also introduced in this area. The primary purposes are: to 
determine the optimal form according to one or more parameters such as free solar 
energy; to design the optimal structure according to the wind or the stresses caused 
by an earthquake; to manage the construction site or the entire project by optimiz-
ing the sequence of the various activities to minimize time; etc. Other applications 
could be listed, but what is interesting is that this discipline can also be extended to 




13 Papalambros, P.Y., Wilde, D.J., 2000. Principles of optimal design: modeling and computation, 
2nd ed. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge; New York.
4.2  Optimization in the Construction 
Industry
The concept of design was born the first time an individual created an object to satis-
fy human needs. Today design is still the highest expression of the art and science of 
engineering. From the earliest days of engineering, the goal has been to improve the 
design in order to find the best way to meet human needs with the means available13.
The design process can be described in many ways, but there are some aspects in 
the process that each description must contain: an acknowledgment of need, an act 
of creativity, and the selection of alternatives. Correctly, the following stages of the 
process can be identified:
• recognition of the need or objective; 
• identification of the problem; 
• creation of one or more physical configurations; 
• study of the performance of the individual configurations; 
• selection of the best alternative; 
• testing of the prototype made.
The selection of the best alternative is the optimization phase of the project. In the 
field of construction, this is undoubtedly an important choice, which in addition to 
being complex, it also brings multiple responsibilities, since other people will use 
the building or will be conditioned by the designed space. Many projects also have 
a long life, surviving that of the people who worked on the design and construction. 
There are large-scale projects, such as the construction of new infrastructure (high-
speed railways, tunnels, or bridges) or even the design of new neighbourhoods or 
cities, and there are small-scale projects. Although they have different societal in-
fluences and resource demands, the underlying design principles are common in 
all projects.
Designers have the task of making important design decisions and any mistakes 
made generally have a significant impact on the final result. For this reason, much 
effort is spent on the initial design of the architecture. However, the alternatives 
evaluated, compromises, and rationalisations on the decisions made remain in the 
designer’s head. The entire process and logic behind architecture are usually not 
documented because the focus is only on the results of the decisions, i.e. the archi-
tectural artefacts. 
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14 Bandara, P., Attalage, R., 2013. Optimization Methodologies for Building Performance Modelling 
and Optimization. National Engineering Conference 2012, 18th Eru Symposium, Faculty Of Engineer-
ing, University Of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka.
The use of computers and some of the techniques used to help decision-makers is 
now widespread in the construction sector as well. There are computer programs 
written to help the decision-making process, although not to solve the problem, at 
least to shed light on the question of the decision, where many factors must be tak-
en into account as in a building project.
One of the most common areas of application of optimization is structural design, 
in order to maximize the performance and efficiency of the material application 
while minimizing life cycle costs. The techniques that attempt to improve or find 
the best mechanical structures can be classified into three categories:
• Optimization of sizing 
Without changing the general shape, an optimal relationship between weight, 
rigidity, and dynamic behaviour is achieved by optimising sheet thicknesses. 
In the early design stages a free sizing approach helps to obtain the best in-
dications for sheet partitioning, and in the subsequent design stages sizing 
optimization can lead to optimal thicknesses for all individual sheets in the 
structure.
• Shape optimization 
This optimization method determines the optimal shape of the structure with 
the specified sheet thicknesses by slightly modifying the surface geometry to 
minimize stress peaks, which in turn positively affect fatigue life.
• Topology Optimization 
It is a mathematical method that optimizes the material layout within a giv-
en design space for a given set of loads, boundary conditions, and constraints 
with the aim of maximizing system performance. Unlike size and shape op-
timization, structures optimized through topology optimizations can achieve 
any shape within the design space.
Optimization techniques have also been used for other aspects of the project, such 
as spatial allocation problems, as well as for shape optimization or design of plant 
systems and many others14. In parallel with the spread of optimisation practices, 
computers and programs used in construction have increasingly evolved.
Digitization continues to change the world of engineering and design, increasing 
the complexity of what can be designed and built. In today’s increasingly compet-
itive global marketplace, by exploring and exploiting new ways of using informa-
tion technology tools, we can expand the perceived boundaries of possibilities and 
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create increasingly innovative projects with increasingly complex geometries. Ar-
chitecture is now designed and built using the tools of the digital world: from par-
ametric and CAD modeling to automated production, up to the analysis and use 
of Big Data. A computer connected to manufacturing machines is now an essential 
part of the design process.
Today almost every architect uses a computer and can also rely on programming 
languages and the potential of software for generating complex structures, con-
struction codes, and design. Today we talk about computational design, a broad 
term that includes many activities based on which rely on programming languages: 
from the management of Big Data to the automated generation of forms.
Today we can, therefore, speak of computational design used for design optimiza-
tion. Computational models enable iterative computing, both interactive and au-
tomated, to be used to find feasible, performance-oriented design alternatives that 
would be difficult to achieve using only conventional computational and design pro-
cesses. These processes build on and incorporate other emerging design computing 
technologies, including algorithmic design, parametric and associative 3-D geome-
try, performance-based design, integrated design tools, and design automation.
Many design parameters can be varied, and their impact on different design per-
formance is increasingly predictable. Nowadays, using the considerable computing 
power of computers, computational optimization processes can set up to quickly 
generate, evaluate, and mediate between thousands of design variants. Through 
the computation of design rules, parameters (parametric modeling) can be assigned 
to a standard design, whose immediate effects can be displayed in the software in-
terface. By modifying these parameters, different solutions can easily obtain, which 
meet specific criteria. The result of the process is a set or cloud of optimized design 
results, from which the final solution can be selected according to preferences be-
tween the performance achieved and the objectives set.
The set optimization process also has the advantage that it can be adjusted, adapt-
ed, and repeated to study the impacts of other parameters or processes. Compu-
tational optimization can, therefore, with a small initial effort, provide designers 
with a replicable and useful tool to determine the best compromise between dif-
ferent design objectives, desired performance, and costs, as well as facilitate multi-
disciplinary negotiations. It is clear that the use of a process of this type from the 
earliest stages of conception makes it possible to improve the quality of the design, 
to reduce time, therefore also costs, and making it possible to reach new levels of 
complexity.
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15 Rhinoceros, commonly called Rhino, is a commercial 3D surface modeling application software 
developed by Robert McNeel & Associates, a company based in Seattle, Washington, USA. More in-
formation available on www.rhino3d.com 
16 Autodesk Revit is a CAD and BIM program for Windows operating systems, created by Revit 
Technologies Inc. and purchased in 2002 by Autodesk, which enables design with parametric model-
ing and drawing elements. More information available on www.autodesk.eu/products/revit/overview 
17 Grasshopper is a visual programming language and environment that runs within the Rhinoceros 
3D computer-aided design (CAD) application. David Rutten created the program at Robert McNeel & 
Associates. Programs are created by dragging components onto a canvas. The outputs to these com-
ponents are then connected to the inputs of subsequent components. Further information available 
on www.grasshopper3d.com
Computational design, an excellent means of managing the complexity caused by 
the interaction of factors over which we have control or the uncertainty surround-
ing factors that do not interest us, has traditionally been applied primarily to niche 
projects. However, all projects are complex in their way and can benefit from this 
approach, so over time; several IT tools have developed that are now available to 
everyone on the market. Most of these tools rely on and are directly linked to oth-
er digital modeling software platforms, such as Rhinoceros15 or Revit16. Grasshop-
per17 is undoubtedly the most popular computational design tool. Applications such 
as Grasshopper, thanks to the visual programming language, allow programming 
through graphic manipulation of elements and not through written code. They also 
allow inserting elements of programming code in order to integrate additional ele-
ments such as mathematical formulas. Therefore, these tools, it is possible to write 
optimization processes, based on methods derived from operational research to be 
used in the identification of optimal design solutions.
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18 Tzeng, G.-H., Huang, J.-J., 2011. Multiple Attribute Decision Making: Methods and Applications, 
1 edition. ed. CRC Press, New York.
19 Simon, H.A., 1977. The new science of management decision, Rev. ed. ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall.Papalambros et al. 2000. Ibid.Tzeng et al. 2011. Ibid.
20 Hwang, C.-L., Yoon, K., 1981. Multiple Attribute Decision Making, Lecture Notes in Economics 
and Mathematical Systems. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, Berlin, Heidelberg
21 Tzeng et al. 2011. Ibid.
4.3 Methods of Decision Support
The reference literature on the analysis of the way people make decisions (prescrip-
tive theories) or the way people should make decisions (normative theories) is ex-
tensive and growing. At the same time, however, the development of the perfect 
method for rationalising decision-making remains an elusive objective.
The decision-making process is intuitive when considering problems related to in-
dividual criteria since the decision-maker is only called upon to choose the alterna-
tive with the highest rating. However, when, on the other hand, the decision-mak-
er has to evaluate alternatives with multiple criteria, many problems, such as the 
weighting of criteria, dependence on preferences, and conflicts between criteria, 
the decision-making process is more complicated and can be tackled with more so-
phisticated methods.
There are many rigorous scientific approaches, but according to many authors, the 
best known and used for problems similar to those found in a decision-making pro-
cess in architectural design is Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)18.
In order to address problems related to decision making based on multiple criteria 
(MCDM), the steps to be taken are19: 
• identify the problem: understand how many attributes or criteria exist in the 
problem;
• build preferences: collect appropriate data or information about the decision 
maker’s preferences and how they can be taken into account when solving the 
problem;
• evaluate alternatives: identify a range of possible alternatives or strategies to 
ensure that the objective will be achieved;
• find and determine the best alternative: select an appropriate method that will 
help to assess and exceed our level of expertise and enable us to find possible 
alternatives or strategies.
In the broad field of MCDM, problems can be classified into two main categories20: 
multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) and multi-objective decision-making 
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(MODM), according to different purposes and different types of data. An infor-
mative overview of MCDM, summarising all the characteristics of the process and 
the main mathematical methods of each of the two subcategories - MADM and 
MODM - was presented by Tzeng and Huang in 2011 (Figure 64)21.
Figure 64 Profile of MCDM (Tzeng and Huang 2011).
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Multi-attribute decision methods (MADM) are usually used to identify the optimal 
decision between a finite number of predetermined alternatives and discrete pref-
erence classifications. Such a problem can be represented in a matrix form using a 
matrix [m,n] whose generic xij element represents the value of the j-th attribute for 
the i-th alternative; the An columns represent the attributes, and the dm rows repre-
sent the alternatives (Figure 65).
Figure 65 Matrix representing a multi-attribute decision-making problem.
The MODM are especially suitable for the design/planning facet, which aims to 
achieve the optimum, considering the various interactions within the data con-
straints. In this way, you get infinite alternatives that allow you to pursue the goal 
as much as possible, but without knowing what is and if there is, in reality, the ide-
al optimum solution. As represented in Figure 66, the dots represent the solutions 
of the problem, two criteria define the plane on which the alternatives are found.
Before proceeding in the next paragraphs in the details of the two categories, it is 
necessary to dwell on some terminologies typically used in this discipline and de-
fine their precise meaning.  
The “alternatives”, already widely referred to as solutions, are the decisions availa-
ble to the decision-maker. 
The “attribute” indicates a characteristic or quality of the alternatives, e.g. in the 
case of an insulating material, it could be price, conductivity, density, etc.
When the direction of an attribute is specified, it makes an alternative more attrac-
tive and it becomes a “criterion”. In turn, the criterion is divided into goal and tar-
get. The first indicates the goal to be pursued as far as possible, and the second is 
the condition to be achieved. 
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Finally, “constraints” are the conditions that must be respected by possible deci-
sions.
The subtle and challenging distinction between attribute and criterion is precisely 
the same that is found in distinguishing multi-target problems from multi-attrib-
ute problems.
All the decision-making methods that will be presented in the following pages can 
be represented by a common structure (Figure 67), and all of them intervene in the 
phases of analysis and evaluation of alternatives to determine an optimal solution 
of the problem or a good approximation of it.
Figure 67 Basic structure of MCDM methods.
Figure 66 Representationon C1, C2 plan of the possible alternatives.
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22 Bernstein, P.L., 1998. Against the Gods: The Remarkable Story of Risk. John Wiley & Sons.
23 von Neumann, J., Morgenstern, O., 1947. Theory of Games and Economic Behavior. 2ed. Prince-
ton. Princeton University Press.
24 Tzeng et al. 2011. Ibid.
25 Benayoun, R., Roy, B., Sussman, N., 1966. Manual de Reference du Program ELECTRE. Note de 
Synthese et Formation, Direction Scientifique SEMA, No. 25, Paris, France.
26 Brans, J.P., Mareschal, B., Vincke, P., 1984a. PROMETHEE: A new family of outranking methods 
in MCDM, Operational Research, IFORS’84, North Holland, 477–90.
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4.3.1 Multi-Attribute Decision Methods
The historical origins of the MADM can be placed with the discussion of the St. 
Petersburg paradox between Nicolas Bernoulli (1687-1759) and Pierre Rémond de 
Montmort (1678-1719). The St. Petersburg game identifies the following problem: 
“A game is played by flipping a fair coin until it comes up tails, and the total num-
ber of flips, n, determines the prize, which equals $2 × n. If the coin comes up heads 
the first time, it is flipped again, and so on. The problem arises: how much are you 
willing to pay for this game?”22
According to the expected value theory, it can be calculated that
the expected value will go to infinity. However, this result goes against human be-
haviour, as no one is willing to pay more than $1000 for this game. The first answer 
to the St. Petersburg paradox was given by Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) with the 
publication of his research on utility theory in 1738. Leaving aside the specific as-
pects that describe the solution of the St. Petersburg paradox in detail, the conclusion 
he comes to is that human beings make decisions based not on expected value, but 
utility value. This behaviour also occurs when dealing with the problems of MADM.
About two centuries later, von Neumann and Morgenstern published their book 
“Theory of Games and Economic Behavior”23 in 1947. They describe a mathemat-
ical theory of economics and social organization based on game theory. This work 
opened the doors to the development of MADM (Figure 68). 
A first organization of the methods can be made by dividing them into two mac-
ro-categories24: those based on the multiple attribute utility theory (MAUT) and the 
higher-ranking methods, such as the ELECTRE25 or PROMETHEE26 methods that 
will be described later.
Based on Bernoulli’s utility theory, the Multiple Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)27 
was developed. This theory allows to determining the preferences of the deci-
sion-maker, which can usually be represented as a hierarchical structure, using an 
appropriate utility function. By evaluating the utility function, the best alternative 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = ∑ (12)
𝑛𝑛 ∙ 2𝑛𝑛∞𝑛𝑛=1  
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Figure 68 Outline of the development of MADM methods (Tzeng and Huang 2011).
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with the highest utility value can be easily determined. Although many documents 
have been proposed to determine the appropriate utility of the MAUT function, the 
main criticism of MAUTs is related to the unrealistic assumption of preferential in-
dependence28. That is the result of preferring one criterion over another is not af-
fected by the remaining criteria. To overcome this problem, the integral Choquet29 
was proposed. The integral Choquet can represent a specific type of interaction be-
tween the criteria using the concept of redundancy and support/synergy.
In 1965, fuzzy sets30 were proposed to address the problems of linguistic or uncer-
tain information and be a generalization of conventional set theory. With success-
ful applications, fuzzy sets have recently been incorporated into MADM to address 
MADM problems in situations of subjective uncertainty.
28 Bouyssou, D., Marchant, T., Pirlot, M., Perny, P., Tsoukias, A., Vincke, P., 2000. Evaluation and 
Decision Models: A Critical Perspective, International Series in Operations Research & Management 
Science. Springer US. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4615-1593-7 
29 Choquet, G., 1954. Theory of capacities. Annales de l’institut Fourier 5, 131–295. https://doi.
org/10.5802/aif.53 






























Figure 69 Classification 
of MADM methods 
based on data type 
(Chen and Hwang 1992).
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Throughout this long journey, numerous MADM methods have been developed 
and are now present in the reference literature. Each method has its specific char-
acteristics, and there are several ways to classify them.
A possible classification can be made based on the type of data used (Figure 69)31, 
but since there are cases where data belonging to different categories are used, this 
classification is not widely used. It is also possible to classify methods based on the 
number of decision-makers involved in the decision-making process32, which can 
be a group or an individual. Alternatively, they can be arranged by the type of solu-
tion expected, i.e. whether the methods are used to screen alternatives or whether 
to evaluate/select them (Figure 70).  
Finally, MADM methods can also be classified according to the type of information 
preferably provided by the decision-maker (Figure 71)33. Specifically, the following 
two options can be verified, and for each one, there are different resolution meth-
ods: no information or information on attributes. In the first case, the most used 
MADM methods without information from the decision-maker are Dominance, 
Figure 70 Classification 
of MADM methods based 
on the type of desired solution 
(Chen and Hwang 1992).
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31  Chen, S.-J., Hwang, C.-L., 1992. Fuzzy Multiple Attribute Decision Making, Lecture Notes in Eco-
nomics and Mathematical Systems. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, Berlin, Heidelberg.
32 Chen et al. 1992. Ibid.
33 Chen et al. 1992. Ibid.
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Maximin, Maximax. In the second case, different types of information from the de-
cision-maker can be collected. For example:
• Information on standard levels
The decision-maker indicates a set of acceptability levels for attributes. The 
most commonly used MADM resolution methods are Disjunctive and Con-
junctive;
• Ordinal Information
The decision-maker indicates the relative importance of the attributes without 
giving quantitative information. The most commonly used MADM resolution 
methods are lexicographic and elimination by aspects;
• Cardinal information
The decision-maker provides a measure of the importance of the attributes, 
i.e. the so-called “weight” of each, and in this case, it is quantitative infor-
mation. The most commonly used MADM resolution methods are, for exam-
ple, the Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) Method, the Elimination Et Choice 
Translating Reality (ELECTRE) method, or the TOPSIS - Technique for Order 
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Figure 71 Taxonomy of MADM methods (Chen and Hwang 1992).
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In the next pages, the ELECTRE, PROMETHEE, AHP, and TOPSIS methods will be 
presented as they are the most used methods34.
 Bernard Roy developed the method ELimination Et Choix Tra-
duisant la Realité (ELECTRE). The first version dates back to 1968 but over time 
there have been several subsequent versions: ELECTRE I, II, III, IV, IS, and TRI.
All versions of this method have one fundamental characteristic in common: they 
aim to construct an order of alternatives that do not pretend to be complete, and so 
it is generally only a partial order, situations of alternatives that are not comparable 
with each other can be appended. The ELECTRE is a highly efficient multi-attrib-
ute decision-making method and uses weights assigned to the various attributes, 
but these have a limited value, as they cannot be used to compensate negative and 
positive values indiscriminately.
Like all higher-ranking methods, ELECTRE compares pairs of alternatives in each 
attribute to determine partial binary relationships that denote the strength of the 
preference of one alternative over the other. In ELECTRE, beyond certain levels - 
and here lies the philosophy of the method - the decision-maker does not accept 
this kind of trade-off. In front of two alternatives, di and dk, the first one can be per-
fect for specific attributes, but not for others; instead the second one can be much 
better. It does not accept to identify which of the two prevails simply by weighing 
the values on all the attributes and prefers to consider the alternatives di and dk not 
comparable.
ELECTRE uses the concepts of concordance and discordance and the parameters 
known as thresholds. The thresholds of preference (p), indifference (q) and veto (v) 
have been introduced in the ELECTRE method so that higher-ranking relationships 
are not wrongly expressed due to less important differences. The three thresholds 
are defined as:
• The preference threshold (p) is a value above which the decision-maker strong-
ly prefers an alternative to others for the given attribute. 
• The indifference threshold (q) is a value below which the decision-maker is in-
different between two alternatives for the given attribute. 
• The veto threshold (v) blocks the higher-ranking relationship between the al-
ternatives for the given attribute.
The ELECTRE method, in its simplest form, considers only the first two parameters, 
leaving aside the veto threshold. 
ELECTRE
34 Tzeng et al. 2011. Ibid.
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The procedure can be illustrated first of all starting from a table in normal form:
Consider two alternatives, di and dk, wonder whether the first one can be consid-
ered better than the second. We divide the set of attributes into two subsets, Jik
+ and 
Jik
-, the one for which the first decision is better (or no worse) than the second, dk, 
and its complementary where it is dk that prevails over di.
As far as the Jik
+ set is concerned, we want the sum of the weights of the attributes 
that compose it, which we will indicate with Cik, called concordance index, to ex-
ceed the prefixed threshold (p). This can be expressed with the formula:
A Dik discordance index is also constructed, the calculation of which is relatively 
more elaborate. To identify Dik:
• calculate all the weighted deviations between the attribute values for the two 
alternatives, i.e. calculate, for each attribute Aj, the quantity 
wj |xij - xkj|
• the largest of these rejects can be identified 
max j wj |xij - xkj|
• the largest of the attributes rejects in Jik
-
max je J- wj (xkj – xij)
• the ratio between these last two quantities is calculated by placing 
The Dik index test is carried out based on the parameter (q), i.e. you want Dik < q. 
This means that the differences in the various attributes between the two decisions 
can not be relatively small compared to those where it is better than dk.
If in the comparison between di and dk, both tests are passed, it is said that di is 
preferable to dk and the recent decision can be eliminated.
Usually, the values p = 0.7 and q = 0.3 are set respectively: it is evident that the test 
becomes more difficult to pass when increase (p) and decrease (q), risking not to de-
tect any decision to eliminate.
Other variants of the ELECTRE method take into account other psychological as-
pects in the evaluation of the alternatives. In particular, the fact that if, when com-
paring two decisions, the value of an attribute does not differ by more than a certain 
amount, then the two decisions are perceived as indifferent: this fact also reduces 
the possibility of establishing a ranking among the available alternatives and there-
fore tends to increase the number of “no-dominated” decisions.
In conclusion, the following advantages of this method can be listed35: it allows the 
use of fuzzy analysis, accepts qualitative and quantitative criteria, and has a mul-
tidimensional nature. Furthermore, the differentiated use of the two matrices of 
concordance and discordance allows both effects to be analysed independently and 
then combined further. The negative aspects of this method are the absence of an 
axiomatic basis, the difficulties in understanding it, due to the principles used to de-
termine the concordance and discordance matrices. Finally, the thresholds are of-
ten set according to the opinion of the decision-maker, which therefore introduces 
a subjectivity factor.
The method “Preference Ranking Organisation METHod for 
Enrichment Evaluation”, called by the acronym PROMETHEE, was introduced by 
Brans and Vincke in 198536 and belonged to the category of higher-ranking meth-
ods. It introduces concepts and parameters that pose some physical or economic in-
terpretations easily understandable by the decision-maker. 
The method involves comparisons between two alternatives and then calculates the 
difference by applying one of the six “transfer functions” (Figure 72).
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35 Munier, N., 2011. Ibid.
36 Brans, J.P., Vincke, Ph., 1985. A Preference Ranking Organisation Method: (The PROMETHEE 
Method for Multiple Criteria Decision-Making). Management Science 31, 647–656.
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tect any decision to eliminate.
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pects in the evaluation of the alternatives. In particular, the fact that if, when com-
paring two decisions, the value of an attribute does not differ by more than a certain 
amount, then the two decisions are perceived as indifferent: this fact also reduces 
the possibility of establishing a ranking among the available alternatives and there-
fore tends to increase the number of “no-dominated” decisions.
In conclusion, the following advantages of this method can be listed35: it allows the 
use of fuzzy analysis, accepts qualitative and quantitative criteria, and has a mul-
tidimensional nature. Furthermore, the differentiated use of the two matrices of 
concordance and discordance allows both effects to be analysed independently and 
then combined further. The negative aspects of this method are the absence of an 
axiomatic basis, the difficulties in understanding it, due to the principles used to de-
termine the concordance and discordance matrices. Finally, the thresholds are of-
ten set according to the opinion of the decision-maker, which therefore introduces 
a subjectivity factor.
The method “Preference Ranking Organisation METHod for 
Enrichment Evaluation”, called by the acronym PROMETHEE, was introduced by 
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The method involves comparisons between two alternatives and then calculates the 




Figure 72 Transfer functions of the PROMETHEE method (Munier 2011).
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A precondition is that the different alternatives are comparable. For a given criterion 
“I”, and considering two alternatives “a” and “b”, the difference between them will 
be equal to the difference in their scores, that is:
Using this value in any of the transfer functions is possible to find a value between 
0 and 1, i.e.
This procedure applies to each criterion and can, of course, be a maximisation or a 
minimisation criterion. In the transfer functions (Figure 72), the parameter “q” is the 
indifference threshold. This level of indifference identifies which is the most signifi-
cant value of the difference where “a” is indifferent to “b”. There is also another pa-
rameter “p” which identifies the minimum value of the difference where “a” is indif-
ferent to “b”. For example, if the difference between “a” and “b” is 0.3 and the level 
of indifference is 0.45, “a” and “b” are considered indifferent. However, if this differ-
ence is greater, also this value is greater than the level of preference, a>b.
In the PROMETHEE method, therefore, it is necessary to use an evaluation table to 
establish the weights for each criterion, select the transfer function for each crite-
rion, and finally set thresholds. The choice of the transfer function to adopt is fun-
damental and returns different values. Therefore, for each criterion it is necessary 
to select the optimal function: for example, for a criterion with high uncertainty, it 
is convenient to use the Gaussian function or where the difference is a direct rela-
tionship with the quality, for example, it is convenient to use the linear function. In 
this method, there is also a high subjectivity content, which manifests itself in the 
selection of the transfer function and the setting of the levels of indifference “q” and 
preference “p”.
There are different versions of PROMETHEE, and each is built with a specific pur-
pose. Very generally:
• PROMETHEE I: It performs a partial ranking of alternatives as it only consid-
ers those where there is a strong preference and does not compare conflicting 
alternatives.
• PROMETHEE II: Provides a complete ranking of alternatives, which is based 
on a net result of positive and negative flows. This version uses sensitivity 
analysis to know the stability of solutions when some parameters change, e.g. 
criteria weights.
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• PROMETHEE III: Works with higher-ranking evaluated relationships and al-
so with fuzzy logic problems. 
• PROMETHEE IV: Used when there are many alternatives.
• PROMETHEE V: Applies full linear programming to select alternatives previ-
ously identified by PROMETHEE II and subject to several restrictions.
The calculation sequence for the PROMETHEE model consists of the following 
steps:
• prepare a decision matrix with alternatives in rows and criteria in columns;
• assign a weight to each criterion and select a transfer function for each of 
them;
• establish preference thresholds (p and q) and indicate whether this is maximi-
zation or a minimization criterion;
• start working in the first column with the first two alternatives (i.e. the first 
two rows) by analysing the difference between the values of two alternatives 
in that column. Compare this difference with the thresholds and apply the 
corresponding formula for the selected transfer function. Then multiply this 
value by the weight attribute assigned to this criterion;
• at the end of the first row, add all the values obtained;
• define a square matrix or index matrix of preference, with alternatives such as 
rows and columns. Assign a zero at the intersection of the same alternative in 
a column and in a row. Then, put in each cell the value found in the previous 
step; 
• the procedure is repeated for alternative pairs;
• once completed, add the values in each row and then calculate their average 
(remember to divide by the number of alternatives minus one, because always 
one of the values is zero). This average indicates the average positive flow, i.e. 
one that corresponds to the alternatives that generate it. Do the same for each 
column, which is the average negative flow because it corresponds to the al-
ternatives that receive it;
• since an alternative usually generates and receives flows, the difference be-
tween them evaluates its value. The larger value of these differences signals 
the first alternative in the ranking, and the balance of the decreasing values 
allows the ranking order of the alternatives;
• the sensitivity analysis for the criteria takes place through the variation of the 
thresholds.
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In conclusion, we can say that the PROMETHEE method is logical and rational and 
that everyone can understand and use it. Moreover, it allows easy and direct com-
parison of a pair of alternatives concerning a criterion and the transfer functions 
allow the analyst to consider the type of data available. However, this method has 
the disadvantage of having a high component of subjectivity in establishing the 
weights of the criteria, the parameters “q” and “p” and in estimating which trans-
fer function to use.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, prevalent and 
used in various fields, was proposed by the American mathematician Thomas Saaty 
in the 1970s. AHP is a process that allows giving the various alternatives a weight 
that represents their relative effectiveness in achieving the final goal. This is not 
further specified, but it is implied that it is the maximum satisfaction of the deci-
sion-maker.
In the AHP, it is assumed that in the decision-making process, the decision-mak-
er is faced with elements of judgement organised in at least three levels: these ele-
ments are represented by nodes of a graph arranged on as many lines as there are 
levels (Figure 73). At the upper level a single node, representing the objective, ap-
pears, while at the lower level alternatives appear. In the intermediate levels, the 
characteristics to be taken into account in the decision-making process appear: in 
the simplest case, there is only one intermediate level and the attributes appear in it.
AHP 







Each element of a level has an “influence” on all other parts of the elements of the 
next higher level. The existence of this influence is expressed by an arc (segment). 
The magnitude of the influence is mainly a weight associated with the arc, which 
is determined from time to time by systematically using one of the techniques for 
determining weights. 
In this method, the values of the attributes, even if they are quantitative, are not rel-
evant. The critical aspect is the comparison of the effectiveness between each ele-
ment of the same level and the other ones of the upper level.
In essence, in order to formulate the problem and obtain an operational indication, 
in the case of two decisions and three attributes, the decision-maker must answer a 
series of questions as follows:
• how important is each attribute more or less important than the others in 
achieving the objective? 
• for each of the three attributes, how much is the first decision to be considered 
more satisfactory than the other ones about the specific attribute?
Segments that link different elements of a (lower) layer to the same element of an 
immediately higher layer, as mentioned above, are given numerical values that are 
called priority values. These express the normalised importance of the elements of 
the same layer to the linked ones on the higher layer. For example, if we attribute 
values to the first levels of the example in Figure 73, we will obtain in Figure 74 that 
the first element of the lower level is twice more effective than the third element 
and six times more effective than the second in achieving the characteristics of the 
element indicated in the upper level. To arrive at the optimal solution, we must 
choose at the lowest level the best alternative for achieving the objective at the top 
of the hierarchy. Ultimately, what is suggested in the AHP is to calculate, for each 
alternative, an specific index. It is calculated by the sum of the products of the pri-
orities, along paths connecting alternatives to the objective.
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The AHP method is among the most used because of its intuitiveness and ease of 
use. However, it is also clear that in this method, there is the subjective component 
due to the choice of the preference of the criteria, and therefore if a problem is sub-
mitted to two different people, although the same method is used, different results 
can be obtained. Another disadvantage is that it is slow and can discourage the de-
cision-maker if there are a large number of criteria and, therefore, also comparisons 
to be made.
The TOPSIS method, which stands for Technique for Order 
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution, is a technique for sorting preferences by 
proximity to a fictitious utopian solution, which is called the ideal solution. At the 
same time, distance from the “worst-case” or another fictitious solution, called the 
“negative ideal”. The (fictitious) ideal solution, also more explicitly called “positive 
ideal”, is constructed by taking from a table decision attributes, for each attribute, 
the highest value. Conversely, the negative ideal solution is constructed by taking 
the worst values of all attributes. If there are two attributes, the situation can be ex-
emplified as Figure 75.
Figure 75 TOPSIS positive ideal and negative 
ideal solutions.
Now indicate with si
+ the deviation or distance of the i-th alternative from the pos-
itive ideal solution and with si
- the distance from the negative ideal solution (Fig-
ure 76).
Figure 76 TOPSIS calculation of the distance 















Calculate the value of the i-th decision vi = v(di) as:
Therefore, the value of a decision is the greater the distance from the ideal negative 
solution and the smaller the distance from the ideal positive solution. In practice, 
two elements have to be taken into account: the different weights of the attributes 
and the need that the scales of their measurement do not affect the result by dis-
torting it. The latter aspect is avoided if the values of the attributes are normalized 
in some way. In any case, the distances should be properly weighed.
In conclusion, it can be noted that this method has the disadvantage of not having 
thresholds. However, in its favour it can be said that: it is straightforward to un-
derstand due to of its simplicity and rationality; it can even be solved manually for 
small problems without too much effort; besides setting the weights for the criteria, 
it is one of the methods on which subjectivity has the least influence; finally, it gives 
an idea of “optimum”.
4.3.2 Multi-Objective Decision Methods
MODM methods, as the name suggests, are used in decision-making processes 
in which several objectives, even conflicting ones, must be achieved simultane-
ously. The characteristics of MODM are a set of objectives and a series of well-de-
fined constraints. In this type of method to address optimization problems, two 
main difficulties can be highlighted: compromise and scale problems that compli-
cate MODM problems through the mathematical programming model.
The first type of problem is usually given a final optimal solution through the use of 
mathematical programming that allows to transform several objectives into a single 
weighted target. Therefore, it is necessary to identify and insert a process to obtain 
compromise information between the objectives considered.
On the other hand, The second type of difficulty is related to the size of the prob-
lem and its computational cost. Many evolutionary algorithms have been developed 
to del with those problems, such as genetic algorithms, genetic programming, and 
evolutionary strategy37.
37 Rechenberg, I., 1973. Evolutionsstrategie; Optimierung technischer Systeme nach Prinzipien der 
biologischen Evolution. Frommann-Holzboog, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt.
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38 Kuhn, H.W., Tucker, A.W., 1951. Nonlinear programming. In Proceedings of the Second Berke-
ley Symposium on Mathematical Statistics and Probability, 481–91. Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press.
39 Yu, P.L., 1973. A Class of Solutions for Group Decision Problems. Management Science 19, 936–
946. https://doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.19.8.936
40 Bellman, R.E., Zadeh, L.A., 1970. Decision-Making in a Fuzzy Environment. Management Science 
17, B-141. https://doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.17.4.B141
41 Rosenblatt, F., 1958. The Perceptron: A Probabilistic Model for Information Storage and Organi-
zation in The Brain. Psychological Review 65–386.
42 Kramer, O., 2017. Genetic Algorithm Essentials, Studies in Computational Intelligence. Springer 
International Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-52156-5
Two salient dates in the historical development of MODM methods are 1951 with 
the publication of Kuhn and Tucker38 introducing the concept of vector optimiza-
tion and 1973 with Yu’s proposal39 of the compromise solution method to address 
the problems of MODM. Following these publications, considerable progress has 
been made in the development of these methods and their application in various 
areas, such as transport planning, business management, and investment selection 
funding or land use planning, and water management.
The evolution of MODM methods and the combination of all methods developed 
before the 1990s, has made it possible to deal with the most complicated problems 
in the real world, moving from simple multi-objective programming to multi-level 
multi-lens and multi-stage multi-objective programming (Figure 77). Moreover, if 
fuzzy variables are also included, more huge problems can be tackled, as suggested 
by Bellman and Zadeh in 197040. The use of fuzzy multi-obectives linear program-
ming (FMOLP) allows generating a sharp solution that has the highest degree of 
adherence in the decision set.
Finally, another factor that has led to exstensive use of these methods is that MODMs 
ignore the problem of subjective uncertainty, which is very present in MADMs.
Among the many algorithms and methods belonging to the MODM category, in 
the next pages, the genetic algorithms (GA) will be presented. Genetic Algorithms 
are the translation of the biological concept of evolution. Together with neural net-
works41 and fuzzy logic, GA constitutes the three main branches of classical com-
putational intelligence42. Genetic Algorithms are widely used because they are ex-
cellent methods for the optimization of problems with difficult characteristics and 
are very flexible and, therefore, applicable to a wide range of optimization problems.
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 Figure 77 Outline of the development of MODM methods (Tzeng and Huang 2011). 
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43 Charles Robert Darwin (1809 - 1882) was an English naturalist, geologist, and biologist, best 
known for his contributions to the science of evolution.
44 Darwin, C., 1859.  On the Origin of Species. John Murray, London.
45 Rechenberg, I., 1978. Evolutionsstrategien, in: Schneider, B., Ranft, U. (Eds.), Simulationsmetho-
den in der Medizin und Biologie, Medizinische Informatik und Statistik. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 
pp. 83–114. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-81283-5_8. Schwefel, H., 1977. Numerische Opti-
mierung von Computer-Modellen. Birkhäuser, Basel.
46 Holland, J., 1992. Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems. Reprint MIT Press. Massachusetts, 
United States.
47 Fogel, L.J., Owens, A.J., Walsh, M.J., 1966. Artificial Intelligence through Simulated Evolution. 
John Wiley & Sons. 
Genetic algorithms are optimization methods inspired by the 
concept of evolution in biology. Charles Darwin43 was the first who proposed the 
concept of evolution44 as an explanation for the biological development of species 
through the selection and survival of the strongest. The coding of the characteris-
tics of each creature is contained in the DNA. It is also the basis of evolutionary pro-
cesses. The evolution of species is the result of an optimization process that has 
clearly been successful and has been underway for four billion years.
The development of algorithms able to replicate the evolution process started in the 
sixties and led to the generation of four main flows of variants of the Genetic Al-
gorithm: genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary programming, and 
genetic programming.
One of the variants in advanced artificial systems was developed in Europe by In-
go Rechenberg and Hans-Paul Schwefel, who gave it the name “evolution strate-
gies”45. This type of genetic algorithm is still very much used in research because 
of the possibility of having continuous spaces of solutions. In the same years, John 
Holland introduced genetic algorithms as optimization methods in the United 
States46. 
The first genetic algorithms were mainly based on representations of binary strings. 
In order to map the genotypes of this string, a decoding function was needed. 
Moreover, in the beginning, the crossover operation played a more important role 
than that of mutation, which consisted of a simple mutation of the bits transforming 
the zeros in one and vice versa with a fixed probability.
Later, Fogel, Owens, and Walsh introduced “evolutionary programming”47, origi-
nally designed to conduct optimization processes that could accept a set of strings 
as input. Later, this type of evolutionary programming was extended for optimi-
zation also in binary and continuous solution spaces, also equipped with mutation 
techniques. Finally, we arrived at the “genetic programming” that has currently 




Over the years, all these four variants have grown together. They also have influ-
enced each other to the point where it is difficult to distinguish them today. Most 
of the concepts, representations, and mechanisms have been introduced in all the 
variants, and today we talk generically about Genetic Algorithms. 
In order to proceed with the study of the functioning of the genetic algorithms, it is 
possible first of all to schematize the evolutionary processes as a continuous cycle, 
in which all the critical concepts of GA appear (Figure 78). The cycle begins with an 
initially random or manually established population and then proceeds recombin-
ing two or more solutions with the crossover operator. From this operation, we ob-
tain changed solutions, among which, through a fitness function, the best solutions 
for the next generation are selected. Finally, the evolutionary cycle ends, and then, 
if it is still the case, restarts and continues the race of genetic optimization. Below all 
the steps are shown in detail and some of the main features of GA.
The first step of the resolution process through the genetic algo-
rithms is to identify and select the individuals that form the 
mating pool to which the crossover operators will be applied.
The classical genetic algorithm manipulates populations of chromosomes, which 
are represented by strings of solutions for a particular problem. A chromosome 
is the abstraction of a biological DNA chromosome, which can be thought of as 
a string of letters of the alphabet. Classical representation involves the use of bit 
Initialization
Figure 78 Genetic Algorithm cycle of initialization, crossover, mutation, fitness 
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strings of an average length of 10 elements, such as 1001001001.  Each solution con-
tained in this set of strings is a potential candidate for optimization of the problem, 
and therefore its inclusion in the initial pool plays an important role. 
The problems in which GA, the solution sets, are usually used, even if they are fin-
ished, are so big that the evaluation of all possible solutions is not computationally 
feasible. It is not uncommon that, for example, a GA that operates on bit strings of 
length 100, then returns a solution space of 2100-1030 individuals.
The operation of crossover is used to select the individuals of the 
generation of the parents and to combine the genetic material of two or more solu-
tions to obtain new individuals. 
In nature, most species have two parents, except for some exceptions in which there 
are no distinctions between the sexes, and therefore, they have only one parent. In-
stead, with GA, it is possible to apply the crossover operators to more than two parents. 
The mechanism triggered by the crossover operators in the genetic algorithms 
is based on the mixing of the genetic material of the parents, subdividing the bit 
strings into n points. For example, two strings can be subdivided into two portions 
and then be reassembled alternatively to generate new individuals (Figure 79). 
This type of operation makes it possible to combine parts of strings that could rep-
resent successful solutions and which, if combined, also exceed the performance of 
their parents. 
There are many alternative forms of crossover operation. The one-point, two-point, 
or multi-point crossover. In this way, it is possible to choose a sequence of crossover 
points along the length of the chromosome and then generate new strings from the 
two parents exchanging at each crossover point. There is also the dominant crosso-











natively, the uniform crossover that uses a fixed mixing ratio, such as 0.5, to choose 
a bit from either parent randomly.  Finally, the algorithms also differ concerning the 
creation of one or more children from the operation of the crossover.
The process of mutation alters one or more genetic values of an 
individual compared to its initial state, with the result that new individuals are 
generated who will be able to help find a better solution than before. The mutation 
disturbs the solutions, through random changes, also avoiding that the population 
stagnates at any local optima. The strength of this disturbance is called “mutation 
rate”. 
Mutation operators must meet three main requirements:
• The first one is the reachability of each point from an arbitrary point in the 
solution space. An example that may complicate the fulfilment of this condi-
tion is the existence of constraints that restrict the entire solution space to a 
feasible subset. There must be a minimum possibility of reaching every part 
of the solution space; otherwise, the possibility of finding the optimal is not 
definite. 
• The second one is impartiality. The mutation operator should not induce drift 
in a particular direction. 
• Finally, the third is scalability. Each mutation should offer a certain degree of 
freedom and adaptability. This is usually possible for operators of mutations 
that are based on a probability distribution. For example, for the Gaussian 
mutation, which is based on the Gaussian distribution, the standard devia-
tion can scale randomly drawn samples across the entire space of the solution.
The implementation of mutation operators depends on the representation used. As 
already mentioned, for example, in the case of bit strings, the bit flip mutation is 
usually used, which changes a zero bit to one bit and vice versa, with the mutation 
rate chosen according to the length of the representation. Instead, if the representa-
tion is a list or a string of arbitrary elements, the mutation randomly chooses a sub-
stitute for each element. This mutation operator is known as “random resetting”. 
Finally, the Gaussian mutation is the most popular operator for continuous rep-
resentations, which is also capable of satisfying all three of the above conditions. 
It is arbitrarily scalable, all regions in continuous solution will be reachable, and 
thanks to the symmetry of the Gaussian distribution, it does not prefer any direc-
tion and therefore is not drifting.
Mutation 
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An operation not always required is genotype-phenotype map-
ping. After the crossover and the mutation, the new population 
of descendants must be evaluated concerning its ability to solve the problem opti-
mization. Depending on the representation a mapping of the chromosome, called 
genotype, and the real solution, called phenotype, is necessary. This process of gen-
otype-phenotype mapping should avoid introducing bias. An example of prejudice 
occurs when mapping takes place over most of the genotype space but only over a 
small set of phenotypes.
The “fitness” function allows measuring the quality of the solu-
tions that the genetic algorithm has generated. The design of the fitness function is 
a relevant part of the modeling process of the entire optimization approach. 
Dealing with a single target problem, it is easy to determine whether one solution is 
better or worse than another. Using a fitness function or fitness landscape in which 
a high value corresponds to a good solution, the solver aims is to find the maximum 
value assumed by the fitness function that will represent the best available design 
solution. Figure 80 shows a graphical display of a fitness landscape function for a 
problem with two variables and a single target. In the case of multiple objectives to 
optimized at the same time, the values of the fitness function of every single objec-




Figure 80 3D representation of a fitness landscape of a two-variable model. The highest 
peaks of the landscape are the most desirable design solutions. (David Rutten)
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The performance of a Genetic Algorithm is usually measured in terms of the num-
ber of fitness function evaluations required until the optimal solution is found or 
approximated to the desired accuracy. Most approaches, therefore, aim to minimize 
the number of calls to fitness functions, thereby also reducing time.
The selection phase allows identifying the best solutions gener-
ated so that they become optimal parents for the new generation. The selection 
mechanism for choosing the parents of the new generation is akin to Darwin’s 
principle of survival of the fittest. It is a process that allows converging towards op-
timal solutions, discarding some of the solutions generated based on the fitness val-
ues of the population. In the case of minimisation problems, low fitness values are 
preferred and vice versa in case of maximisation problems. 
Many selection algorithms are based on randomness. The “fitness proportional se-
lection” selects parental solutions randomly with uniform distribution. The proba-
bility of being selected depends on the suitability of a solution.
Then there are elite selection operators who select as parents the best solutions 
of the offspring’s solutions. “Comma selection” selects the best μ solutions from 
among the solutions of the offspring λ. While the “Plus selection” selects the best μ 
solutions from the λ offspring and the old μ parents that led to their creation.
Both in the case of “Comma selection” and “fitness proportional selection”, good par-
ents can be forgotten. Although this may seem counterproductive to the optimization 
process at first, it may be a reasonable strategy to overcome local optimization. 
Another famous selection operator is the one called “tournament selection”, where a 
series of solutions are randomly selected, and within this subset, the best solutions 
are finally selected as new parents. This type of selection offers a positive probability 
of survival for each solution, even if it has worse fitness values than other solutions.
In the last step, the condition that ends the main evolutionary 
cycle occurs. Often the genetic algorithm proceeds for a predefined number of gen-
erations the time and cost of the fitness function can limit the duration of the opti-
mization process. A further useful termination condition is the convergence of the 
optimization process. As the optimal approaches, the progress of the fitness func-
tion improvements can decrease significantly. If no significant process is observed, 
the evolutionary process stops because the result has been achieved, or sometimes 
stagnation problems have occurred. The latter condition may occur, for example, 
when using the optima of continuous optimization problems and there is no differ-
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Stagnation can only mean that the search may have been stuck in the local opti-
ma, thus missing the global optima. If the genetic algorithm is starting from differ-
ent areas and always approach the same space of the solution, the local optimum 
is likely a great attractor rather than finding a better local optimum than the glob-
al one.
One of the main characteristics of optimization processes is the 
presence of one or more constraints that allow reducing the space of the solutions 
(Figure 81). Constraints can be of different kinds: they can be, for example, mathe-
matical restrictions, logical constraints, physical conditions, execution time limits, 
etc. The result may be that a solution is not applicable because it is not feasible.
Constraints in Genetic Algorithms can be implemented through a constraint func-
tion that limits the space of the feasible solution. For example, in continuous solu-
tion spaces, constraints can be formulated as equations and inequalities. 
The use of the constraint function in optimization processes is a similar mechanism 
to the fitness function to achieve the optimal solution. Also, in this case, consider-
ing the different uses of the function, different scenarios can be prefigured: the calls 
of the function could be inexpensive or expensive. In the first case, several feasi-
ble solutions can be generated, which can then be verified later. In the second case, 
however, to reduce the number of uses of the constraint function, it is worth intro-







Figure 81 Illustration of solution 
space with one linear constraint 
that divides the solution space 
into a feasible and infeasible part.
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The main techniques are:
• The death penalty, one of the simplest methods of dealing with constraints, is 
not among the most efficient. It consists of a code that requires genetic opera-
tors who are forced by the death penalty to generate feasible solutions.
• The penalty function consists in reducing the suitability of feasible solutions 
so that they will be less attractive and will not be selected for the creation of 
the new generation.
• Repair is a technique that allows turning unworkable solutions into feasible 
ones. 
• The “decoders” allow to map the space of the captive solutions and transform 
it into a non-captive space or at least with less severe conditions.
• “Premature Stagnation” often occurs in case of space conditions of solutions 
with a low probability of success. The reason is mainly a significant decrease 
in mutation rates. To avoid premature stagnation, numerous strategies can be 
employed, such as mutation operators able to adapt to the shape of the con-
straints.
The problems of multi-objective optimization, as mentioned 
above, concern two or more conflicting objectives. That is the condition when a sit-
uation improve in one objective, at least in other ones deteriorates. It is, therefore, 
challenging to solve the problem because there is no unambiguous comparison be-
tween optimal solutions, as can be done when there is only one objective. 
The challenge in multi-objective optimization is to find a set of solutions that are 
a compromise between all lenses. The goal is to generate a set of solutions that are 
not dominated by other solutions and therefore are not worse in all objectives. This 
set or set of solutions is also known as the “Pareto-set”. The fitness values of the 
solutions in a “Pareto-set” build the “Pareto-front”.
The key to the evolution of a Pareto-front with multi-objective Genetic Algorithms 
is the selection operator. Most selection operators are based on two phases. The first 
step is usually “non-dominated sorting”, which sorts the solutions by domain lev-
el. The second step is based on non-dominated sorting and optimizes a secondary 
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The phase of identifying undominated solutions is fundamental because a solu-
tion is “Pareto-optimal” if it is not dominated by any other solution in the solution 
space. Figure 83 shows the graphic representation of a solution for a problem with 
two objectives, in which space is divided into four quadrants. The Pareto-optimal is 
the set of all solutions that are not dominated in the entire solution space.
The three main secondary selection criteria used are:
• Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA)
It is a multi-target selection Genetic Algorithm widely used, and even its next 
version, NSGA-II, has been even more successful. It is a selection technique 












Figure 82 Non-dominated sorting sorts all 
solutions concerning their non-domination 
rank. The non-dominated solutions are closest 
to the Pareto-front in comparison to solutions 
of higher rank.
Figure 83 With two objectives for a 
minimization problem, a solution divides the 
space into four quadrants.
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ed solutions those with a broader distribution. The algorithm then evaluates 
and calculates the “crowding distance” (Figure 84) for each solution and final-
ly selects those with the most significant distance.
• Rakes
Rake selection is an approach to maintain a uniform spread of solutions. It is 
similar to the NSGA-II because it is based on non-dominated solutions, and 
the solutions closest to the parallel lines are selected from among them (Fig-
ure 85). The rake lines are placed by equally dividing the space between the 
extreme solutions, i.e. those with the best suitability for each target. For each 
line, the closest point is selected among the solutions with rank one. If the 
number of undominated solutions is too small, the solutions of the next rank 
can participate in this selection process. The rake approach works best for Lin-
ear Rank solutions.
• Hypervolume Indicator 
This technique makes it possible to approximate the Pareto-front, measuring 
the area in the solution space, which is dominated by a population. Consider-
ing a reference point dominated by all solutions, the hypervolume dominated 
can be calculated. In Figure 86, the hypervolume is highlighted in light blue, 
and in blue, the contribution of a single solution generated subsequently. 
The calculation of the hypervolume can become a complicated task for more 
than two objectives. In particular, in the case of many objectives, volumes of-
ten overlap and are not easy to calculate. In addition, selecting the best solu-
tions that maximize hypervolume is a matter of combinatorial optimization.
















Figure 85 Illustration of rake selection.
Figure 86 Illustration of a Genetic 
Algorithm that maximizes the 





Sustainability, digitization, and op-
timization, the three key topics of 
the thesis, are combined in this 
chapter. From each of them, some 
aspects and tools are selected to 
put the objective of the thesis into 
practice. From sustainability derive 
the design objectives, from the new 
technologies introduced by digiti-
zation Building Information Mod-
eling was chosen and from opti-
mization derive the processes and 
methods for solving complex de-
sign problems. 
All these elements will be com-
bined to develop the replicable 
methodology proposed for the op-
timization of the building’s design 
process (section 5.3). Some exam-
ples of the procedure developed 
will then be reported to show its 
possible uses for different objec-
tives, digital models, tools, and cal-
culation methods (section 5.4).
The first two paragraphs, on the 
other hand, concern some reflec-
tions and insights on the three 
starting topics. 
Sustainability finds its place in 
Building Information Modeling in 
its 7D. Today's professional reality, 
however, is different. The frame-
work on sustainability in BIM has 
been expanded through an empir-
ical and qualitative study based on 
data collection through interviews 
with experts in the field. From 
the analysis of the data collected, 
some reflections presented in par-
agraph 5.1 emerged.
The interviews with experts were 
also an opportunity to highlight 
some differences in the perception 
and use of BIM, not only as a tech-
nological innovation for the con-
struction sector but also as a rev-




5.1 BIM and Sustainability
The seventh dimension of BIM is defined in the Italian standard UNI 11337-1 as: 
simulation of the work or its elements according to the sustainability (economic, 
environmental, energy, etc.) of the intervention, as well as space, time and produc-
tion costs1.
Building Information Modeling, thanks to its intrinsic characteristics and potential 
to generate a model updated continuously and increasingly faithful to reality, can, 
therefore, also be able to manage all aspects related to sustainability. Using BIM 
tools, it is possible to perform simulations and analysis of the performance of the 
sustainability of the building or even just some of its elements can be carried out: 
for example, it is possible to study multiple aspects such as orientation, shape, day-
lighting, energy profile, materials, etc.
In addition to the standard mentioned above, several references and images include 
the 7D dimension of BIM, such as the one in Figure 44 in paragraph 3.3 or many 
others that could be reported and quoted. 
All these references, however, differ from reality if one considers, for example, the 
applications available to professionals. Figure 87 shows the most widely used soft-
ware, subdivided by the different levels of evolution of BIM and its dimensions.
1 UNI 11337-1:2017. Ibid.
2 AutoCAD is a commercial computer-aided design (CAD) and drafting software application. Devel-
oped and marketed by Autodesk,[1] AutoCAD was first released in December 1982 as a desktop app 
running on microcomputers with internal graphics controllers.
Figure 87 Most common tools available and used for each BIM levels and dimensions.
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3 ARCHICAD: architectural CAD BIM software for Macintosh and Windows developed by the Hun-
garian company Graphisoft. It offers digital solutions for the management of all common aspects of 
aesthetics and engineering during the entire design process of the built environment. After its launch 
in 1987, with Graphisoft’s “Virtual Building” concept, ARCHICAD has been considered by some as 
the first implementation of BIM.
4 Autodesk Revit is building information modeling software for architects, landscape architects, 
structural engineers, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) engineers, designers, and contrac-
tors. The original software was developed by Charles River Software, founded in 1997, renamed Revit 
Technology Corporation in 2000, and acquired by Autodesk in 2002.
5 Tekla Corporation: Finnish company specialized in CAD and BIM design software in the build-
ing, infrastructure and energy sectors. The name Tekla is the abbreviation of the Finnish word Teknil-
linen laskenta, which means technical computation. The company is known for its main product Tek-
la Structures, initially Xsteel, a BIM and CAD program for 3D modeling and details in steel and con-
crete structures that allows following the development of the project and individual elements during 
all phases of development.
6 Allplan is a BIM software from the company Nemetschek Allplan Systems GmbH with headquar-
ters in Munich. The first version was presented in the 1980s by Professor Georg Nemetschek. In 2006 
Nemetschek acquired Graphisoft, a manufacturer from Archicad.
7 Navisworks is a tool used primarily for 3D design review. Navisworks allows users to open and com-
bine 3D models, navigate around them in real-time (without the WASD possibility) and review the 
model using a set of tools. It also includes some plug-ins for 4D and 5D simulation. Sheffield created 
the software, but in 2007 it was purchased by Autodesk for $25 million.
8 Solibri, Inc. develops and markets Quality Assurance solutions for AECO field that improve the 
quality of Building Information Modeling (BIM). Solibri Model Checker is a tool for BIM validation, 
compliance, coordination, design review, analysis, and code checking.
9 BIMcollab is a tool for collaboration platform built on IFC and BCF open standards to store, share, 
and solve issues with history tracking. BIMcollab® is a brand owned by KUBUS BV, a Dutch software 
company offering BIM solutions for Design & Build and is also an exclusive distributor for GRAPHI-
SOFT and Gold partner of Solibri, Inc. in the Benelux.
10 Synchro Software, Ltd. provides digital construction software and services that improve the safety, 
reliability, predictability, and quality of complex construction projects. Their 4D digital construction 
platform serves the global market, combining traditional Gantt chart CPM scheduling with integrated 
4D visualization capabilities in real-time. In 2018 Bentley Systems, Incorporated announced the ac-
quisition of Synchro Software, Ltd.
11 Assemble Systems, an Autodesk company, provides tools for Manage BIM models, drawings & 
point clouds – perform design reviews, bid management, take off, change management, and estimating.
In level 0 and for 2D, the most widespread tool is AutoCAD2. Although there are 
also other similar and opensource tools, AutoCAD is the most used by architects, 
project managers, engineers, designers, graphic designers, urban planners, and 
other professionals.
The most common tools for 3D geometric modeling, corresponding to a BIM Lev-
el 1, and certified by buildingSMART are: Archicad3, Revit4, Tekla5 and Allplan6.
In Level 2, there are several tools to manage relatively new aspects of BIM. The list 
is continuously updated. However, those that are more widespread and consolidat-
ed in professional firms for collaboration, coordination and model-check using BIM 
are Navisworks7, Solibri8, and BIMcollab9. Synchro10 and Assemble System11 are 
more specific for 4D and 5D dimensions.
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12 Autodesk® Green Building Studio is a cloud-based service that allows running building perfor-
mance simulations to optimize energy efficiency.
13 usBIM integrates platforms, BIM tools and software specifically for building and construction: 
Developed by ACCA, a leading company in Italy in the development of software for construction, en-
gineering ,and architecture. ACCA wins the buildingSMART International Award 2019 in Beijing in the 
Professional & Student Research category with the Structural E-Permit project.
14 Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) refers to these aspects of building design and con-
struction. 
For BIM 6D and 7D Level 3, software like Green Building Studio12 or the Italian 
us.BIM platform13 could be mentioned, but due to their limited flexibility or the ex-
tremely recent development, they cannot yet be considered tools with a wide range 
of diffusion and use among professionals.
Another relevant factor not to be overlooked is the very association of sustainability 
and a specific dimension of BIM. It has been chosen to report the Italian definition 
that associates sustainability to 7D. Nevertheless, even a short online search shows 
that there is some confusion about it. The Italian BIM-7D is exchanged with BIM-
6D in other contexts. This fact highlights even more how this level has not yet been 
reached, and this information is not yet fully managed in the building process in 
the BIM environment.
The framework on BIM and sustainability has been expanded through an empirical 
and qualitative study. It is based on data collection through a series of interviews 
with experts in the field. The aim is to understand how sustainability aspects are 
dealt with in the current 4.0 construction context and how the qualities of BIM are 
used to achieve sustainable development goals. Industry experts were interviewed 
to see if and how digital BIM models and their CDE change the collaboration and 
coordination of the different people involved in the construction process, particu-
larly on aspects of BIM 7D.  
In order to have different points of view, five people were selected who hold various 
roles concerning BIM and work in different contexts - companies, research centres, 
architectural or engineering firms - on projects from small to large scale. The in-
terviewees are two architects, an engineer who is in charge of the MEP part14, a re-
searcher and coordinator of European projects, and a BIM manager.
The interviews conducted are semi-structured interviews for which a track has 
been developed to guide the conversation with the experts through the pre-estab-
lished topics (e.g. personal role and responsibility, experience with BIM, tools used, 
sustainability, energy simulation, etc.). The guide for conducting the semi-struc-
tured interviews is available in the appendix. The interview guide was used during 
the conversation in a free and non-linear way to deal with all the pre-established 
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15 Glaser, B.G., Strauss, A.L., 1999. Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Re-
search, 1 ed. Routledge, New Brunswick. Lindlof, T.R., Taylor, B.C., 2010. Qualitative Communication 
Research Methods, Third edition. ed. SAGE Publications, Inc, Thousand Oaks, Calif.
16 Olson, J.S., Kellogg, W.A., 2014. Ways of Knowing in HCI. Springer-Verlag, New York.
topics. At the sam time, the interviewee could dialogue freely and follow him/her 
reasoning in the areas on which he/she could provide further information.  
All interviews started with some preliminary explanations about the purpose of 
the research, chosen people, and why his or her point of view and work experience 
are considered significant. The interview continued to address the three parts of 
the track: 
• one concerning some general questions to frame the interviewee’s profession-
al profile; 
• the second group of questions specific to Building Information Modeling 
• Finally, a third part focuses on sustainability and energy aspects. 
The interviews were recorded and then transcribed and translated for analysis. For 
this purpose, the Grounded Theory Method (GTM)15 was used with an iterative ap-
proach of constant comparison between the data obtained from the interviews and 
the data present in the theory and bibliographical references studied16.
5.1.1 Interviews Data Analysis
«And then, just to tell it in a Greta Thunberg way, I see [BIM] as a process 
that allows you to conduct a reasoned design aimed at optimizing resources 
against waste [at the] construction site, encouraging a reduction in emissions. 
If I have more control upstream of the entire process, saving energy and con-
duct a correct and responsible design, […] then [BIM] represents an evolution 
of the designer’s approach.» (Interview with architect, 23 07 2019)
The goal of this study was to see how our respondents thought about the relation-
ship between BIM - a new type of information coordination and collaboration - and 
sustainability goals. The interviews allowed us to explore two main questions: 1) 
What are the different concepts about sustainability in digitized construction, and 
2) how do current models reflect the use of these concepts by the different commu-
nities of practice who collaborate to achieve sustainability goals?
Each interviewee as evident on the need for reaching sustainability goals, but each 
has a different point of view on what needs to be done to facilitate the inclusion of 
these aspects in the building design process. 
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Many elements influence the achievement of sustainability goals in a building pro-
ject. The interviews revealed that there is a fundamental problem related to the sus-
tainability and the "time" in which designers work on it. We interviewed a research-
er who is an expert in European sustainable construction project, who phrased the 
challenge this way: 
«Why does sustainability come always after? The process is usually a kind of 
cascade process – something obviously that we notice in all the projects. Sus-
tainability and energy are not a priority for users. So, they have some other 
priorities, so usually the designers also start with these and then, once some-
thing of the priorities of the users has been solved, then a kind of cascade 
effects start to calculate other things, calculating the compliant with energy 
regulations, … But it is something that comes after, always.» (Interview with 
researcher, 13 09 2019)
This problem of looking holistically at the environmental impact of the project was 
echoed throughout our interviews. The BIM manager explains the consequences of 
addressing the sustainability/energy aspects at the end of the design and building 
process, «So, at the end of the project you are only able to change the type of glass 
maybe, add some protections… so you have a small margin to modify the project» 
(Interview with BIM manager, 13 09 2019). 
Creating a Common Data Environment across the design and construction team 
has the potential to help teams make choices with higer sustainability impact con-
sideration. One of the obstacles to that in current practice is that BIM is used more 
commonly when the design process is relatively finished, and constructors and sub-
contractors coordinate the final mechanical design (MEP coordination) through 
the “clash detection” affordances of BIM modeling. However, our interviewees talk 
about how BIM could contribute to a lifecycle analysis of the sustainability of de-
sign and construction choices. Making sustainable design choices means designers 
and builders consider many aspects and are ready to make changes, adaptations, or 
modifications to the project to meet sustainability goals. 
The BIM manager talks about one project which used sustainable elements and was 
pursuing LEED environmental certification but faced a challenge in passing off be-
tween building process and design process. 
«Now we are working on a huge project with a LEED certification, but the de-
signers decided not to change the structural system because they want to be 
faithful to the design concept and to maintain the integrity of the original ar-
chitectural design. So, the consequence was that in order to build the project, 
right to the original idea, we need a huge quantity of steel for the auxiliary 
structure, which in the end will … be thrown away. Sometimes we can make 
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17 Dossick, C.S., Neff, G., Osburn, L., Monson, C., Burpee, H., 2016. Technical boundary spanners 
and translation: A study of energy modeling for high performance hospitals.
18 Osburn, L., Neff, G., Dossick, C.S., Monson, C., Burpee, H., 2019. Narrative Infrastructure in De-
cision-making: How teams use stories and sensemaking for strategy. Proceedings of the Engineering 
Project Organizations Conference, Vail, Colorado, June 2019.
decisions following a nice design and intense ideas…but behind the design in 
the construction site, the reality is quite different.» (Interview with BIM man-
ager, 13 09 2019)
Not all coordination and collaboration problems are ones with environmental im-
pact. However, there is a clear need to improve how designers use engineering and 
building expertise to assess the environmental impact of their design choices. In 
theory, BIM could help with this thanks to the advantage of being the building da-
tabase and improved information exchange. However,for this to work for improved 
sustainability on design and construction projects, there needs to be clear ways to 
improve the choices about sustainability earlier in the project timeline. In theory, 
improvements to the project process brought about by BIM could create the possi-
bilities for this kind of analysis earlier in the project. 
There is a hope that earlier and improved access “data” would help with designing 
for sustainability. The researcher said:
«But there is a big gap on exploiting all this information and all these data ... It 
should be quite easy to integrate all these data and then to have a kind of tool 
that is able to exploit these data and to calculate some values or some indica-
tors. In tha    t way, it could also support the designer when they have to select 
options if Revit could put these indicators automatically with all the data and 
information that are inside the model.» (Interview with researcher, 13 09 2019)
The idea is that just as BIM currently automates clash detection, a suite of tools 
could help do a simplified analysis of environmental and energy impacts on mod-
els. However, getting from data on environmentally sustainable projects to deci-
sions about those projects entails “technical boundary spanners”17 who can bridge 
the differences across communities of practice and the narrative sensemaking18 to 
get teams to enact those decisions.
The BIM manager recognized the challenges of expanding the scope for data-driv-
en innovation with BIM. The first challenge is the cost entailed to set up the data 
environment for analysis in the first place. ‘If we want a real 5D, 6D and 7D [inte-
grated cost, facility management and environmental analysis in BIM], we will need 
to increase the project cost, but we will get a richer project to make all other won-
derful Ds.’ He continued:
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«Passing to more Ds means more data. You have to think about how to man-
age it, and you have to care of this data… The challenge is the “data”. It de-
mands new roles in the project.» (Interview with BIM manager, 13 09 2019)
The potential for BIM data to be used for analysis to support environmental impact 
analysis is there, but it requires potentially more time, money, and analysis in or-
der to use it for decision making. Still, our interviews suggested that the data could 
“drive” these kinds of activities for the building design and construction. The re-
searcher suggested that architects could have a BIM-enabled tool that «gives you 
some kind of indication on all these different parameters, not only about cost or 
other things considered from the beginning but also about environmental and sus-
tainability» (Interview with researcher, 13 09 2019). 
On some projects, there will be an energy model or energy simulation. This is so ef-
forts can be made to optimize the design for a building’s energy efficiency. The en-
ergy aspect of sustainability is what this research work has been focused on. So, in 
the interviews, there is a focus on that, and several information emerged.
Architects’ BIM models play a significant role in energy optimization, and people 
building energy simulation and models rely on information from the architects about 
the design and potential uses of the building. We asked the mechanical engineer, «Do 
you use BIM on all your projects?» she replied «No, because on other projects where 
there is no one working at BIM, it is difficult for us to do our part without an archi-
tectural model, so we are dependent on others.» (Interview with MEP engineer, 30 
08 2019). We asked to follow on questions to try to understand better the relationship 
between mechanical engineers doing energy optimization design and the architects. 
Can she do her job when architects do not share a BIM model? She replied:
«Unfortunately, no! There are also projects where architects, who usually use 
BIM, decide that it is not worth using it or [they do] not need it, so we are 
forced to work on CAD, despite having invested in buying the software license 
and we are willing to use it. Sometimes it happens that, as in another project 
on which I’m working, I started to make myself the architectural model be-
cause I needed to do a 3D model of some parts to study the interaction and 
overlap of the pipes.» (Interview with MEP engineer, 30 08 2019)
Some analyses can be done inside the BIM environment. However, many of the 
energy simulations and sustainable analysis, are still performed outside the BIM 
environment with different software. However, having a complete BIM model as 
a starting point allows someone doing energy analysis to have accurate and up-
to-date assumptions about the project. There are, however, problems of interoper-
ability between the different software packages. Sometimes, according to the BIM 
manager, it is challenging to integrate energy models into the workflow on large-
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scale projects and without the close connection to architectural design, making it 
even harder to get the results back into consideration for the model and the project 
(Interview with BIM manager, 13 09 2019). Another challenge is that optimization 
software tools often rely on different starting assumptions and requirements, ac-
cording to the researcher we interviewed, who continued:
«We need the information to be very, very accurate in order to provide accu-
rate results. We need this model to be complete, with all accurate information 
about the materials, spaces, energy systems ... It was almost impossible to ob-
tain information from the BIM model.» (Interview with researcher, 13 09 2019)
The workaround is to carry out energy simulations outside the BIM environment, 
taking input data directly from the BIM model. Without currently an easily integrat-
ed tool for architectural and mechanical models to do energy simulations with, one 
of the most considerable difficulties is «the time required to ensure that the BIM 
models are complete and accurate in order to ensure the quality of all processes. 
Because in the end, our tool is reliant on these models, so if the model is not cor-
rect, the tool will never give good results.» (Interview with researcher, 13 09 2019)
The time to create accurate models, full of all the necessary information, is one of 
the biggest problems and, in the current difficulties of using BIM, is a key element 
that discourages users. Neverthless, when Building Information Models are built 
and shared across communities of practice, they create new opportunities for other 
kinds of problem solving across the project. As the BIM manager said, «you get gold 
from the model if you put gold in the model». 
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5.2 BIM: new process or new technology?
Current building projects are notoriously complex and intensely collaborative due 
to the many experts that get involved at different times of a project and deploying 
each of their different tools and standards19. In addition to the architects and build-
ing engineers, technical specialists, clients, perhaps one or several end-users com-
munities, planning, regulatory authorities, and citizens could be involved. 
All groups involved in design processes (architects, engineers, builders, etc.) could 
be considered as “communities of practice”20. Communities of practice are defined 
by Wenger (1998) as “social configurations” where people engage in practices, ne-
gotiate to mean, and create their identities. It cannot be formally identified as an 
organizational entity or a group of people having the same job or the same title21. 
Instead, communities of practice are identified through participation in the mutual 
commitment of the people involved22: members interact and learn together about 
a particular domain23. Three characteristics of the Communities of practice are de-
fined by Wenger: domain, community, and practice. These groups find themselves 
having to share work and information with others in a new way. In this way, they 
develop a shared repository of resources (knowledge, documents, experiences, sto-
ries, tools, etc.) useful to address recurring problems: a shared practice24. As already 
mentioned, people from different communities of practice and with different expe-
riences and knowledge were selected for the interviews. 
Recent studies investigate if and how BIM could be a new way to achieve collabora-
tive design and construction processes25. Taking a socio-technical perspective, it is 
19 Møller, N., Bjorn, P., 2016. In Due Time: Decision-Making in Architectural Design of Hospitals. 
Møller, N.L.H., Bansler, J.P., 2017. Building Information Modeling: The Dream of Perfect Information. 
https://doi.org/10.18420/ecscw2017-24. Dossick, C.S., Neff, G., 2011. Messy talk and clean tech-
nology: communication, problem-solving and collaboration using Building Information Modelling. 
Engineering Project Organization Journal 1, 83–93. https://doi.org/10.1080/21573727.2011.569929
20 Wenger, E., 1998. Communities of practice:  Learning, meaning, and identity, Communities of 
practice:  Learning, meaning, and identity. Cambridge University Press, New York, NY, US. https://
doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511803932 
21 Wenger, E., 2011. Communities of practice: A brief introduction.
22 Lee, C.P., 2007. Boundary Negotiating Artifacts: Unbinding the Routine of Boundary Objects and 
Embracing Chaos in Collaborative Work. Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) 16, 307–
339. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10606-007-9044-5 
23 Wenger, E., 2011. Ibid. 
24 Wenger, E., 2011. Ibid. Smith, S.U., Hayes, S., Shea, P., 2017. A Critical Review of the Use of 
Wenger’s Community of Practice (CoP) Theoretical Framework in Online and Blended Learning Re-
search, 2000-2014. Online Learning 21. https://doi.org/10.24059/olj.v21i1.963
25 Dossick, C., Osburn, L., Neff, G., 2019. Innovation through practice. Engineering, Construction 
and Architectural Management. https://doi.org/10.1108/ECAM-12-2017-0272 
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27 Fiore-Gartland, B., Neff, G., 2015. Ibid.
28 Neff, G., Tanweer, A., Fiore-Gartland, B., Osburn, L.A., 2017. Critique and Contribute: A Prac-
tice-Based Framework for Improving Critical Data Studies and Data Science, in: Big Data. https://doi.
org/10.1089/big.2016.0050
29 Dossick, C.S., Neff, G., 2010. Organizational Divisions in BIM-Enabled Commercial Construc-
tion. https://doi.org/10.1061/(asce)co.1943-7862.0000109 
30 buildingSMART Alliance, 2015. “NBIMS-USTM Version 3 | National BIM Standard – United 
States, National Building Information Modeling Standard”. National Institute of Building Sciences, 
Washington, DC, available on: www.nationalbimstandard.org/buildingSMART-alliance- Releas-
es-NBIMS-US-Version-3 
31 Bryde, D., Broquetas, M., Volm, J.M., 2013. The project benefits of Building Information Mod-
elling (BIM). International Journal of Project Management 31, 971–980. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
ijproman.2012.12.001 
clear how focusing on new types of interaction across communities of practice be-
comes critical new collaborative technologies. If we are to solve the grand challeng-
es such as sustainability, it takes a new approach to the construction design through 
the support of the new digitized world. 
In section 5.1, it is shown how sustainability is poorly supported by BIM and Com-
mon Data Environments (CDE) tools and platforms. A further aspect emerges from 
the data collected through the interviews: depending on the communities of prac-
tices to which they belong and the role they hold, experts have a different point of 
engagement when seeing BIM as being shaped by what Fiore-Gartland and Neff 
call “data valences”26. It is a new way to describe the differences expectations for 
data across communities of practice. Data values can change in multiple contexts, 
stakeholders, and interactions27 between the communities of practice of a construc-
tion process. The data is an opportunity for conversation and connection between 
the communities of practice. They can be challenged at the boundaries of the com-
munities and can offer “voice” and expression for the development of approaches 
to translate the various values and expectations of people for the use of the data28.
In BIM-project dependencies and frequent communication flows of a building pro-
ject continuously change29. BIM, a product or intelligent digital representation of 
data about a facility, a collaborative process, and a system of information exchang-
es, workflows, and procedures30, create new relations between different communi-
ties of practice. The positive effects of using BIM are available31, but there are still 
several difficulties and limits when different communities of practice work together 
to achieve sustainability.  
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When the respondents in semi-structured interviews were pushed to consider what 
BIM could do for sustainability, another relevant fact emerged. Interviewees fo-
cused on how BIM’s real innovation relies on the transformation of the Common 
Data Environment and the potential to change how communication, coordination, 
and collaboration occur on design and building projects. So, they have somehow 
tried to divert attention, and these aspects, too, may help improve the sustainabil-
ity of construction. 
All the interviewees are focused on the new use of BIM from a technical point of 
view, describing specific aspects of it and their work with these new kinds of tools. 
They focus their speeches on the tools for modeling, for example, Revit, Allplan, 
ArchiCAD, and Navisworks. They focused on the formats of data exchange such 
as ifc, dwg, e-mail, and phone calls and how they import and export information 
to collaborators. But more importantly, they identified how new collaborative pro-
cesses emergent with the new technologies. Take the quote from an interview with 
an architect, below. A “BIM approach” is a method that changes both the profes-
sional and the collaboration process, making it so that “you can hardly do things 
as before”.
«The other day I had to work on a “no-BIM project” and I realized the waste 
of time and confusion that you have without a BIM approach: once you dis-
cover this method, you can hardly do things as before.» (Interview with ar-
chitect, 23 07 2019)
This opens up the question of BIM as new technology or new process that it was 
asked to all respondents. This approach placed much hope onto the potential for 
how improvements in the building process could lead to more sustainable con-
struction, as illustrated by the quote where an architect explained how she thinks 
through BIM as a tool for achieving sustainability “in a Greta Thunberg way”. Tak-
ing this approach allows the architect to conduct a reasoned design and have more 
control upstream of the entire process, saving energy and conduct a correct and re-
sponsible design.
The approach of BIM as a new process with transformative possibilities draws a di-
rect comparison between improving the collaboration process and sustainability 
outcomes, and offers more opportunities to the designer for outcomes in the con-
struction process, including more efficient construction sites and chances for re-
ducing emissions in the building process. BIM as a new process, in our interviews, 
entailed respondents describing new features of the design process managed for a 
BIM perspective. For example, a BIM manager explained:
«[The] process is more complicated. This is not just purchasing a BIM license 
and start drawing using it. It’s to understand what the clients expect from 
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BIM, what are the BIM goals because it is not the same if you want to produce 
a drawing if you want to coordinate and if you want to extract quantities… So, 
the question is “what for”?» (Interview with BIM manager, 13 09 2019).
The example that one of the interviewees gave is that we are currently in a situa-
tion where one wants a new car but does not know the specifications and therefore 
does not know how to choose it. Thus, clients and policymakers push for BIM to be 
used. However, people do not know precisely for what: For modeling the project in 
3D, for improving communication across the communities of practice involved in 
large-scale projects, for coordinating among the subcontractors who build different 
systems, or for extracting data for to use in other kinds of simulations and analysis. 
The technical affordances of BIM for teams on large-scale projects were clear. The 
teams represented in interviews used strategies to “ensure the correctness and 
correspondence of the data entered in the model”, to organize and to “facilitate 
communication” and “information exchange between the different teams”, and to 
adopt “to classify everything” using Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), a project 
management methodology to organize work in more easily manageable elements. 
Then, one of the most important technical affordances of BIM is the capacity to au-
tomate clash detection. When different building systems are put into the same BIM 
model, the software can show where systems interfere or clash with one another, 
say when a plumbing system and electrical conduit collide. For coordination of the 
mechanical systems of a building, the use of BIM has revolutionized large-scale 
construction. One BIM manager said that given the challenges and costs of im-
plementing BIM and the efforts to create a Common Data Environment, “It would 
be worth using BIM even just for three-dimensional coordination to improve the 
communication”. This communication is crucial because it helps to reduce the time 
spent on the installation of systems, reduces errors and waste, and automates some 
of the work of coordinating work. Again, the BIM manager: 
In my «opinion, 3D coordination is amazing. We have more than one million 
clashes in our airport project if we have not been spending time on clash de-
tection, clash meetings, and clash resolution ... Just a small portion of that can 
be a nightmare for the contractors [on site]. This is one of the main advantages 
[of BIM].» (Interview with BIM manager, 13 09 2019).
Finally, from the analysis of the data obtained from the interviews, it can be said 
that BIM is both a new process and a new technology. BIM, as technical innovation, 
helps to create new opportunities for improving construction. BIM as a process in-
novation brings teams together for collaboration in unprecedented ways, including 
tackling sustainability, one of society’s biggest challenges. 
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5.3 The Proposed Methodology
The research presented focuses on investigating and re-interpreting the transfor-
mations in our sector, paying particular attention to sustainability aspects, in order 
to understand how these changes can contribute to generating new processes and 
behaviours in design. The study of the reference literature and the current situation, 
the discussion with experts and the implementations realized using the latest gen-
eration software available, have led to the definition of a replicable procedure for the 
optimization of the design and regenerative process of construction. 
Based on the whole process, there is the aim to include sustainability from the very 
beginning of the design concept. References, collected data on the actual situation 
and the future scenario that is outlined before us, make us understand the urgency 
of not leaving this aspect out at a later stage. “Sustainability comes later,” said one 
of the interviewees, but sustainability should come sooner. Instead, it should be the 
first step. In the proposed scheme, the first step is the definition of the project ob-
jectives for the achievement of sustainable construction.
The study from the fourth industrial revolution has allowed us to identify the tech-
nological innovation that can contribute to transforming the design process pro-
foundly. Building Information Modeling has been chosen as a digital tool to devel-
op the proposed methodology. The BIM, thanks to its peculiarities described and 
analysed previously, can reduce the fragmentation of communications between ex-
perts and collect all the information generated by different disciplines. These as-
pects can be the keystone to be exploited to support designers to make design 
choices from the outset with a greater awareness of the impact on the final result in 
terms of sustainability.
One of the topics that is most frequently dealt with sustainability is energy. So, 
building performance analysis could be developed in order to asses and evalu-
ate various aspects as solar and thermal energy, ventilation, daylighting, building 
massing, site orientation as well as the optimization of a building’s HVAC systems. 
Focusing on the global challenges, this kind of simulation is becoming increasingly 
important in the design process to optimize future energy consumption and to en-
32 Allouhi, A., El Fouih, Y., Kousksou, T., Jamil, A., Zeraouli, Y., Mourad, Y., 2015. Energy consump-
tion and efficiency in buildings: current status and future trends. Foucquier, A., Robert, S., Suard, 
F., Stéphan, L., Jay, A., 2013. State of the art in building modelling and energy performances predic-
tion: A review. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 23, 272–288. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
rser.2013.03.004. Shabani, A., Zavalani, O., 2017. Predicting Building Energy Consumption using En-
gineering and Data Driven Approaches: A Review. European Journal of Engineering Research and Sci-
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Figure 88 Tool for energy simulation and optimization developed in the last twenty years.
sure a good result of the project32. Optimization means finding the best values of 
a function with the highest achievable performances under the given constraints, 
implied or expressed, by maximizing desired factors and minimizing the undesired 
ones33. It consists of finding the most suitable solutions among a wide range of pos-
sible options. As shown in chapter 4, optimization methods have been applied in 
different fields; of course, also in the construction realm. In many disciplines of ar-
chitecture and construction, it is used to optimize different criteria, including those 
related to energy and environmental sustainability aspects.
33 Attia, S.G., Hamdy, M., Carlucci, S., Pagliano, L., Bucking, S., Hasan, A., 2015. Building perfor-
mance optimization of net zero-energy buildings. Modeling, design, and optimization of net-zero en-
ergy buildings 175–202. https://doi.org/10.1002/9783433604625.ch05 
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Several tools for the energy simulation of buildings have been developed over the 
past decades to assess performance and energy consumption, but only a few doz-
en have been developed for optimization (Figure 88). 198 software tools are list on 
the U.S. Department of Energy website, and most of these are set up to simulate the 
performance of, for example, the building plant systems. Despite this variety of ex-
isting tools and many agreeing on the importance of doing something about climate 
change, not all architectural teams use them or if they are used, mostly as tools for 
post-design evaluation34. Several studies have shown the potential to support the 
identification of optimal design decisions and that approximately 20% of design deci-
sions made in the early design stage account for 80% of the total impact on the final 
building energy performance35. In these early stages, the architects can make choic-
es oriented towards sustainability, also relying on the advice of sub-communities of 
practice specialized, but as can be seen from prior research, the task is left to the en-
gineers to make assessments and energy optimizations at a later stage. It follows that 
the tools and standards used by architects are not the same as the tools and standards 
used by the MEP engineers, given the different purposes and timing of their work.
Architects act from the very beginning by designing and defining all the details of 
the construction: it is the creative phase of the project, and the number of details 
and data increases as the process progresses. MEP engineers are usually involved 
later when many decisions about the building have already been made (position, 
orientation, shape, etc.). They are called upon to carry out detailed studies and sim-
ulations and have a lot of data to do so, but in return, they are left with minimal 
freedom for changes to the design. So, it is clear that how they will construct and 
share information through a BIM-model is complicated. 
Two decades ago, the main reason that architectural firms would not use ener-
gy optimization tools in the design process were: the lack of pressure/appreciation 
from the client, high software cost, insufficient staff training/skills, and not us-
er-friendly interfaces that would extend the, already limited, design time36. 
34 Tian, Z.C., Chen, W.Q., Tang, P., Wang, J.G., Shi, X., 2015. Building Energy Optimization Tools 
and Their Applicability in Architectural Conceptual Design Stage. Energy Procedia, 6th Interna-
tional Building Physics Conference, IBPC 2015 78, 2572–2577. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.egy-
pro.2015.11.288 . Weytjens, L., Verbeeck, G., 2010. Towards “architect-friendly” energy evaluation 
tools. Presented at the Spring Simulation Multiconference 2010, SpringSim’10, p. 179. https://doi.
org/10.1145/1878537.1878724
35 Tian et al. 2015. Ibid. 
36 Wong, N.H., Lam, K., Feriadi, H., 2000. The use of performance-based simulation tools for build-




Today, this situation has already changed, and the tools are widely used in both ar-
chitecture and engineering firms37. However, the assessment of energy optimiza-
tion, as part of what we consider the sustainability of a building, is still a compli-
cated procedure, which usually requires a significant amount of effort, time, and 
special skills. Furthermore, to reduce the effort of coordination across the multiple 
actors involved, energy optimization is generally conducted after the decision on 
major building elements, or in 2-3 alternative solutions38. 
In the traditional process, to analyse the energy performance with a specific tool, 
the geometric building information are extracted from the architectural drawings 
and documents. To use these no-BIM tools, a detailed model of the building is nec-
essary, with all the information related to the characteristics of the envelope, sys-
tems, climatic data, etc. After that, the building energy analyst uses this informa-
tion to define and create the thermal model of the building with the energy simula-
tion tool. The result depends on the knowledge, skill, and experience of the energy 
analyst: various building energy analysts will, therefore, generate differing thermal 
views39. Several tools for energy simulation are available. The most used software 
in the world for energy simulation are Energy+40 and TRNSYS41. Moreover, if these 
simulations are carried out, not only to assess energy performance but also to opti-
mize the design solution, an additional optimization tool is needed.
The diagram in Figure 89 shows the essential steps of a simulation and optimiza-
tion process of a building in a traditional process. It starts from a 3D model from 
that all the available information are extracted (1); then all the specific information 
related to the simulation that is being done are entered (2); all these data are input 
for the optimization tool (3); finally, the result related to the set objectives is ob-
tained (4). 
37 Monson, C., Dossick, C.S., Neff, G., Osburn, L., Burpee, H., 2016. Finding connections between 
design processes and institutional forces on integrated aec teams for high performance energy design 
15. Bambardekar, S., Poerschke, U., 2009. The architect as performer of energy simulation in the ear-
ly design stage 8.
38 Touloupaki, E., Theodosiou, T., 2017. Optimization of Building form to Minimize Energy Con-
sumption through Parametric Modelling. Procedia Environmental Sciences 38, 509–514. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.proenv.2017.03.114 
39 Bazjanac, V., 2007. Impact of the U.S. National Building Information Model Standard (NBIMS) on 
Building Energy Performance Simulation.
40 EnergyPlus™ is a whole building energy simulation program that engineers, architects, and re-
searchers use to model both energy consumption—for heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and plug 
and process loads—and water use in buildings. EnergyPlus is free, open-source, and cross-platform—it 
runs on the Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux operating systems. Its development is funded by the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s (DOE) Building Technologies Office (BTO).
41 TRNSYS is a flexible graphically based software environment used to simulate the behaviour of tran-
sient systems. TRNSYS is a commercial software package developed at the University of Wisconsin. 
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The BIM model is a huge repository of all the data of the entire life cycle of the 
building. A BIM model does not only include geometric information. It is a complete 
digital representation of all physical and functional characteristics of the building 
(Figure 90). Perform simulations and optimization processes in the BIM environ-
ment allow us to benefit from the peculiarities of it as an independent and mul-
ti-disciplinary data repository.
Using Building Information Modeling for the optimization of energy consump-
tion, the process described earlier in the traditional way, can speed up. The scheme 
shows before is now simplified. The second step, which involved adding the miss-
ing data to complete the model for the performance simulate, can be deleted due to 
all the available information are included in the BIM model.
Figure 91 shows the process developed using BIM. It starts from a BIM model that 
includes information (1); the information needed for the simulation are select and 
then entered in the optimization tool (2); finally, the result related to the set objec-
tives is obtained (3).
Based on these considerations and the combination of the three key arguments - 
sustainability, digitization, and optimization - the methodology proposed in Figure 
92 has been defined. The scheme is composed of several steps that will be deepened 
in the next pages, and then some developed application examples will be described. 































































Figure 90 Schema of all the data included in the Common Data Environment of a BIM model.
Figure 91 Outline of a BIM optimization process.
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The first step to be taken is to establish 
the goals that must be met based on the 
aims of the project. Besides, it is nec-
essary to define whether there are con-
straints that restrict the scope of identifi-
able feasible solutions. 
The multiple goals of an architectural 
project can be enclosed in the three pil-
lars of sustainable development: envi-
ronmental, social, and economic. These 
can include objectives such as energy, 
economic, comfort, environmental, so-
cial, urban planning, etc. Within these 
macro-categories, specific objectives 
can be identified. For example, consid-
ering the general goal to reduce the final 
energy consumption of the building, this 
can be translated into the specific objec-
tives concerning (Figure 93):
• Position and orientation; 
• Opaque envelope’s characteristics; 
• Transparent envelope’s character-
istics; 





• Indoor climatic conditions;





















The implemented examples, shown in the 
following paragraph, have been devel-
oped by selecting some of the objectives 
listed above related to the building’s en-
ergy consumption field. Despite the pro-
cedures and logic with which they have 
been developed, they can be extended 
and adapted to other project objectives.


















































DIGITAL MODEL AND DATA 
SELECTION
The next steps are related to the de-
velopment of the digital model and the 
selection of data useful for the optimi-
zation process. The digital platform 
chosen is Building Information Mode-
ling and, more specifically, Autodesk 
Revit for the development of BIM mod-
els used in the implementations pre-
sented below. The BIM model is the 
key to the methodology. Thanks to its 
features already described and ana-
lyzed above, it avoids the need to col-
lect and implement missing informa-
tion for the development of the entire 
process. Everything that is developed 
in the design process is contained 
within the BIM model. 
Once the goals and constraints have 
been set, the next step concerning the 
digital model of the building in order 
to explore and extract the input data 
necessary to develop the optimization 
process. For the example on the op-
timization of energy aspects, the fol-





• thermophysical properties and 
thickness of the envelope’s ma-
terials (walls, roof, floor, win-
dows etc.)
• type of building envelope’s mate-
rials;
• window to wall ratio;
• window type and dimensions;
• amount of glazing;
• ventilation rate;
• design and operation parame-
ters of HVAC systems;
• building usage, including func-
tional use;
• internal loads and schedules for 
lighting occupants, and equip-
ment,
• heating, ventilating, and air-con-






The next phase of the methodology is the 
formulation of the optimization process. 
There are some elements common to all 
optimization problems which consist of: 
• A set of independent variables or 
design parameters;
• A set of constraints that bound the 
respective;
• domains of the independent and de-
pendent variables;
• One or more objectives to be opti-
mized.
At this stage, it is already verified that 
we have all these elements necessary to 
build the optimization process. Then the 
methodology proceeds with the identifi-
cation of the resolution technique to be 
used among all those belonging to the de-
cision-making methods. There are many 
techniques applicable to complex opti-
mization problems, but not all of them 
are adequate and applicable in the field 
of construction and for the type of infor-
mation available. The choice of the most 
suitable one is therefore made based on 
the following characteristics of the prob-
lem:
• number of decision-makers;
• number of goals; 
• information from the decision-mak-
er on possible solutions; 
























Specifically, for the development of the 
applications presented below, the opti-
mization processes were generated in 
BIM using Autodesk Revit to generate the 
digital model and then Dynamo, for the 
visual programming. Dynamo is available 
in the standalone version and the version 




In the previous phases, the objectives were 
identified, the digital model was developed, 
and the data and methods were chosen. 
Thanks to all this information, it is possible 
now using specific software to develop the op-
timization process and solve the problem.
There are some existing optimization tools 
specifically developed for that and including 
the resolution techniques seen in Chapter 4, 
but thanks to visual programming tools, as 
Dynamo or the other one mostly used Grass-
hopper, it is also possible to write new ones. 
In the implementations presented below, both 
existing optimization tools and tools for writing 
new processes were used. The tools used are: 
• Autodesk Dynamo
It is an open-source graphical program-
ming interface that allows customizing 
the building information workflow with-
in Autodesk Revit. Inside Dynamo the de-
signer can define rules/concepts linking 
the optimization process to the BIM dig-
ital model in order to generated design 
solutions. In Dynamo workspace, the us-
er can use nodes and wires to specify the 
logical flow. Each node operates and has 
receptors for wires that supply the input 
data to the node as well as the results 
of the node’s action. Wires connect be-
tween Nodes to create relationships, and 
they can be thought of as electrical wires 
that carry pulses of data from one object 
to the next. 
• Python
It is a high-level object-oriented pro-
gramming language suitable to develop 
distributed applications, scripting, nu-
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merical computing, and system testing. 
Within Dynamo, the Python plugin has 
been used to write some new parts of the 
optimization processes.
• Refinery
It is a generative design tool developed by 
Autodesk for the architecture, engineer-
ing, and construction industry. It gives 
users the power to quickly explore, eval-
uate, and optimize their Revit and Dyna-
mo designs using genetic algorithms. 
Refinery is still a beta project. 
• Microsoft Excel 
It is a spreadsheet developed by Microsoft 
for Windows, macOS, Android, and iOS. 
It features calculation, graphing tools, 
pivot tables, and a macro programming 
language called Visual Basic for Appli-
cations. Using Dynamo, it is possible to 
export the data of the model and process-
es developed into Excel. This process has 
been useful to be able to rework the da-
ta and to import them into other software.
• Matlab
It is a multi-paradigm numerical com-
puting environment and proprietary 
programming language developed by 
MathWorks. MATLAB allows matrix ma-
nipulations, plotting of functions and data, 
implementation of algorithms, creation of 
user interfaces, and interfacing with pro-
grams written in other languages. MAT-
LAB has been used to write new optimiza-
tion processes using data extracted from 




The result of the optimization process, 
after several iterations and the elimina-
tion of unfit solutions, is an optimal solu-
tion or a pool of optimized design alter-
natives that meet the objective functions 
set. From this, the designer can obtain in-
dications on the design solutions that al-
low him to make his choices with greater 
awareness and face highly complex prob-
lems such as the evaluation of the sus-

























In this paragraph, six examples of possible uses of the methodology developed are 
presented. The applications developed are:
[1] Properties’ optimization of the transparent envelope
[2] Properties’ optimization of the opaque envelope
[3] Properties’ optimization of the entire envelope
[4] Optimization of façade’s geometry
[5] Volume and solar radiation optimization
[6] Selection of the best solution using attributes
The examples have been diversified in order to achieve different goals related to 
sustainable design, to use different tools and calculation methods for the resolution 
of the optimization process. The case studies shown have been realized on proto-
types to focus the attention on the whole process, rather than on the digital model 
development. Despite this, as will be described below, all applications are adaptable 
and replicable on projects of greater complexity.
[1] Properties’ optimization of the transparent envelope 
The objective of the script [1] is to optimize the thermal perfor-
mance of the transparent elements present, in terms of thermal resistance [m2K/W], 
keeping the geometrical characteristics fixed. Specifically, we want to exploit the 
potential of BIM to be a database of digital objects. The example aims to compare 
the elements inserted in the digital model with those present in the database and to 
make replacements if objects with “better” thermal performance are identified.
The digital model developed in Autodesk Revit is a building 
consisting of a single compartment with a size of 10 m by 10 m and 3 m height. The 
starting building envelope consists of the following elements:
• The first floor is a brick slab;
• vertical external brick walls with cavity insulation;
• single-glazed PVC windows and doors;
• flat roof made of the brick slab and extrados insulation.
No entrance doors and internal partitions have been inserted in the model; a win-






The following images show the plan of the building with the geometrical indica-
tions of the doors and windows and the construction (Figure 94) and a three-di-
mensional view of the exploded prototype (Figure 95).
Figure 94 Plan of the digital model developed in Autodesk Revit.




The optimization process was developed by extracting informa-
tion on the thermal performance of two types of elements contained in the BIM 
digital model: 
• the data associated with each “Window” instance inserted in the 3D model;
• the data associated with all the “Window” families contained in the database 
contained in the Revit project file. 
Each BIM authoring application includes a set of object classes is called a BIM object 
library or only a library or a family. Object classes are the information structures 
for defining object instances. Architectural BIM design tools have object classes for 
Walls, Doors, Slabs, Windows, Roofs, etc. The object class defines how instances 
of a class are structured, which type of information they include and how they are 
edited. The user can expand the BIM library by importing new objects that can be 
provided by manufacturers, found in online databases or independently produced.
The BIM template is generated by first selecting the object family and then inserting 
the objects in the template that are named “instances”. For example, in the model 
created for this application, the “PVC window with single glass” family has been 
used and the instances are the four windows inserted in the model. 
Data selection



















The families and instances contain the properties and attributes of the object, such 
as its dimensions, materials used, physical properties, etc. The information can be 
viewed and edited in the BIM authoring program by accessing the properties tab 
(Figure 96).
The developed script then uses the data on thermal properties contained in the four 
drawn windows and all the other “Windows” families present in the BIM model 
database.
The optimization process has been structured, as shown in Fig-
ure 97. After defining the target, the BIM model is drawn and 
then is linked to the visual programming program. The script developed in Dyna-
mo allows extracting the data of the families and instances of the BIM model. We 
then proceed with the comparison of the transmittance data extracted from each of 
the four instances drawn with those detected in the database. If values with better 
performance are found in the database, the script replaces the drawn instance ele-








The workflow is developed in Dynamo, a visual programming 
workspace, by connecting Nodes with Wires to specify the logical flow. 
The workflow has four main sections of nodes, shown with different colours in Fig-
ure 98:
• an initial part allows that links the script to the BIM model and selects a spe-
cific type of family, like “window” in this example (blue); 
• a part to analyse the model instances and extract the data (green);
• a part to analyse the database and find a better solution (orange); 
• a final part allows us to compare the different values and replace the elements 
if necessary (pink).
See the Appendix for an extended schema of the workflow.
Tools
Figure 98 The Dynamo workflow developed. The different sections of the workflow 
are visible: BIM model (blue); instance analysis (green); database analysis (orange); 
comparison and substitution (pink).
The final result of the process developed is the digital model op-
timized concerning the chosen property of the transparent elements, i.e. the ther-
mal resistance. Apparently, from the graphic point of view, there are no changes, 
but by exploring the elements and properties, the changes made by the process to 




The example described was made on a case with a limited number of objects and 
selecting a specific parameter. However, the process can be extended to more com-
plicated models both for the number of instances in the model and for the number 
of families in the database, and will only result in longer waiting time for the calcu-
lation. In addition, the thermal resistance parameter can be modified with any oth-
er parameter contained in the object family property.
[2] Properties’ optimization of the opaque envelope
The objective set for the script [2] is to optimize the thermal per-
formance of the opaque elements present in the model while keeping the geometric 
characteristics of the building fixed. Specifically, it was chosen to minimize the 
thermal transmittance value of the vertical opaque elements and to fix a maximum 
threshold value. The constraint imposed is that of not exceeding the transmittance 
limit in force in Italy established by Ministerial Decree 26 June 2015. The reference 
value taken is that corresponding to the external opaque vertical elements of a new 
building located in climatic zone D: 0.34 W/m2K.
The digital model developed in Autodesk Revit is the same as 
the previous example. It is a building consisting of a single room that is 10 m by 10 
m in size and 3 m high. The starting building envelope consists of the following el-
ements:
• first brick floor;
• vertical external brick walls with cavity insulation;
• single-glazed PVC windows and doors;
• flat brick roof with extrados insulation.
Goal
Digital Model
Figure 99 3D view 
of the exploded view 
of the digital model 




No entrance doors and internal partitions have been inserted in the model; a win-
dow frame has been inserted for each side, and all four elements have different ge-
ometric characteristics.
The following images show a 3D view of the exploded prototype (Figure 99) and the 
layers of the external wall (Figure 100).
Figure 100 Detail of the vertical 
wall stratigraphy used 



















The optimization process was developed by extracting informa-
tion on the thermal performance of the vertical walls used in the BIM model. All 
opaque elements belong to the system families divided into “walls”, “floors”, and 
“roofs”. As in the previous example, the families and instances contain the proper-
ties and attributes of the object. However, from the properties tab, the stratigraphy 
of the elements can be defined and also modified. Figure 10  shows the sheet of the 
brick masonry with cavity insulation used in the model in which the changes can 
be made. Specifically, layers can be add or delete and their function, material, and 




The developed script uses the information on the thermal properties of the drawn 
instances and the detailed information on the stratigraphy of the single masonry 
present in the BIM model.
Figure 101 Autodesk Revit’s opaque element layering sheet.
The optimization process has been structured, as shown in Fig-
ure 102. After defining the target, we move on to creating the 
BIM model, which is then linked to the visual programming program. The script 
developed in Dynamo allows to extracting the transmittance data and the details of 
the layers of each instance inserted in the BIM model.
The script allows comparison between the transmittance data of the individual ob-
jects drawn and the reference value from the standards. If the verification is not sat-
isfied, then the model is modified. Specifically, the stratigraphy of the instance is 
analysed, and if there is an element with the function of insulation, the thickness 
is increased of 0.01 m. This process is repeated until the verification of all instances 





The workflow is developed in Dynamo, a visual programming 
workspace, by connecting Nodes with Wires to specify the logical flow. 
The workflow has five main groups of nodes, shown with different colours in Fig-
ure 103:
• an initial part allows to links the script to the BIM model and select a specific 
type of family, like “walls” in this example (blue); 
• a part to analyse the model instances and extract the thermal transmittance 
data (green);























Figure 102 Schema 
of the process developed 




• a part to analyse the instance and if there is an insulation layer a better solu-
tion, select it (orange); 
• a final part allows creating the thickness increase routine until the condition 
is verified (purple).
In the orange part to identify the functions associated with each layer of the ele-
ment, a node developed in phyton and available through a dynamo plugin has been 
modified and then used.  
See the Appendix for an extended schema of the workflow.
The final result of the developed process is the digital model op-
timized concerning the chosen property of the vertical opaque elements, i.e. the 
thermal transmittance. Apparently, from a graphics point of view, there are no ap-
preciable changes as the thickness of the vertical opaque elements is increased only 
by a few centimetres in some cases. 
The described example was made on a case with a limited number of objects, and a 
specific property was selected. However, the process can be extended to more com-
plex models, and both the parameter and the reference value used can be modified.
Final result
Figure 103 The Dynamo workflow developed. The different sections of the workflow 
are visible: BIM model (blue); instance data extraction (green); thermal transmittance 




[3] Properties’ optimization of the entire envelope
The third application example is the extension and merging of the two previous 
scripts to simultaneously optimize the properties of all building envelope elements, 
both opaque and transparent. 
All the objectives, the starting models, the selected data, and the structure of the 
optimization processes have remained unchanged. 
The second script has been modified to use it with the other 
opaque elements of the construction, i.e. floors and roofs. Therefore, the transmit-
tance limit values for these two types of elements have also been modified follow-
ing the Ministerial Decree of 26 June 2015. The reference values used are 0.32 W/
m2K and 0.30 W/m2K corresponding respectively to the floor and roof of a new 
building located in climatic zone D.
The first script has therefore been combined with the second, in the version ex-
tended to all three categories of opaque elements, walls, floors, and roofs. The new 
script is the one shown in Figure 104, the four groups of sub-processes correspond-
ing to the four elements of the building envelope can see: the first group at the top 
is the script for the transparent elements while the three equal groups correspond 
to walls, floor, and roof.
The colours of the sub-groups correspond to:
• in blue the parts that allow to link the script to the BIM model and select a spe-
cific type of family; 
• green and orange for the parts that allow to analyse the model instances and 
extract specific information;
• pink and purple are the colour of the groups of nodes that allow verifying 
compliance with set conditions or reference values.
The final result of the process developed is the digital model op-
timized in terms of thermal performance, in terms of resistance and transmittance, 
of the entire building envelope. Apparently, from a graphic point of view, there are 
no appreciable changes as the windows and doors keep the geometrical dimensions 
unchanged while the thickness of the opaque elements is increased only by a few 
centimetres in some cases. 
The described example was made on a case with a limited number of objects, and a 
specific property was selected. However, the process can be extended to more com-





[4] Optimization of façade’s geometry
The fourth application example aims to optimize the solar radi-
ation inside the building by changing the geometry of the façade cladding panels 
according to their exposure to the sun.
 
The digital model used in this example is a volume created in 
Autodesk Revit (Figure 105). Contrary to previous models, the building is designed 
as a volume, or “mass”, consisting of surfaces only and without specific information 
about the building envelope. The south-facing side on which the cladding will be 
applied has been deformed to have different radiation over the entire extension of 
the façade.
The information necessary for the development of this example 
is mainly three: the geographical location of the model from which the solar radia-
tion information is derived; the surface of the digital model on which to apply the 
façade; the panel to be used. All this information is contained in the BIM model and 
can be used through the dynamo script. The model has been located in Italy in 




Figure 104 The Dynamo workflow developed. The workflow can be divided into the four 
main sub-flows for each type of envelope elements: windows, walls, floor and roof. 
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ure 106 b). The panel has been selected among the many available online databases 
and then imported in the Revit file. It is rectangular, and inside it, there is a square-
shaped void. The two vertices of the short side of this rhombus can move along the 
diagonal of the rectangle to simulate its opening and closing (Figure 106 c).
Figure 105 3D view of the digital model created 
in Autodesk Revit.





The optimization process has been structured in order to have 
maximum illumination through a curtain wall composed of 
partly opaque and partly transparent panels. After defining the objective, we move 
on to the creation of the BIM model, which is then connected to the visual program-
ming program. The Dynamo workflow allows us to extract the position data and 
select the surface of the BIM model to be used. The script then allows to position the 
panels on the surface and modify their internal geometry. This last step is done by 
comparing the angle of incidence of the sun on the panel and its normal vector: the 
smaller will be its difference, the greater will be the opening of the panel to allow a 
higher amount of natural light to enter the building.
The Dynamo’s workflow has five main groups of nodes, shown 
with different colours in Figure 107 and more in detail in the Appendix:
• an initial part allows to links the script to the BIM model and select a specific 
surface, like the south one in this example (light blue); 
• a part that allows to select the position of the model and the sun details (blue);
• a part to create a grid on the surface in order to place the entire façade (green);
• a part that allows to select the panel and place it on the created grid (orange); 





Figure 107 The Dynamo workflow developed. The different sections of the workflow are 
visible: BIM model (light blue); surface subdivision (green); BIM model position (blue); 
panel’s selection (orange); panel’s façade geometry (pink).
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The final result obtained is the cladding of the selected south 
wall with panels of different geometry according to the solar incidence (Figure 108). 
The example described was carried out on a single surface and using panels with a 
specific geometry. However, the process can be adapted for models, surfaces, and 
panels with different geometries.
Final result
Figure 108 BIM model 
on which a cladding has been 
realized on the south wall 
with panels with variable 
geometry.
[5] Volume and solar radiation optimization
The fifth example aims to optimize the building’s compactness 
ratio and solar radiation on the vertical walls. Specifically, it was decided to mini-
mize the S/V ratio between the building’s dispersing surface and its volume by free-
ly varying the dimensions of width, length, and height of the starting volume up to 
a limit set at 100m. The solar calculation was made considering the climatic data for 
the year 2018.
The digital model used in 
this example is a cube created in Autodesk Re-
vit (Figure 109). Like the model in the previous 
example, the building was designed as a vol-
ume, or “mass,” consisting of surfaces only and 
without specific information about the build-
ing envelope. The starting cube side is 10m.
Goal
Digital Model
Figure 109 3D view of the digital model 
developed in Autodesk Revit.
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The information needed for the development of this example is 
mainly the geographical location of the model, from which the information on solar 
radiation and geometric characteristics are derived. All this information is con-
tained in the BIM model and can be used through the dynamo script. The model 
has been located in Italy in Genoa, and the Revit file database contains the climatic 
information of this location.
The optimization process has been structured to achieve the ob-
jective set through the use of genetic algorithms. 
The BIM model is linked to the visual programming program that permits to calcu-
late the S/V ratio and to calculate the amount of radiation on the vertical surfaces of 
the volume based on climate data for the chosen year. This information is then fur-
ther entered into the optimization program through the use of genetic algorithms 
able to calculate all possible solutions based on the data and constraints set.
The first tool used is Dynamo, a visual programming workspace, 
by connecting Nodes with Wires to specify the logical flow. The workflow developed 
has five main groups of nodes, shown in Figure 110 and Appendix:
• an initial part allows to links the script to the BIM model and select the solid 
(light blue); 
• a part to extract the geometry information of the selected solid and to fix the 
range of variation of the dimensions of the solid (green);
• a part to calculate the S/V index (orange);
• a part that allows to select the position of the model and the sun details (blue);
• a part to calculate the solar radiation on the vertical surface of the selected sol-
id (pink);
• a final part collects the two values that will be respectively minimized and 
maximized, S/V and cumulative solar radiation (grey). 
Then the script is exported to be used in Refinery, a dynamo plugin still available 
in beta version, that allows using genetic algorithms, in particular, the NSGA II de-
scribed in chapter 4. Refinery allows to fix some settings of the optimization pro-
cess before starting (Figure 111):
• inputs that could be used and modify. In this example, they are the three main 
dimensions of the solid;
• outputs that could be used as goals of the optimization process. In this exam-







Figure 110 The Dynamo 
workflow developed. 
The different sections of 
the workflow are visible: 
BIM model (light blue); 
geometry information 
extraction (green); 
calculation of the S/V 
index (orange); BIM model 
position (blue); calculation 
of the solar radiation (pink); 
optimization’s value (grey).




• add any numerical constraints to the output values if they have not already 
been set in the dynamo workflow;
• generation setting of the GA used: number of individuals in the initial popu-
lation, number of generations, and number of the starting point called “seed”. 
In this example, the values chosen respectively are 100, 20 and 1. 
The final result obtained through the use of genetic algorithms 
is a series of possible solutions to the objective set. In Figure 112, some of the results 
obtained are reported. Among all the possible solutions, the decision-maker can 
choose the final one that can then be re-imported into Dynamo and Revit, to mod-
ify the starting model with the optimized information. The example described can 
be expanded and reused in other cases, modifying the starting volume and the sur-
faces on which to calculate the irradiance, and different constraints and ranges of 
possible variation of the input data can be inserted.




[6] Selection of the best solution using attributes
The sixth application example was developed for the choice of 
the optimal solution among several options based on attributes. As shown in the 
previous example, all the solutions obtained with Refinery are “excellent” because 
they are already the result of an optimization process carried out with genetic algo-
rithms. Therefore, in cases like this, the decision-maker is once again called to make 
a choice. 
This situation is similar to the one that designers have to face in case of redevelop-
ment projects. Once certain constraints have been set, such as the budget available 
and the energy performance to be achieved, multiple solutions can be identified, all 
equally valid. In all these cases, decision theory and multi-attribute methods, de-
scribed in Chapter 4, can be a valuable aid in identifying the optimal final choice. 
The example deals with a practical case of a redevelopment pro-
ject of an existing building in which the designer is called to choose the optimal in-
tervention among ten possible valid solutions. A digital BIM model of the entire 
building was created with Autodesk Revit (Figure 113). The model was then export-
ed in .ifc format to be inserted in an energy simulation software under Italian reg-
ulations and calculation procedures and with which the final energy consumption 
of the building can be calculated after the application of each solution.
Goal
Digital Model
Figure 113 3D view of the digital model developed in Autodesk Revit.
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The interventions identified were analysed based on four attrib-
utes: cost, performance index, durability, and feasibility. Each solution was simulat-
ed and studied separately based on the established attributes. The data obtained 
were collected from the different software, and the analyses carried out and insert-
ed with a non-automated procedure in an Excel spreadsheet in order to construct 
the decision matrix [m,n] (Table 2).
Table 2 Matrix of decisions of a multi attribute problem.
Total cost [€] Energy index Durability Feasibility
1 Thermal insulation - first floor 104316 118.91 Good Ease
2 Thermal insulation - roof 94381 119.16 Good Ease
3 Thermal insulation - façades 284738 118.89 Good Difficulty
4
Thermal insulation - walls/
floors - heating zones/ 
no-heating zones
276430 111.24 Good Ease
5 Thermal insulation - walls/floors - no-heating zones 137651 118.62 Good Difficulty
6 Windows Substitution (EAST side – Heating zones) 346675 106.41 Good Ease
7 Windows Substitution  (WEST side – Heating zones) 771023 87.81 Good Ease
8 Windows substitution (no-Heating zones) 170957 118.39 Good Ease
9 Generation Plant substitution 25000 103.44 Good High Ease
10
Generation Plant substitution 
and regulation system 
installation
88920 78.99 Good Ease
The optimization process is based on the choice of the optimal 
solution using the TOPSIS method, belonging to the category of 
MADM. This method has been used because it is the one with the least degree of 
objectivity and allows more easily to arrive at an optimal solution.
The tools used to calculate the optimal solution were two: Excel 
and Matlab. The first tool was used to collect data and build a decision matrix. Be-
fore using the matrix, it was converted into numerical values only. For this purpose, 
criteria were established to transform the attributes of durability and feasibility. 








no sufficient 0 no feasible 0
poor 1 high difficulty 1
mediocre 2 difficulty 2
good 3 ease 3
high 4 high ease 4
Subsequently, the decision matrix was imported into Matlab. Within this program, 
the following steps of the TOPSIS method for solving the problem have been written:





    v(j)=weight(1,j)/normp;
end
for i=1:m
    for j=1:n
        T(i,j)=v(j)*A(i,j);





    dw(i)=norm(T(i,:)-Aw);    
    db(i)=norm(T(i,:)-Ab);
end
for i=1:m






The final result obtained is the following list of possible solu-
tions ordered from the closest to the ideal solution to the farthest one and the indi-
cation of the distance in percentage (Table 3).
Table 3 Final results obteined using TOPSIS method.
9 Generation Plant substitution 93%
10 Generation Plant substitution and regulationsystem installation 74%
2 Thermal insulation – roof 72%
1 Thermal insulation - first floor 71%
8 Windows substitution (no-Heating zones) 68%
4 Thermal insulation - walls/floors 
heating zones/ no-heating zones 60%
5 Thermal insulation - walls/floors - no-heating zones 56%
6 Windows substitution EAST side – Heating zones) 54%
3 Thermal insulation - façades 46%
7 Windows substitution (WEST side – Heating zones) 25%
This result allows the decision-maker to have the solutions sorted according to the 
chosen attributes and to identify an “excellent” final solution that comes closest to 
the set objective. 
The example described has been presented on a specific decision matrix but can be 
used to solve any other problem with the same characteristics and can be formulat-







The goals of sustainable development require a significant commitment from the 
construction sector, as the environmental, social, and economic impacts generated 
by it are also significant. All activities and people working in this sector are called 
upon to actively contribute to the global challenge for adaptation and mitigation to 
climate change. Therefore, designers, moving in a context-oriented towards a resil-
ient future where resources (energy, raw materials, economic, etc.) are limited, need 
to find new strategies to achieve an “optimized result”.
The research work presented here has been conducted through the study and in-
depth analysis of the state of the art of the three chosen areas of investigation: sus-
tainability, digitization, and optimization. The second chapter dealt with the top-
ic of sustainability, starting from the most recent data on the current situation and 
global initiatives to tackle climate change to the strategies adopted in the construc-
tion sector and specifically in sustainable design. The study since the fourth indus-
trial revolution described in chapter three has allowed us to outline its principles, 
potential, and weaknesses. Thanks to this study, it has been possible to identify the 
technological innovation that can contribute to a radical transformation of the con-
struction process: Building Information Modeling (BIM). The study of optimization 
techniques to manage the complexity of design choices has been reported in chap-
ter four. We started from some historical hints of its development and the first op-
timization experiences to arrive then to the applications in the construction context 
and specifically to the most used techniques in the design field.
The objective of the research was to take inspiration from these analyses to im-
agine possible virtuous complicity between sustainable objectives and the potential 
of the digital revolution, supported by the operational characteristics of optimization 
methods. The intent was to identify a new way to respond in the field of construction 
to the global challenges of sustainable development to which we are all called. There 
is much potential for improvement in the construction sector if we consider that de-
spite the wide variety of existing tools and the shared awareness of the importance of 
doing something about climate change, not all teams of architects use them or if they 
are used, mostly as tools for post-design assessment. Several studies have shown the 
potential to support optimal design decisions and that around 20% of design deci-
sions made in the early design phase represent 80% of the total impact on the final 
energy performance of the building. Although all recent technological innovations 
are vehicles of many benefits, they also have practical and economic limitations that 
limit their use and diffusion. There are also multiple risks, some of which have not 
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yet been adequately addressed and explored, such as security, privacy, user protec-
tion aspects, or management of the enormity of the data produced.
The Building Information Modeling was chosen as the digital environment and tool 
with which to develop the proposed methodology. BIM can reduce some of the criti-
cal issues generated by a “group of experts” who collaborate in a project. First of all, 
the necessary information collection for the simulation and evaluation of the pro-
ject choices to be adopted. The possibility to work with a digital twin of the built is 
an essential innovation of the process, and the data contained in the Common Da-
ta Environment (CDE) are the heart of BIM. However, there are still several chal-
lenges to use BIM and CDE to manage all aspects of sustainability. From a theo-
retical point of view, it is already considered possible, but, in practice, there are still 
no standardised procedures and consolidated tools for the management of BIM 7D 
data and information. In fact, for the seventh dimension of BIM, defined by the Ital-
ian standard UNI 11337-1 as the seventh dimension related to the simulation of the 
work or its elements according to the sustainability (economic, environmental, en-
ergy, etc.) of the intervention, there are not yet available and consolidated applica-
tions and tools. Another element that shows how this area is still little explored lies 
in its association with a BIM dimension. In this research work, it has been chosen to 
refer to sustainability as BIM-7D. However, there is still confusion and uncertainty 
in the references, and, in different contexts from the Italian one, it is associated with 
BIM-6D. This fact highlights even more how this level has not yet been reached and 
this information is not yet fully managed in the BIM building process.
This gap between reference literature and work practice is a recurrent element in 
BIM, as it has been possible to ascertain also thanks to the comparison with the 
interviewed experts. Not only with regard to aspects related to sustainability but 
more generally there are many differences when studying and analyzing the dif-
ferent national contexts and the different professional realities related to small and 
large scale projects. It is expected that soon this fragmented picture of Building In-
formation Modeling, the result of the different sensitivities of government agencies 
and individual professionals, will be smoothed out by the recent ISO 19650:2018 
- Organisation and digitisation of information on buildings and civil engineering 
works, including Building Information Modeling (BIM). The standard primarily 
aims to reorganise all existing standards by providing a single internationally valid 
definition for the exchange of data and establishing standard protocols for informa-
tion sharing between the various stakeholders in the construction industry. Sec-
ondly, this new legislation may also be the inspiration and support needed to trig-
ger a renewal process in those countries that are less advanced in construction 4.0.
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In the Italian context, the introduction of the BIM Decree and the request to use 
digitized systems in public procurement is a clear signal of thi expected change. The 
direction adopted and the willingness to undertake a renewal process by exploiting 
the potential of BIM will lead first of all to rationalize and make more efficient the 
timing and methods of the now obsolete tender procedures. Besides, the dissemi-
nation of BIM will also bring with it the increase in the skills of professionals and 
progress in the development of existing tools that will facilitate its use in several as-
pects of the design process.
In the second part of chapter five, the final elaborations and considerations of the 
research work have been “translated” into an operational strategy that would sup-
port designers to achieve sustainability goals. In particular, a replicable procedure 
has been developed for the optimization of sustainable project characteristics. This 
strategy is a sequence of steps able to include sustainability parameters as a de-
sign criterion fro the very beginning phase, using a digital model developed in the 
BIM framework, arriving at the optimal choice of design solutions through deci-
sion-making methods.
In the development of this procedure, attention is paid to the choice of intervention 
strategies aimed at achieving the objectives of the project itself, minimizing the dis-
persion of information and improving collaboration between the various specialists 
involved. Specifically, it is a sequence of steps to be able to include sustainability as 
a design criterion from the very beginning, using a digital model developed in the 
BIM field, to then arrive at the choice of optimal solutions thanks to the use of de-
cision theory.
The methodology has been tested through some application cases presented in par-
agraph 5.5. The diverse examples have shown how it can be used to organize and 
sequence the phases leading to the identification and choice of the optimal solution 
based on the objectives set. The case studies did not aim to cover the full range of 
possible design choices but, starting from some simple elements, to highlight their 
adaptability and replicability to more complex situations with different objectives 
and information available. 
The design process is also subject to time constraints, and designers must make 
decisions quickly. The use of software certainly helps to speed up the process, but 
the creation of parametric models takes time. BIM has undoubtedly proved to be a 
useful tool, not only because of its parametric nature but also because it allows us 
to quickly capture any changes and information that could be made and added by 
designers at any time, without the need to completely rewrite and redo the mod-
el. Nevertheless, the implementations of the methodology have shown that many 
skills in BIM modeling and visual programming are needed and must be developed 
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from time to time based on the problem to be addressed. The dependence on the 
designer and his skills is evident, as it was also in the research path. That is a limit 
that must and will be overcome thanks to the spread of these tools; in fact, some of 
those are still in beta version, updated continuously and modified. 
In the future, the potential highlighted by the synergy between sustainability and 
the digital revolution, supported by optimization methods, could be the answer 
in our sector to the increasingly stringent demands of regulations and customers 
on the requirements and performance in terms of sustainability of construction. 
The proposed methodology highlights how these elements can be put together and 
used by designers who will have to operate in this new scenario. The examples of 
implementation, emphasize how the methodology, starting from single construc-
tion elements, can be used up to the scale of the building or neighbourhood to ad-
dress the real decision-making problems in sustainable design.
6.2 Future Developments of the Research
The future developments of the research carried out are many and can be traced 
both to more general aspects and to more particular and specific ones concerning 
what has been studied and developed.
The research approach based on three main topics was carried out similarly and 
methodically, proceeding in the study by levels. This chosen approach leaves ample 
room for development since many aspects have been excluded because of the cho-
sen key, and even each topic can be a separate subject of study. In particular, it was 
decided to limit the definition of state of the art in order to have a more complete 
and homogeneous picture of recent developments and advances in the study topics. 
The areas of research on sustainability, digitization, and optimization have devel-
oped at different times and are also associated with different fields of application. 
Therefore, changing or eliminating this approach, and this time boundary would 
allow for a different and broader view, and consequently, new research considera-
tions and results may emerge.
The detailed study of a specific aspect of each topic has determined a choice that 
has led to the consequent natural exclusion of countless other instruments, prin-
ciples, methodologies. For example, in the case of digitization, an area still in full 
development and constant mutation, among all the possible technological innova-
tions, Building Information Modeling was chosen as the optimal environment for 
the achievement of research goals. Other interesting aspects have been omitted 
only partially explored in the field of construction, such as Big Data, which could 
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give light to further developments in the already existing information management 
skills of BIM. Alternatively, in the same way concerning sustainability, many objec-
tives can be chosen for optimization processes.
The choice to dialogue and discuss with experts on three topics studied was moti-
vated by the need to expand the research area. The different points of view heard 
allowed the emergence of real challenges and difficulties that are found in everyday 
practice and that limits the application of the investigated aspects in design process-
es. The interviews, limited to a restricted number of candidates, could be extended in 
order to collect more information and define an increasingly detailed picture.
The implementation part of the research can also be expanded, using the report-
ed examples as a starting point for the development of new optimization process-
es. As shown, the implementations have been described with the intent to high-
light the applicability of the proposed methodology. Several factors, however, may 
affect possible developments, such as the user’s skills and competences, software 
and application development, the availability and management of information of 
the digital model to be used. The overcoming of these practical limits could lead to 
a real possibility to use this kind of approach in a design project, based on the op-
timization processes developed in a BIM environment. The proposed methodology 
would make it possible to achieve a general and coordinated optimised workflow 
between the different actors involved in the process, including aspects concerning 
the achievement of sustainable development objectives.
At the end of this PhD research, it can be said that the challenges for sustaina-
ble development and the digital revolution are profoundly changing the construc-
tion sector. Many signs of innovation have been highlighted through the present-
ed investigations. However, in the near future, other profound transformations 
will be required, which will involve substantial economic investments, increased 
technical expertise, and a global innovation of the construction sector at all stages. 
The presented research work has contributed to delineate the current situation in 
the construction sector and o trace a possible course through the synergy of the 
three key concepts: sustainability, digitization, and optimization. This approach 
can be considered as a valid starting point for an area that is still not much ex-








The goal of the interview is to highlight the current issues the construction industry faces 
and how digitization can help address them. BIM is often held up as the gold standard for 
digitized construction, yet the construction industry as a whole has been slow to adopt 
the BIM process. We are, therefore, interested in understanding the barriers and facilitators 
to BIM adoption – in particular, concerning energy optimization and sustainable perfor-
mance simulation. The aim is to examine the role of BIM in transforming construction 
work and solving the environmental challenges related to the consumption of energy and 
primary resources in building construction and use. More specifically, we are interested in 
understanding how well BIM supports the work practices of performance optimization.  





Field and kind of your work:
What kind of project/work do you work on?
Questions about BIM
• How do you understand BIM?
 – Technology or process?
 – When is it relevant to use BIM?
 º Probe for comparison with CAD and other digital tools
 – What do you see as the main barriers, drivers, and benefits associated with BIM?
 º Probe for examples
• Does your company use BIM? 
 – If yes, what is your own role in the BIM team? Specialist, coordinator, manager…?
 – What are the other digital and non-digital tools used besides BIM?
 º Probe for what role the different tools play
 – Do you use a “Plan of Work”? Do you have your template, or do you use an al-
ready existing one?
 – How are the different specialists collaborating in BIM? 
 º Probe for how they share their information (upload local models?)
 – How do you decide when it is relevant to use BIM as a tool or not?
 º Probe for a recent example
 – In which phases of the construction project is BIM most relevant?
 – How many in your company work directly in BIM (estimate)?
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• Do you use BIM for renovation projects?
 – If yes, how do you collect the necessary data for the BIM model?
• From your experience, in a collaborative process with several partners, 
what are the pros and cons of BIM?
 º Probe for an example of a situation where s/he successfully used BIM
 º Probe for an example of a situation where it turned out to be problematic 
to use BIM 
Questions about building performance simulation
• What do you consider as the main practices involved in energy simulation? 
 – What are the main difficulties involved in doing energy simulations?
• Does your company provide energy simulation and optimization studies?
• At what stage of the project do you carry them out?
 – Before or after the decisions become irreversible?
 – How are the results used to guide project choices?
 º Probe for an example
• Do you have parameters to assess the quality of the project? Or Indicators 
to evaluate the design ideas?
 – How are these parameters decided on?  
 – Who defines them?
• In your opinion, what are the best tools for performance optimization, 
and why?
 º Probe for examples
• Do you use BIM tools for optimization, and in what kind of projects? 
 – If yes, what are the main benefits?
 º Probe for examples
 – When do you avoid using BIM for optimization? Why?
• When collaborating with others, what is most important to communicate 
from the perspective of optimization?
 º Probe for examples of communication failures
 º Probe for the impact of communication practices on workflow and quality
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